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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General 
The immense capabilities of the modern digital 
computers have been profitably used by the structural engineer-
ing profession from the very inception of computers. This use 
has brought forth profound changes in the outlook and philo-
sophy -of the profession. Initially, the computer was conceived 
primarily as a tool for conducting numerical calculations. 
Thus, early computer applications have been confined mostly 
to the analysis of structures. The initial attempts at 
analysis of structures were based on the existing methods of 
hand computation at that time. Such methods, although 
excellent for hand computation, were not as well suited to 
computer application and gradually gave way to more general 
methods, resulting in versatile programs such as STRESS(3). 
The task of analysis of structures on computers 
being in a relatively satisfactory stage, the emphasis is 
currently shifting to the design of structures. Unlike 
analysis, where the problem is mainly computational in char-
acter, the design problem entails logical decisions at every 
step. The number of variables required to be checked in a 
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design is generally so large that the design process has, by 
necessity, been only of trial and error so far. A large part 
of the design constraints which must be satisfied are imposed 
by the various code requirements. These constraints may vary 
from code to code but the basic design strategy remains 
essentially the same. 
1.2 The Design Process 
The complete design process can be considered con-
sisting of the following three steps: 
a) Analysis 
b) Sizing of Components 
c) Checking of Constraints 
Separation of the constraint checking activity in the 
overall design process helps to clarify the situation and may 
lead to a better definition of the design process on computers. 
The three steps are, however, closely interrelated. Thus, in 
most cases, the analysis will depend upon the initial proper-
ties of the member elements. Depending upon the design criteria, 
such as minimum weight or fully stressed design, sizing of the 
components may be performed immediately after the completion of 
analysis. These two steps may require iterative application 
in order to adequately satisfy the design criteria. Capabili-
ties are now available{3,4) to perform the analysis and member 
selection of elastic framed structures. 
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The third step, viz., the checking of the design 
against a given set of constraints completes the design process. 
In case the constraint requirements are not satisfied, the 
whole process may have to be repeated from step a) or step b), 
depending upon the magnitude of the discrepancy. 
The design procedures up to the end of steps a) and 
b) as mentioned above are largely ,independent of the details 
of the design constraints whereas step c) is wholly dependent 
on them. It is, therefore, desirable to complete the design 
process up to the sizing of components more or less indepen-
dently from the details of the design constraints, and in the 
final stages of the design, perform the necessary checks for 
detailed design constraints. 
1.3 Role of Specifications 
A substantial part of the design constraints are 
specified by the various codes and specifications accepted by 
the profession. These specifications, as presented, are not 
readily adaptable to computer application because: 
a) The specifications do not display the logic 
leading to a certain action in as clear and 
concise a manner as needed for computer 
application; 
b) The requirements for the same action may be 
widely scattered in the text of the 
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specifications with explicit cross references 
missing; and 
c) The provisions to quickly incorporate revisions 
of the specifications into computer programs 
is not present with the current mode of 
expression of the specifications. 
It has been suggested(l).that specifications presented 
in the form of decision logic tables provide a particularly 
appropriate technique to document the design constraints pre-
scribed by the specifications. Such a formal documentation 
also makes it possible to develop a single general processor 
for checking the design constraints. 
1.4 Decision Tables 
This section describes very briefly the d~cision 
tables and the associated concepts that have been used in this 
study. Detailed description of decision tables are available 
in References 1, 6 and 7. 
A decision table is a concise tabular display of the 
logical condition(s) applicable in a given situation and of 
the appropriate actions to be taken as a result of the values 
of the conditions. 
A decision table consists of four sections as 
shown. 
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Condition Condition 
Stub Entry 
Action Action 
Stub Entry 
The condition stub is a list of the logical condi-
tions involved in the problem. These conditions are called 
logical because they have only two possible values: yes or no. 
The condition entry lists the pertinent combinations of the 
logical conditions in columns. Each column specifies a rule. 
The action stub lists all the possible actions that may be 
taken in the problem. The term "action lt is taken in its most 
general sense, and may denote the assignment of a value to a 
variable, printing a message, etc. The action entry specifies 
the particular action or actions to be taken corresponding to 
the specified rule. 
The elements of the condition entry can have only 
one of three possible values, i.e., Y, N and I, which stand 
for yes, no and immaterial, respectively. The elements of the 
action entry may be either Y, signifying that the corresponding 
action is to be executed, or blank, signifying that the action 
is not to be executed. 
Decision tables of the type described are referred 
to in the literature as tllimited-entry" tables. Other types 
of tables, called uextended-entrylt tables, allow for a wider 
variety of condition and action entries. 
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A decision table is formulated a priori for sub-
sequent use. The various rules indicate all pertinent combi-
nations of the logical conditions and the corresponding actions. 
When a decision table is used, only the values of the conditions 
in the condition stub change because of the problem at hand, 
the other sections remaining unaltered. Use of the decision 
table, thus, involves giving values to the conditions, matching 
the contents of the condition stub thus created with the various 
rules in the condition entry, identifying the applicable rule 
and taking the appropriate action(s} as specified in the rule. 
The data requirements, i.e., the list of variables 
needed to evaluate the conditions and execute the actions of 
a table, must be known before starting the actual execution. 
It is also necessary to know whether a data element is required 
as an external input or may be obtained as a result of executing 
some other table. 
1.4.1 Direct Execution Vs. Conditional Execution 
There are two approaches possible at the time of 
starting execution of a decision table: 
a) All data which could possibly be needed by a 
given table must be available before commencing 
the execution of that table. This approach is 
termed direct execution. 
Direct execution implies that if the 
value of some data element required in a table 
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is indicated as obtainable by executing some 
other table, this latter table must be executed 
first. When all necessary data elements are 
thus made available, the execution of the former 
table can be started. 
b) Execution of a table is initiated even though 
one or more of the ,required data elements may 
not be defined at that time. As soon as an 
undefined element is encountered, execution of 
the table currently under processing is tempor-
arily suspended. The indicated table is then 
executed, thus defining the previously undefined 
element. Finally, the execution of the original 
table can be resumed. This approach is termed 
as conditional execution. 
The algorithm developed in this study provides for both of 
these approaches. 
1.5 Object of the study 
Realizing the importance of computers to the struc-
tural design process and the difficulties encountered therein, 
this study was intended to accomplish the following: 
a) Devise a scheme to perform checking of the 
design constraints for structural design with 
the help of automatic digital computers, using 
1.6 
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the design constraints presented in the form of 
decision logic tables~ 
b) Attempt to develop a general purpose processor 
for checking the design constraints, to be 
independent of the constraints themselves to 
the maximum extent possible~ 
c) Explore the nature and properties of data with 
a view to minimizing the data requirements to 
solve a problem; and 
d) Use the design constraints provided by the 1969 
AISC Specification for structural steel for 
Buildings(2) to illustrate the procedure, as 
the AISC Specification is currently available 
in the form of decision tables(l). 
Organization of the Report 
Chapter 2 contains a critical study of the nature, 
properties and the sources of values of data elements in the 
light of problems encountered with data management. Means of 
utilizing these properties in order to devise an efficient 
data structure are discussed. 
Chapter 3 starts with a description of the procedure 
to execute a single decision table and synthesizes the concept 
to executing a large number of decision tables by direct and 
conditional execution. This chapter also includes description 
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of a procedure to generate further properties of data from the 
externally supplied properties. 
Chapter 4 is devoted to a description of the imple-
mentation of the concepts developed in chapters 2 and 3 into a 
general-purpose computer program. 
Chapter 5 contains an illustration of the procedure 
by applying it to the 1969 AISC Specification and discusses 
the input and output from the program. 
Chapter 6 contains conclusions on the basis of 
experience in this study and suggestions for further work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
ORGANIZATION OF DATA 
In a general purpose program of the type considered 
in this study, the volume of data required for solving even a 
small problem may ofte'n become quite large. This chapter first 
studies the nature and properties of the data and then suggests 
ways of utilizing these properties in order to minimize the 
problems associated with data management. 
2.1 Nature of Data 
The elements of data upon which the program operates 
. 
can generally be of the following two types: 
a) Data having some numerical value in the con-
ventional sense, for example, the length of 
a member or the value of the bending moment, 
etc.: and 
b) Data which are logical in nature, having only 
two possible values "yes" and "no," as for 
example, "is the section symmetric about the 
major axis. 1t 
Inclusion of logical data values makes it possible 
to treat the conditions in the decision tables as data and 
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makes the latter amenable to useful procedures based on con-
cepts of ingredience, dependence and mutually exclusive sets. 
These concepts are discussed later in this chapter. 
The data serve to establish the interaction between 
the decision tables, as one table may generate the value of an 
element of data for use by another table or tables. Hence, 
all data are made accessible to all tables by storing them 
globally in a single-subscripted array called DATA. 
2.2 Sources of Values of Data 
There are three possible sources for the values of 
data elements, as follows: 
a) The value of any data element may be provided 
by external input. 
b) Values of certain data elements may be generated 
as a function of other data elements by exe-
cuting an action of an appropriate table. Data 
generated in this 'fashion may be either numer-
ical or logical in nature. 
c) The value of a data element may be obtained 
as the result of calculations made on some 
other elements of data. For example, the value 
of the logical data element "Is R./r .::.. 2001 11 may 
be evaluated on the basis of the relative values 
of ~ and r. Data elements of this type are 
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always values of conditions and thus will 
always be logical in nature. 
It may be noted that not all actions in a decision 
table necessarily generate values of data. Those actions which 
do generate values of data store them in the global array DATA, 
with the designation of the data element, i.e., the address of 
the appropriate storage location .in DATA, provided in the 
action stub. On the other hand, all conditions are stored as 
data with the address of the appropriate element stored in the 
condition stub. Thus, the contents of all the elements of con-
dition stub and those elements of the action stub which generate 
data consist of addresses into the array DATA. 
The sources of data are listed above in the hierarch-
ical sequence in which they are used by the program. Thus, an 
externally input data provision supersedes the other two 
sources. If the value of a necessary element of data is not 
provided externally, it is sought to be retrieved by executing 
some other table. If this latter option is not available 
either, then the third source is tried. 
2.3 Characteristics of Data Elements 
The search for the value of data elements from the 
three sources as outlined above necessitates information 
described in the following sections about each element of 
data. 
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2.3.1 Presence of Data 
Because of the provision for multiple sources for 
the same data item, it is mandatory to have information 
whether its value is presently available at any point in the 
process. This is implemented by providing, corresponding to 
the array DATA, an array of logical variables called PRO 
(~esence of Data), the elements ,of the latter serving as 
presence flags to the corresponding elements of the former. 
Thus, the value of an element in the array PRO of .TRUE. or 
.FALSE. indicates, respectively, whether the corresponding 
element in the array DATA has its value available for use or 
not. Whenever a data element is read or generated internally, 
its associated flag in PRO is set to .TRUE. The search of an 
alternate source is required only in case the value is indi-
cated as being not available. 
2.3.2 Table Pointers 
In order to retrieve the value of a data element 
according to the second source mentioned in Section 2.2, the 
table which must be executed is specified as a property of 
that data element. The designation of the appropriate table 
is stored in another array corresponding to the array DATA, 
called TABD (~le for Data). An element of TABD contains 
the designation of the table which may be executed to obtain 
the value of the corresponding element of data. 
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If an element of data may not have its value 
retrievable by executing some other specified table, the 
corresponding entry in TABD will consist of a blank or zero. 
2.3~3 Data in Mutually Exclusive sets 
Some elements of data have the property that their 
values are mutually exclusive tO,one another and thus form 
groups called Mutually Exclusive Sets. Such data are always 
logical in nature and form part of the condition stub in the 
decision tables. If one element in such a set has a value 
"yes," all the other elements in the set will have the value 
"no." The implication of a data in a mutually exclusive set 
is that the user will need to supply only the value of the one 
item in the set which has a definite value, all the other 
elements in the set assuming their values automatically as 
ttno." Thus, the use of mutually exclusive sets eases con-
siderably the volume of input required. 
An alternate implementation of the concept of 
mutually exclusive sets is to use multi valued (extended-entry) 
conditions and corresponding condition entries. For example, 
let the value of a condition equal to A, B, or C form a 
mutually exclusive set. This can be expressed in the form 
of a decision table in the following two ways: 
a) 
b) 
Condition = A 
Condition = B 
Condition = C 
Condition = II 
y 
N 
N 
A 
N 
Y 
N 
B 
N 
N 
Y 
C 
N 
N 
N 
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other 
The effect of both the approaches is the same, 
i.e., a reduction in the volume of data input required. 
However, approach b) violates the requirements of limited 
entry decision tables. Hence, approach a), because of its 
conformity with the concept of limited entry decision tables, 
has been used in this study. 
Because of their nature, all elements of data in a 
mutually exclusive set have the same list of ingredients and 
dependents. 
Whether a data element is a member of such a 
mutually exclusive set is a property of the data and is stored 
in a linear array of integer elements ISET with elements cor-
responding to the elements of the array data. All elements 
of ISET are initialized to zero with set number filled in 
for those elements of data which are members of a set. 
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The array DATA and its three associated arrays, 
namely, PRD, TABD and ISET are shown schematically in 
Fig. 2.1. 
2.3.4 Ingredience and Dependence of Data 
It was seen in Section 2.2 that there are two cases 
in which the value of an element ,of data is obtained by per-
forming calculations on other elements of data, either by 
executing an action or evaluating a condition. Data elements 
which are used in calculating the value of another data element 
are called ingredients of the latter. For example, the value 
of the logical data element "'l/r ~ 200" depends upon the values 
of i and r. Hence the latter are the ingredients of the 
former. 
It is obvious that ingredients will be associated 
with only those elements of data which occur in the condition 
stub or the action stub of the decision tables. Ingredients 
can thus be associated with the rows of a decision table. Not 
all conditions and actions will necessarily have ingredients. 
The concept of ingredience is very closely associ-
ated with the concept of dependence, i.e., if data item X has 
data item Y as an ingredient, then the former can be called a 
dependent of the latter. 
To repeat the example used above the logical data 
element "'l/r .::.. 200" has as its ingredients the data items 'l 
and r. Alternatively, the logical data element is a dependent 
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of both ~ and r, because if either of the latter two changes, 
the value of the former will be affected. 
The ingredience and dependence relationships between 
data elements will be explained by an example. Assume that: 
Value of data element A depends on values of data elements 
B, C and Di 
Value of data element B depends on values of data elements 
E and Fi 
Value of data element C depends on value of data element Gi 
Value of data element D depends on values of data elements 
H, J and Ki 
Value of data element G depends on values of data elements 
Hand Li 
Value of data element J depends on value of data element M. 
This relationship can be conveniently expressed by a graph of 
the form shown in Fig. 2.2. It can be seen that to locate 
ingredients of a data element in this graph, only the designa-
tions of the arrows originating from the corresponding node 
are needed. Similarly, in order to locate the dependents, only 
a list of nodes at the tail end of the arrows is needed. In 
particular, it should be noted in the figure that both elements 
G and D are dependents of data element H. 
This interrelationship between the elements of data 
can also be represented symbolically with the help of a con-
nection matrix A, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The size of such a 
matrix is n x n, where n is the total number of data elements. 
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A typical element a .. of the connection matrix A is +1 or 0 
~J 
depending upon whether data item i has data item j as its 
ingredient or not. Rows of such a connection matrix correspond 
to the ingredients of the data element corresponding to the 
row number. On the other hand, columns of the matrix correspond 
to the dependents of the data elements corresponding to the 
column number. Dependents can also be obtained as the rows of 
the transpose of matrix A. 
The matrix A is very sparse and is, by definition, 
very large in size. In order to identify the ingredients of 
data, the subscripts of the non-zero elements of the connection 
matrix are stored in a compacted form row-wise, each row cor-
responding to the ingredients of one data element. This form, 
incidentally, is most suitable for external definition also. 
The information about the dependents of data is also maintained 
by storing the subscripts of the non-zero elements of the .rows 
of the transpose of the connection matrix A. Generationof 
this latter array from the externally supplied ingredients is 
discussed in Section 3.2.1. 
2.3.5 Dependence Imposed by Tables 
In addition to the dependences discussed above, 
dependences also arise from &pther source, namely, the com-
position of the decision tables. A data element generated in 
the action stub of a decision table is dependent on all those 
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conditions which are not immaterial in the applicable rule, as 
shown schematically in Fig. 2.4. 
As a specific example, suppose that three different 
rules in a decision table generate three different values of 
the same data item. Which rule applies in anyone case 
depends upon the values of the conditions. Hence, the value 
of the data item generated is dependent on the value of all 
applicable conditions. However, this dependency is not 
imposed if a condition is immaterial in all three rules. The 
generation of these additional dependences is explained in 
Section 3.2.1. 
2.3.6 Level of Dependencies 
In general, dependents as discussed in the previous 
section may have their own dependents, down to an arbitrary 
number of levels. For the sake of the generating, storing. and 
using the information about the dependents, it is sufficient 
to restrict the information to only one level. At the time of 
using the array of dependents, a recursive use can be made of 
the concept of dependence. A programming implementation of 
the recursion technique is discussed in Section 3.2.2. 
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CHAPTER 3 
PROCEDURES 
This chapter describes the two main procedures used 
in the development of the computer program, namely, the pro-
cessing of the decision tables and the processing of the 
ingredients and dependents of data elements. The procedures 
are discussed as separate units in order to ensure maximum 
clarity. 
3.1 Processing of Decision Tables 
There are two possible approaches in implementing 
the processing of decision tables: 
a) Manually converting each decision table into a 
separate source program by means of a flow 
diagram; or 
b) Expressing the decision tables themselves as 
data and either precompiling the tables into 
a source program using a decision table pro-
cessor, or interpretively executing the tables 
by means of a single program. 
Approach b) has the great advantage of quick adapta~ 
bility to any modifications and revisions in the logic 
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expressed by the tables, whereas approach a) does not hold 
any such promise. Hence, approach b) has been adopted in 
this study. 
The complete procedure for the processing of a set 
of interrelated decision tables consists of processing single 
tables and checking the availability of data. In case a 
necessary data item is not available, the procedure must 
attempt to get it according to the source types discussed in 
Section 2.2. This might necessitate suspending execution of 
the table currently being processed and starting execution of 
another table, giving rise to the concept of conditional 
execution of decision tables. To be complete, the procedure 
must also include the capability for direct execution of 
decision tables. None of the standard decision table pro-
cessors available could provide all of these facilities. 
Hence, it was decided to develop an interpretive decision 
table processor incorporating the above features for the 
purposes of this study. 
The complete processor will be discussed by first 
considering the processing of a single decision table and 
then extending the concept by introducing the additional 
capabilities. 
3.1.1 Processing of a Single Table 
Processing of a single table can best be explained 
with the help of the flow diagram shown in Fig. 3.1. For 
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simplicity, input of the decision tables will not be discussed 
here. The condition entry section and the action entry sec-
tion are, therefore, assumed to be stored a priori as data and 
the values of the logical conditions are assumed to be 
supplied externally. Processing consists of two nested 
loops, the outer one on the rules and the inner one on the 
conditions, matching the value of each condition entry to the 
specified value in the corresponding condition stub. If a 
condition entry is immaterial, the matching attempt is skipped. 
An unsuccessful match disqualifies the current rule, and 
matching is reinitiated at the first condition of the next 
rule. A normal exit from the inner loop indicates a complete 
match of the condition entries of the rule to the correspond-
ing values in the condition stub (except, of course, for the 
immaterial condition entries where match exists by implica-
tion). This identifies the applicable rule. The action e~try 
or entries in that rule then direct the action or actions. to be 
performed. 
In a more general case, however, external input of 
the values of the conditions, as assumed above, should not be 
necessary_ If the value of a condition is not available, its 
value may be obtainable from the alternative sources outlined 
in Section .2.2. out of the three sources, the last one always 
pertains to the data used in the condition stubs. 
Thus, in a general processor, it is necessary to 
have access to program segments or subroutines corresponding 
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to each condition. These subroutines, when called, perform 
the calculations which yield the value of the conditions. 
Similarly, all actions can be treated as subroutines. 
Thus, the table processor can be thought of as conSisting of 
three parts: the general processor itself and two sets of 
subroutines, one corresponding to the conditions and the other 
to the actions. 
3.1.2 Checking the Presence of Data 
Before actually matching the condition stub to the 
various rules in the condition entry, it is necessary to 
ensure that each data element referenced by the condition 
stub is defined. This can be accomplished by checking the 
corresponding element of the array PRD, as explained in 
Section 2.3.1. In case the data element is defined, execution 
of the table can proceed normally; but if it is not, the 
value of the undefined element may be retrieved according to 
the sources listed in Section 2.2. The various possible 
situations are shown in the form of a decision table given 
in Table 3.1. 
Recalling that each column in a decision table cor-
responds to a rule, Rule (1) of Table 3.1 shows the value of 
the condition as present and consequently no need of any 
corrective action. In case of Rules (2) through (5), however, 
the condition is undefined and some corrective action is 
required. For Rule (2), the undefined data has a table 
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Table 3.1, Checking the Presence of a Condition 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Value of condition present? Y N N N N 
Table address given? I Y N N N 
Ingredients indicated? I I Y Y N 
Ingredients all present? I I Y N I 
Proceed with current table Y 
Suspend execution of the current I 
table. Start executing the 
table indicated. Y 
Calculate value of condition 
from its ingredients Y 
Execute procedure to retrieve 
missing ingredients Y 
Error situation Y 
designation associated with it. By executing this latter table, 
the undefined data element can be defined. In case of Rule (3) 
the undefined data element has ingredients, all of which are 
defined and so the former can be generated on the basis of 
calculations made on the latter. For Rule (4) also, the unde-
fined data element is indicated as having ingredients, but 
unlike Rule (3), all the ingredients are not defined. Thus, 
the former data element can not be defined unless the latter 
is defined first. Rule (5) of this table indicates an error 
situation because the undefined data element has neither a 
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table designation associated with it nor any ingredients, and 
thus cannot be retrieved internally by the system. The only 
way such data elements can be defined is by external input. 
Rule (2) in Table 3.1 gives rise to the concept of 
conditional execution which will be discussed in greater detail 
in section 3.1.3. 
A situation almost analogous to Rules (3) through 
(5) exists in the action part, where all the ingredients 
needed to perform an action must be checked for their presence 
before performing the actual calculations. 
Table 3.1 can be expanded to cover all three situa-
tions in which a data element may be used, namely, as a con-
dition or as an ingredient of a condition or an action. Such 
a table is shown in Table 3.2. Rules (1) through (3) of this 
table are the same as before. To define the undefined ingredi-
ent of a condition or an action, Rule (4) represents a recur-
sive use of the table. Upon re-entering Table 3.2 for the 
undefined ingredient only Rules (6) through (8) will be 
applicable. Notice the similarity between procedures to 
retrieve values of undefined conditions and undefined 
ingredients, except that ingredients of ingredients are not 
provided for. 
A modified flow diagram for processing a decision 
table incorporating checks for the presence of data and 
indicating appropriate actions in each case is shown in 
Fig. 3.2. 
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Table 3.2, Checking the Presence of Data 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Data as a condition? y y y y y N N N 
Value of data present? Y N N N N Y N N 
Table address indicated? I Y N N N I Y N 
Ingredients indicated? I I Y Y N I I I 
Ingredients all present? I I Y N I I I I 
Proceed Y Y 
Suspend execution of the 
current table. start 
executing the table 
indicated. Y Y 
Calculate data from 
ingredients. Y 
Return to re-execute 
Table 3.2 for the 
missing data element Y 
Error situation Y Y 
3.1.3 Conditional Execution 
Discussion in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 is concerned 
with processing of a single decision table. Fig. 3.2, which 
deals with the processing of a single table, shows three paths, 
labelled y,. leading to situations which require that processing 
of that table be suspended for the following reasons: 
a) Value of a condition is missing1 
b) Ingredient of a condition is missing: or 
c) Ingredient of an action is missing. 
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In all these three cases, if a table address is 
indicated in the array TABD, the situation is resolved by 
te~porarily suspending execution of the current table and con-
ditionally executing the indicated table. 
Conditional execution is implemented by using the 
general program shown in Fig. 3.2 recursively, by first 
storing or "stacking" essential information about the table 
to be suspended in a push-down stack and then starting execu-
tion of the new table, beginning at the first condition of the 
first rule of the new table. The essential information to be 
stored consists of the following items: 
a) Reason for conditional execution, IFLAG 
b) The current table number, T 
c) The current condition (or action) number, 
I (or K) 
d) The current rule number, J 
e) The current ingredient number, if the cond~­
tional execution is due to a missing 
ingredient, IR 
When the processing of the table being executed 
conditionally is complete, control returns to the suspended 
table, execution of which is resumed at the place it was 
discontinu~d by recovering the essential information about 
it from the push-down stack. This process is called 
"unstacking. 1I 
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The program permits a series of tables to be suspended 
for conditional execution, the depth of recursion being limited 
only by the length of stack implemented. A complete flow 
diagram for processing of decision tables incorporating con-
ditional execution is shown in Fig. 3.3. 
3.1.4 Direct Execution 
Direct execution actions consist of a simple command 
of the type "EXECUTE TABLE Q,II where Q is the table number 
desired to be executed next. 
In the general procedure described in this chapter, 
implementation of direct execution has been essentially on the 
lines of conditional execution, because a direct execution 
command also temporarily suspends execution of the current 
table and initiates execution of table Q. Once the execution 
of table Q is complete, the original table is resumed. If 
there is any other action specified in the resumed table, . it 
can be taken up at this stage. This treatment effectively 
takes care of two or more direct execution commands as well 
as direct execution commands mixed with any other type of 
commands. 
A direct execution action does not generate any 
data. Hence, the corresponding data reference in the action 
stub would ordinarily be blank. It has, therefore, been 
possible to use this location to store the table designation 
of the table to be executed under the direct execution action. 
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In order to differentiate between the two types of pOinters in 
the action stub, different symbols are used in the action 
entry. 
3.1.5 ELSE Rule 
For a decision table with n logical conditions, the 
total number of rules to represent all the possible combination 
of conditions is 2n. However, in the representation of any 
specification in the form of decision tables, all combinations 
of conditions may not be valid. Such decision tables are 
necessarily not complete in the sense defined. Incomplete 
tables contain an additional rule, called the ELSE rule. A 
more complete description of the ELSE rule is available in 
Reference (1). 
The action associated with the ELSE rule is a 
message that the given combination of conditions does not 
match any of the valid rules, followed by interruption of ,the 
program. The message, because it is common to all the decision 
tables, is generated in the main program rather than in an 
action subroutine for a particular table and is identified by 
a separate symbol in the action entry. 
3.2 Ingredience and Dependence Processing 
It was seen in Section 2.3.4 that, in the most 
general form, global data items are interrelated through 
ingredience and dependence relations. Data item X contains 
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data item Y as its ingredient if, by changing the value of Y, 
the value of X changes also. At the same time, X is a 
dependent of Y. 
These interrelationships between the elements of 
data are characteristics of the data themselves and are thus 
independent of the data values. Hence the relationships 
needed for subsequent processing need to be established only 
once at the time of generation of the decision tables and may 
then be saved as such. 
Because of the direct relation between ingredience 
and dependence, only one of them needs to be supplied exter-
nally, and the other may be generated internally. Naturally, 
the simpler of the two is preferable for external input. 
In the present case the array of ingredients has been chosen 
to be supplied externally_ 
The following two kinds of data are likely to have 
ingredients: 
a) Logical conditions which depend for their value 
on some other data; or 
b) Data which are generated by the action stub of 
a decision table on the basis of some numerical 
calculations. 
Both of these kinds of data occur in the stub portion 
(condition or action stub) of the decision tables. Hence, 
ingredients of data can conveniently be supplied along with 
the decision tables, by aSSOCiating the list of ingredient 
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designations (i.e., addresses in DATA) with the row of the 
decision table pertaining to the logical conditions or actions. 
The list of ingredients, as supplied, is in a form 
ready for the processing of decision tables as discussed in 
the previous section. 
3.2.1 Generation of the Array of Dependents 
The array of dependents can be generated once the 
ingredients have been supplied. In Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5, 
it was seen that dependences are imposed either by direct 
ingrediences or by the logic of the decision tables. Depen-
dences imposed by the former of the two are generated by 
essentially transposing the connection matrix shown in 
Fig. 2.3. Since the ingredients are supplied and stored in 
a compacted form rather than in the form of a matrix, the 
algorithm for generating dependents from this source consists 
of a loop on the data elements (occurring in condition or 
action stub), first searching if the data element has any 
ingredients. If yes, the data element is placed in the list 
of dependents of all of its ingredients, unless, of course, 
it is already there. A flow diagram for the process is 
shown in Fig. 3.4. 
The dependences imposed by the decision table are 
appended to the list of dependents, as generated above, with 
the help of the algorithm flow-diagrammed in Fig. 3.5. The 
algorithm consists of three nested loops as follows: 
3.2.2 
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a) The outermost loop is on all the rules of a 
decision table. 
b) The next loop is on all the actions performed 
in the rule. A test is made if an action 
generates the value of a data element. If not, 
then the next action is tested. If yes, then 
the process continues as in step c). 
c) The innermost loop is on all the condition 
entries of the rule currently applicable under 
step a). If a condition entry is "immaterial," 
it is skipped, otherwise the data element in the 
action stub is placed in the list of dependents 
of the data element in the condition stub 
corresponding to the condition entry_ While 
compiling the list of dependents, care is 
exercised not to duplicate any element already 
in the list by an ordinary search procedure .• 
Clearing of Dependent Data 
The implication of the list of dependents generated 
above is that if a data item in the global list changes its 
value, all the data items dependent on it are likely to change 
their value.s also, and thus must be cleared. Each of the 
cleared data items, in turn, may have dependent data of its 
own. ThUS, whenever a data item is changed, a recursion 
process must be invoked to clear all of its dependents down 
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to the last level existing. Clearing of a data element is 
accomplished by setting its associated presence flag in PRD 
to .FALSE. 
The clearing process can be visualized as stepping 
along the graph of dependents, such as the one previously 
presented in Fig. 2.2 except that the direction of arrows is 
now assumed to indicate dependents, from the node corre-
sponding to the modified data item until all succeeding nodes 
have been reached. For the purpose of deriving an efficient 
algorithm for the clearing process, the graph of Fig. 2.2 
can be represented by that of Fig. 3.6, in which a single 
arrow pOints to a dependent data item at a lower level and 
a double arrow points to another item at the same level. 
The strategy to clear the dependent elements is then as 
follows: 
a) After clearing a data item, if there is a data 
item to be cleared at the next lower level,. do 
it first; 
b) If there is no data to be cleared at the next 
lower level, clear the next data item at the 
same level; 
c) If there is DO data to be cleared at the same 
level either, move up to resume processing at 
the next higher level. 
This scheme can be shown in the form of the 
decision table given below. 
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Table 3.3, Clearing of the Dependent Data 
Data exists at lower level? Y Y Y Y Y N N N 
Data exists at same level? Y Y N N N Y N N 
Lower level path already 
traversed? N Y N Y Y I I I 
Is this the original changed 
data element? I I I N Y I N Y 
Clear element at next lower 
level Y y 
Clear next element at same 
level Y Y 
Move up Y Y 
Return to re-execute this 
table Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Exit from table Y Y 
With this scheme, if element A in Fig. 3.6 is modi-
fied, the remaining elements will be cleared in the following 
order: B, E, F, C, G, H, L, D, H) J, M and K. The actual 
technique once more consists of recursive use of the same 
program segment, with a pushdown stack storing the parameters 
of the unfinished branches. The flow diagram for this part 
of the program is shown in Fig. 3.7~ 
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CHAPTER 4 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The computer-aided constraint checking processor was 
implemented on the IBM System 360/50-75 at the Department of 
Computer Science, University of Illinois. The entire program 
was :written in FORTRAN IV. In order to conform with the 
operating system available, the implementation described 
herein was designed for the batch processing mode and uses a 
fixed form input. 
Implementation consists of the following: 
a) The main program; 
b) Provision for user subroutines; 
c) Provisions for reading and preprocessing the 
permanent data; and 
d) Reading and testing· data. 
This chapter deals with a description of the details 
of the implementation of the steps described above. 
4.1 Input to Program 
The complete constraint checking process requires 
the following two types of information: 
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a) Data Values. This information depends on the 
problem being solved and thus will change from 
job to job and possibly with each run in the job. 
Such data are, for example, the length of the 
member or the force on it, and may have numeric 
or logical data values; and 
b) Permanent Storage. This information does not 
change for a given set of constraints and can be 
stored permanently along with the program. 
Information of this type includes the decision 
tables developed from the constraints and the 
characteristics of the data, namely, the TABD 
array, the array defining the membership of 
mutually exclusive sets and the ingredience and . 
dependence arrays. 
Techniques to handle both these types of information 
their storage and their processing are discussed below. 
4.2 Data Values 
The organization of data was discussed in detail in 
Chapter 2. As outlined there, values of all the data items 
are stored globally in a single subscripted array named DATA. 
Each element of the array can be addressed by its sequence 
number within the array_ However, since it is more convenient 
for the programmer to address a data element by its mnemonic 
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name rather than by its sequence number, each element of the 
array DATA has been given a suitable FORTRAN designation 
through an EQUIVALENCE statement. Thus, the data element can 
be addressed either by its sequence number or its mnemonic 
name. 
4.3 Permanent storage 
Economy of high-speed or primary storage in any 
program is always an important consideration, but in a program 
of the size developed in this study this requirement becomes 
mandatory. Permanent storage must, in particular, be well 
compacted in order to eliminate any wastage. 
4.3.1 contents of Decision Tables 
The actual storage of the decision tables is likely 
to use the largest block of storage space. It is therefore 
necessary to study the contents of the decision tables in 
order to evolve the most efficient storage scheme. 
It will be recalled that a decision table consists 
of four sections. The contents of each section is discussed 
separately in the following sections. 
4.3.1.1 Condition stub 
The condition stub consists of logical conditions, 
the values of which are stored in the global list of data. 
The value of any condition can be accessed if its address in 
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the array DATA is known. Hence the contents of the condition 
stub consists of the address of the element in the array DATA 
which stores the value of the condition. 
4.3.1.2 Action stub 
There are four types of actions possible in the 
action stub. The action may: 
a) generate the value of some data; 
b) generate some message for output; 
c) be a direct execution command to execute some 
table; or 
d) be an indication of the ELSE rule. 
The type of action is recognizable by the corre-
sponding action entry, which will be discussed further in 
section 4.3.1.4. 
A type a) action generates the value of some data 
which must be stored in the global array DATA. Hence, the 
contents of the action stub in this case consist of an address 
pointing to the appropriate element of the array DATA. For 
type c) actions, the action stub stores the designation of 
the table to be executed. The action stub is blank for type 
b) and d) actions. 
4.3.1.3 Condition Entry 
The elements of the condition entry are coded with 
one of the following three symbols: 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
4.3.1.4 
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a) A blank or zero, signifying immaterial or not 
applicable condition in the rule; 
b) The digit nl," signifying a "yes" entry; 
c) The digit "2," signifying a "no" entry. 
Action Entry 
Four different symbols have been used for the elements 
of the action entry, with their significance as follows: 
a) A blank or zero means that the corresponding 
action is not to be performed; 
b) The symbol til" indicates that the corresponding 
action generates the value of a data or a 
message. This type of action is performed in the 
subroutine corresponding to the action stub of 
the table. 
c) The symbol "2" indicates a·direct execution 
action to execute an indicated table. The table 
number to be executed is stored in the action 
stub. 
d) The symbol "3" indicates the applicability of 
the ELSE rule. When this situation is encoun-
tered, a message is given out, and the checking 
cycle for the given set of data is terminated. 
It may be noted that in spite of the various types 
of symbols used. in the action entry, the decision tables are 
still of the limited entry type. The variation in the type of 
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the symbol is simply to identify the type of action to be 
per£ormed. The contents of the decision tables are shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. 4.1. 
4.3.2 storage of Decision Tables 
The contents of the decision tables, as discussed in 
the previous section, suggests that a single table can most 
conveniently be stored as follows: 
a) Condition stub: Singly subscripted array: 
b) Action Stub: Singly subscripted array; 
c) Condition Entry: Doubly subscripted array; and 
d) Action Entry: Doubly subscripted array_ 
Any specification being programmed will consist of a 
large number of decision tables, and the simplest way to store· 
the tables is to assign sequential table numbers as table 
designations and increase by one the number of subscripts in 
each array mentioned above, this subscript corresponding to 
the table number. Since the tables will be of different sizes, 
this scheme will be extremely wasteful of storage space, 
because the size of the largest table will have to be used for 
space allocation. In the implementation described herein, the 
sequential numbering of tables has been retained. However, 
the problem of storage inefficiency has been remedied by first 
storing the three parameters defining the size of the decision 
table in three arrays L, M and N, singly subscripted by the 
table number, respectively containing the number of rules, the 
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number of actions and the number of conditions in the decision 
table, and then storing the four sections of the decision 
tables in four different linear arrays (i.e., arrays of 
singly subscripted variables), as follows: 
a) LARRYI stores the condition stubs for all the 
tables; 
b) LARRY2 stores the action stubs for all the 
tables; 
c) LARRY3 stores the condition entries for all 
the tables stored columnwise; and 
d) LARRY4 stores the action entries for all the 
tables stored columnwise. 
The name LARRY stands for ~inear ARRaY. All these 
arrays are compacted, e.g., in LARRYl, the last element of the, 
condition stub of one table is followed directly by the first 
element of another table. In order to locate the portion per-
taining to a certain table, the base address corresponding to 
each table in each of these arrays is also stored in a doubly 
subscripted array IBASE, the first element of which corre-
sponds to the table number and the second element to the 
linear array the base address points to. The value of any 
element in a table can be retrieved by indirect addreSSing, 
th 
e.g., the I condition of Table T can be located as: 
II = IBASE(T,I) + I 
Thus, LARRY(II) contains the address in DATA of the Ith con-
dition of Table T. 
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The storage of the decision tables in the form of 
the four compacted arrays is shown in Fig. 4.2. 
All four arrays storing the four sections of the 
decision tables, viz., LARRYl, LARRY 2 , LARRY3 and LARRY4 are 
integer arrays, containing either addresses pointing to the 
array DATA or the numbers 0, 1, 2 or 3. All these elements 
can adequately be stored in half-length integer words (2 bytes). 
This applies equally to the arrays L, M and N which store the 
sizes of the decision tables as well as all the rest of the 
integer arrays used in this program, affording considerable 
saving of primary storage. 
4.3.3 Format of Decision Table Input 
The manner of storage of decision tables discussed 
above is certainly not intended to be used for input also. For 
reading in, the user is not required to modify the tables in 
any form whatsoever. Compaction for storage is entirely an 
internal operation of the program and will be explained in 
this section. 
The preparation of punched card input for this 
program is based on Canadian Standards Association's Draft 
Standard on Decision Tables(8). 
T.he deck for each table consists of a table header 
card containing the table number and its size, indicated by the 
number of rules, the number of actions and the number of con-
ditions, in that order. The header card is followed by one 
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card for each row of the decision table, first for all the 
conditions and then for all the actions. The first five card 
columns contain the information of the stub (the condition stub 
or the action stub), column 8 contains an identification whether 
the card corresponds to the conditions or the actions, identi-
fied by the symbol C or A, respectively. Columns 11 through 
40 contain the contents of the condition entry or the action 
entry as the case may be,thus allowing for a maximum of 30 
rules. The contents of columns 51 through 79 consist of the 
ingredients of the condition or actions and will be discussed 
in Section 4.3.4. 
The decks for all the tables are stacked together. 
The end of the last table is indicated by a blank card. 
The process of reading and storing the tables in the 
form of compacted linear arrays consists of the following four 
steps: 
a) Read the heading card of the table. If it is 
a blank card, it indicates that all tables have 
been read. If it is not a blank card, then 
store the table number and its size in the 
arrays L, M and N; 
b) Read all the cards for the conditions, tempo-
rarily store the condition stub and condition 
entry in two arrays, and then transfer them 
into the compacted linear arrays LARRYI and 
LARRY3, respectively; 
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c) Repeat step b) for the action portion of the 
table and store the contents of the action stub 
and the action entry in the linear arrays 
LARRY2 and LARRY4, respectively. 
d) Go to step a). 
A flow diagram for the reading and compacting of 
the decision tables is shown in Fig. 4.3. 
It may be noted that the decision tables do not have 
to be supplied in any given sequence. 
4.3.4 Properties of Data 
The various characteristics of the data were dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 2. As was seen there, the proper-
ties of the data are established at the time of generation of 
the decision tables and thus form part of the permanent 
storage. These properties for each data item are: 
a) A table designation, indicating that by 
executing this table the value of the data 
item, if missing, may be generated; 
b) Information as to whether the data item is part 
of a mutually exclusive set; 
c) Ingredients of the data item, if it is 
referenced in a condition or action stub; and 
d) Dependents of the data item. 
Properties a) and b) are supplied externally by 
reading in the sequence number of the data element, its table 
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designation, if any, and the mutually exclusive set number of 
which the data element is a part, on one card per data element. 
If no value is read in for either of these properties, the 
default value is zero, i.e., the element cannot be generated 
by executing any table and/or it does not belong to any set. 
These properties are stored in the two linear arrays TABD and 
ISET, each having an element corresponding to the elements of 
the array DATA. 
From property b) above, the list of components of 
each mutually exclusive set are generated and stored in a 
doubly subscripted temporary array TMPSET. 
Property c), i.e., the ingredients of data were 
seen to be associated with elements of data referenced by the 
condit~on stub or the action stub of the decision tables. It 
was seen in Section 3.2 that the ingredients can best be read 
in along with the rows of the decision table. Thus, ingredients 
are entered in columns 51 through 79 of the data cards corre-
sponding to the rows of the decision tables. This gives 
enough room for six ingredients. In case there are more than 
six ingredients, a "C" punched in column 80 indicates that the 
next card is a continuation of the present card. The rest of 
the ingredients are again entered in. columns 51 onwards of the 
next card. -The ingredient list is stored temporarily, one 
table at a time, in the array INGR. 
Property d), i.e., the dependents of the data, can 
be generated from the ingredients and the dependence imposed 
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by the decision tables, as discussed in section 3.2.1. The 
dependent array, as generated, is temporarily stored in a two-
dimensional array IDEPND. 
4.3.5 Compaction of the Doubly Subscripted Arrays 
Upon completion of the direct input of data proper-
ties and the generation of derived properties, there are four 
multiply-subscripted temporary arrays, namely: 
a) ingredients of conditions; 
b) ingredients of actions; 
c) dependents; and 
d) components of mutually exclusive sets. 
The contents of all of these arrays form part of 
the permanent storage and an optimal storing scheme is again 
required. 
The information about, say, the ingredients of 
conditions, could be stored in the form of a doubly subscripted 
array, the first subscript corresponding to the sequence number 
of the condition in LARRYI and the second to the address where 
the ingredient is stored. Thus, each row in such an array 
will correspond to the ingredients of a condition. This 
scheme will, however, be again wasteful of storage space 
because each condition has a different number of ingredient 
elements but the size of the array will have to be fixed for 
the largest number of ingredients. The problem has been 
resolved by storing only the non-zero elements of the 
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ingredients in a linear array LARRY5. For each condition a 
pointer from LARRYI stores the base address in LARRYS for the 
condition and is called IPNTRC. Thus the J th ingredient of 
the Ith condition in LARRYI can be obtained by indirect 
addressing as follows: 
II 
IDATA 
= IPNTRC(I) + J 
= LARRYS(Il) 
. th th dd . D T f th th. d' t f IDATA ~s en e a ress ~n ~ A 0 e J ~ngre ~en 0 
th the I entry of LARRYI. The number of ingredients for a 
given condition I can be found from the difference in the 
pOinter address for the condition entry (I + 1) and I as 
follows: 
No. of ingredients of condition I = 1PNTRC(I+l) - 1PNTRC(I) 
Thus, if a condition has no ingredients, its pOinter will lead 
to the same element in LARRY5 as the pointer from the next 
condition. The non-compacted list of ingredients and the 
compacted array LARRYS along with the pointers are shown in 
Fig. 4.4. 
The concept of storing ingredients of conditions 
in a compacted linear array along with appropriate pointers 
was also applied to storing the remaining data properties, 
namely the ingredients of actions, the dependents of data 
and the mutually exclusive sets. The following table defines 
the compacted arrays together with the names of their 
pOinters. 
INFORMATION 
STORED 
Ingredients of 
conditions 
NAME OF THE 
COMPACTED ARRAY 
LARRY5 
NAME OF:THE 
POINTER 
IPNTRC 
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POINTER 
LEADING FROM 
LARRY I 
~~-------------------------------------------------------------
Ingredients of 
actions LARRY6 IPNTRA LARRY 2 
----------------.------------------~------------.--------------
Dependents of 
Data ICLEAR IARROW DATA 
~---------------~------------------~---------------------------
Mutually 
Exclusive 
Sets 
MEXSET MARCA Set Number 
It may be noted that all the data elements belonging 
to a mutually exclusive set have identical lists of dependents. 
Hence, dependents of only the first element of a set are stored 
in the array ICLEAR. 
Modified flow diagrams of the procedure for reading 
the decision tables along with the ingredients of conditions 
and actions, storing them in the compacted form, generating 
the temporary array IDEPND and compacting it are presented in 
Fi9s. 4.5 through 4.7. 
4.4 Subroutines Corresponding to Decision Tables 
Each decision table has two subroutines associated 
with it, one corresponding to the condition stub and the 
other to the action stub. All the calculations necessary to 
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establish the value of the condition from its ingredients are 
performed in the subroutine corresponding to the condition 
stub. Similarly, calculations needed for generating the value 
of an action are performed in the subroutine corresponding to 
the action stub. The latter subroutine also generates any 
messages to be printed out. The contents of the formulas 
needed to perform the calculations as well as the contents 
of the messages generated are incorporated in these subroutines. 
The subroutine corresponding to the condition stub of 
a decision table are accessed from the main program with the 
help of a computed GO TO statement, operating on the table 
number T. Access to the subroutine corresponding to the action 
stub of a decision table is achieved in a similar fashion with 
the help of another computed GO TO statement, again operating 
on the table number. Before entering the subroutine, the 
main program checks the ingredients of the condition or action, 
if any, for their presence. The entry to the subroutine is 
permitted only in case all ingredients are present. 
Within each subroutine itself, the actual portion of 
a subroutine pertaining to a given condition or action is 
assessed with the help of a computed GO TO statement operating 
on the condition number or the action number, as the case may 
be. The computed GO TO is generally the first executable 
statement of each subroutine. The operations inside the sub-
routine, beside the generation of a data value,' consist of 
setting the flag in PRD corresponding to the data element 
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generated to .TRUE. The formulas inside the subroutines are 
generally coded with the mnemonic names of variables for better 
legibility, the mnemonic names being identified with the 
elements of the DATA array by EQUIVALENCE statements. 
The subroutines corresponding to the condition stub 
are designated by CC fOllowed by the table number and those 
corresponding to the action stub are designated by AA again 
followed by the table number. 
The operations for the direct execution actions and 
the ELSE rule are always the same and thus are handled by the 
main program. 
4.5 Processing 
The steps in checking the design constraints using 
the program described herein are discussed in the following 
sections. 
4.5.1 Initial Set-UE 
The initial set-up consists of reading in the perma-
nent storage material and storing it in its compacted form as 
discussed in Section 4.3. These operations are performed by 
the subroutine SETUP. After the initialization is performed, 
this subroutine reads the table number of the table which must 
be executed first to initiate the process. This facility 
provides an important option to the user to execute selected 
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portions of the decision table hierarchy depending on his 
needs. 
An option is available to get a map of the permanent 
storage printed out if desired. This is effected by reading 
the value of the parameter "THEMAPII as "yes rt or "no" as the 
very first item of data. The former value will print the 
map, the latter will not. 
4.5.2 Processing One set of Data 
For an actual checking pass, the relevant data values 
must be provided as input. All the data values are initialized 
to zero and the corresponding flags in the array PRD are turned 
to • FALSE. in the initial set-up. Input consists of reading 
the data values along with their subscript numbers in the 
array DATA. The reader turns the corresponding flags in PRD 
to .TRUE. Thus, initially only those data elements are avail-
able for use which have been read in. As the program pro~ 
gresses, further data values are generated inside the program 
according to the scheme discussed in section 3.1.2. If any 
data item is required and is neither available nor can be 
generated, a suitable message is given out by the main program 
followed by termination of the const,raint checking cycle. In 
case all the data requirements are met, control is passed to 
the appropriate CC and AA subroutines. The latter typically 
output suitable messages indicating the result of the con-
straint checking. 
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An option is available to obtain a complete trace of 
the path taken by the processor, indicating suspension and 
resumption of tables for conditional and direct execution. 
The trace option is controlled by the parameter "TRACE," 
which may be input as "yes" or "no" irmnediately following the 
data values for the cycle. If the value of TRACE is "yes" the 
trace will be printed out, if "noll it will not be printed out. 
4.5.3 Recycling 
Discussion of the preceding section pertains to 
checking a given set of data once. In a majority of cases, 
a designer may want to test a number of related constraints 
or alternatives before deciding on the final design. 
In most of the alternatives to be tested, a large 
number of parameters are likely to be common and only a few 
will have different values. It is therefore desirable not to 
have to read such common data items for each cycle. This 
facility has been provided in the program so that the user is 
required to input only those data elements for any recycling 
which are different from or are in addition to the data input 
on the previous cycle. 
Changing the value of some data elements may have 
important bearing on the values of the data which have been 
generated in the previous cycle{s). These latter data ele-
ments are connected to the former through the dependence 
relationships described in Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5. Hence, 
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as soon as a data element changes its value because of external 
input, the flags in PRD indicating the presence of all of its 
dependents, and the dependents of the dependents, recursively, 
are turned to .FALSE. The procedure for this clearing process 
was discussed in Section 3.2.2 and is performed in the sub-
routine INPUT. 
After clearing, the cycle is executed as before. 
Cycling can be repeated as many times as needed. 
4.6 Organization of Main Program 
The main part of the program has, for convenience, 
been broken into the following seven subroutines: 
1. SPECHK 
2. STAK 
3. SETUP 
4. INTIAL 
5. INPUT 
6. SETS 
7. OUTPUT 
Subroutine SPECHK does all the processing of the 
decision tables. The prime objective in processing of a 
decision table is to identify the applicable rule depending 
upon the values of the conditions and then to perform the 
action indicated in the rule. This subroutine, in order to 
identify the applicable rule, matches the condition entries 
of various rules to the contents of the condition stub. Before 
doing that, it has to ensure that the contents of the condition 
stub are defined. In case any of the contents is not defined, 
the process to define it is initiated. This may involve: 
a) conditional execution of some indicated table; b) calling 
of the subroutine CC corresponding to the table; or c) none 
of the two, in which case an appropriate message indicating 
this situation is generated. 
When the applicable rule has been identified, the 
action indicated by the rule is performed either within the 
SPECHK subroutine or by calling the corresponding subroutine 
AA depending upon the type of action. 
In case of completion of a conditional execution, 
the unstacking and return of control at the appropriate point 
in the suspended table is also performed in this subroutine. 
Subroutine STAK serves subroutine SPECHK to perform 
the stacking of the tables for conditional execution and con-
ditionally generates appropriate messages to this effect. 
Subroutine SETUP is used by subroutine SPECHK to 
read the data for permanent storage and store it in compacted 
form. 
Subroutine INTIAL initializes the various arrays 
and is called by subroutine SETUP. 
Subroutine INPUT is called by the subroutine SPECHK 
to read the data values and performs the clearing of dependent 
data for second or subsequent cycles. 
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Subroutine SETS is used by the subroutine INPUT to 
set the values of data in mutually exclusive sets. 
Through subroutine OUTPUT, the user can get any item 
in the program to be printed out for the sake of checking and 
diagnosis. 
Thus, the entire constraint checking process can be 
put into operation by simply calling the subroutine SPECHK. 
A source program listing of the subroutines forming 
the main part of the program is presented in Appendix A. 
4.7 Arrangement of Deck 
Fig. 4.8 shows the arrangement of the input deck for 
a typical application. The subroutines for the main part of 
the program are followed by the user subroutines CC and AA 
corresponding to each decision table. 
The complete program, as described, is followed by 
data in the following order: 
a) Value of "THEMAP:" "yes" if a printout of the 
permanent storage is desired, otherwise "noll; 
b) Decision tables, including ingredients of 
conditions and actions; 
c) Properties of data consisting of non-zero 
entries in TABD and/or MEXSETS: 
d) Table number of the first table to be 
executed; 
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e) Data values for the first cyclei 
f) Value of IITRACEi ll "yes" if a trace of the 
tables executed in the cycle is desired, 
otherwise "no" i 
g) Data values and value of TRACE for each sub-
sequent cycle. 
All data are read in with fixed form input and must 
conform to the FORMAT statements listed in the program. 
The deck, as explained above, will require inclusion 
of suitable control cards to be complete. 
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CHAPTER 5 
APPLICATIONS 
5.1 General 
The concept of computer-aided checking of design 
constraints, as developed in this study, is completely inde-
pendent of the constraints themselves. This permits use of the 
program described in Chapter 4 on any set of design constraints, 
provided that the constraints are presented to the program in 
the form of decision tables and an appropriate set of sub-
routines corresponding to the conditions and actions of 
decision tables, as discussed in Section 4.4, is appended to 
the main program. 
As discussed in section 1.3, the specification 
provisions form part of the overall constraints a designer 
must satisfy. This Chapter illustrates the concept developed 
in this study by applying it to the 1969 AISC specification(2). 
The illustration consists of: 
a) Description of the Specification in terms of 
the concepts developed; and 
b) Description of a few sample so"lutions 
obtained. 
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5.2 The AISC Specification 
The AISC Specification is one of the most widely used 
design criteria. It is also currently available in the form of 
decision tables(l). It was, therefore, possible to adapt this 
Specification directly into the computer program developed for 
this study. 
5.2.1 Decision Tables 
The entire 1969 AISC Specification is covered in 
107 dec~sion tables in Reference (I). Only those parts of the 
Specification are covered in the tables which consist of 
logical decisions and are not completely descriptive in 
nature. 
The designations for the decision tables used in 
Reference (1) follow as closely as possible the designation of 
the sections or subsections of the text of the Specification. 
However, in this report, a sequential numbering scheme has been 
used, with numbers 1 through 107 assigned to decision tables 
in the order in which they appear in Reference (l). 
The hierarchical relation between the tables is 
shown in Figs. 5.1 through 5.11, which are reproduced from 
Figs. 1 to 11 of Reference (I) with the numerical designations 
used in this study added. In these figures, continuous lines 
between the boxes indicate direct execution and broken lines 
indicate conditional execution. 
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The entry parts of the decision tables were coded 
according to the CODventions discussed in Section 4.3.1 and 
stored in the program to form part of the permanent storage. 
5.2.2 
In Reference (1), data requirements are specified 
locally for each table and results of actions generating data 
are identified by a local result number. If a required data 
element can be generated by executing another table, this fact 
is indicated in the Reference by specifying the table designa-
tion and the local result number within that table. Data 
belonging to the mutually exclusive sets are indicated by 
bracketing all such data. 
In this study, all data items used in the Specifica-
tion, whether having numerical or logical values, were assigned 
specific locations in the global array DATA. The properties 
of data could then be specified in a routine manner, as fol-
lows. The non-zero entries in the array TABD were assigned 
the appropriate numerical table designation corresponding to 
the data element in question. Similarly, sets of mutually 
exclusive data were assigned sequential set numbers and the 
non-zero entries in the array ISET entered. Ingredients of 
data were supplied along with the conditions and the actions 
of the decision tables by listing their global addresses along 
with the rows of the decision tables. The dependents of data 
were then generated internally within the program. 
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Each element of the DATA array was provided with a 
suitable mnemonic FORTRAN designation by EQUIVALENCE statement. 
Thus, it was possible to address any data element either by 
its sequence number within the array or by its mnemonic desig-
nation. 
Appendix B contains a list of all the data items 
used in the Specification checking process. For each data 
element, the following items are listed: the assigned sequence 
number; the mnemonic name; the TABD entry, if any; the set 
number of the mutually exclusive set, if any; a description of 
the data item; and a list of the dependents of the data item, 
if any_ 
It may be noticed in Appendix B that the mnemonic 
names of all logical data items start with the letter IIB.II 
This helps in quick identification of logical data items. 
5.2.3 User Subroutines 
In Reference (1), the following three types of 
decision tables are identified: 
a) switching Tables: These tables, similar to 
the table of contents of a book, specify which 
table to execute under a given situation. 
b) Testing Tables: These tables make the actual 
tests specified by the Specification and 
generate the appropriate messages. 
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c) Working Tables: These tables generate informa-
tion to be used by other tables. 
Subroutines CC, corresponding to the conditions of all 
three types of tables, consist essentially of small segments of 
statements, each segment consisting of tests assignments of the 
logical variables. For example, the logical condition corre-
sponding to the second condition .of Table 12 appears in 
Reference (1) as "l/r ~ 200." In the subroutine CCl2, the 
corresponding program segment is coded as follows: 
IF(EL/AR .LE. 200.0) GO TO 302 
BSL200 = 0.0 
GO TO 402 
302 BSL200 = 1.0 
402 PSL200 = .TRUE. 
where EL and AR are the length and the radius of gyration of 
the member, BSL200 is the logical variable which is assigned a 
value as a result of the test performed on EL and AR, and 
PSL200 is the flag on BSL200 indicating the presence of the 
latter data element. It can be seen that the program segment, 
simultaneously to assigning a value to the logical variable, 
turns the corresponding flag also to .TRUE., indicating that 
the variable is now defined. The access to the program segment 
is subject to the data elements EL and AR being checked and 
found defined in the parent subroutine SPECHK. 
For subroutines AA corresponding to the action of: 
a) The switching tables require no coding, as the 
direct execution commands are handled by the 
main program. 
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b) The checking tables consist of segments gener-
ating messages. For example, the second action 
in Table 12 indicates that the stress in the 
compression member exceeds the allowable stress. 
The corresponding portion of subroutine AA12 
consists of the following: 
WRITE(6,402) 
402 FORMAT (IX, 'STRESS IN COMPRESSION MEMBER' 
1 'EXCEEDS THE ALLOWABLE LIMIT'/lX, 
2 'DESIGN NOT SATISFACTORY') 
c) The working tables consist of assignment state-
ments corresponding to each action of the table. 
The typical assignment statement assigns a 
proper value to the appropriate data element 
and sets the corresponding flag in PRD to .TRUE. 
For example, the assignment statement for the 
value of the allowable bending stress in com-
pression by action 11 of Table 15 consists of: 
FBC = AMINl(0.60*OS*FY, AMAXl(FR156A, FR157» 
PFBC = .TRUE. 
where FR156A and FR157 are values previously 
calculated from formulas 1.5-6A and 1.5-7, 
respectively, OS is the stress reduction factor 
due to local buckling. of unstiffened compression 
elements, FY is the yield stress for the mate-
rial and PFBC the flag corresponding to FBC. 
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5.3 Illustrative Examples 
Three examples have been solved using the program 
described to illustrate the process of specification checking. 
The problems have been chosen so as to demonstrate diverse 
functions of the Specification, using a number of decision 
tables executed by both direct and conditional execution. 
5.3.1 Checking a Section for Combined Stresses 
A column under the combined stresses of axial com-
pression and bending was tested against the provisions of the 
AISC Specification. 
a) First Cycle: The column is part of a tier 
building with an 18 ft. story height, supporting 
a 450 kip axial load and 142.5 kip-ft. maximum 
moment due to wind loads. The section tested 
consists of A36 steel, l4~119, the section 
properties of which are available in the AISC 
Manual of Steel Construction. The section is 
placed for bending about the major axis. 
The data values supplied to the program 
are tabulated in Table 5.l.a. For completing 
the specification check, the program generated 
additional data values. A trace of the execu-
tion of the decision tables, as printed by 
program, is shown in Fig. 5.12. The result of 
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the test, indicating that the section is not 
sufficient for the applied loads because neither 
Formula 1.6-la or 1.6-lb is satisfied, is 
printed as a message in the output. 
b) Second Cycle: The same cross-section as above 
was tested again, with a reduced axial load of 
300 kips but the same bending moment of 
142.5 kip-ft. Every other data value was 
maintained the same as in the first cycle. 
Thus, the only data input required for the 
second cycle was the new axial load, as shown 
in Table 5.l.b. 
A printout of the trace of tables executed 
for this cycle is shown in Fig. 5.13. The 
cross-section is indicated as satisfactory for 
the new combination of loads. 
It may be noted that for the second cycle, 
the trace of Fig. 5.13 shows that conditional 
execution of Tables 49, 52, 66, 15, 16, and 18, 
required in the first cycle, has not been 
necessary because values of data generated in 
the process were available in the second cycle. 
Nevertheless, Tables 13 and 41 had to be exe-
cuted again because values of data generated by 
these tables were dependents of the data element 
corresponding to the axial force and thus were 
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cleared at the time the new value of the axial 
force was read in for the second cycle. 
c) Third Cycle: The structural element, as tested 
for the first cycle above, was also tested 
against the AISC Specification criteria for 
plastic design. A list of the data required for 
this cycle is given in Table 5.1.c and a trace 
of the path of execution of tables, as printed 
by the program, is shown in Fig. 5.14. It may 
be noted in Fig. 5.14 that execution of Table 
100 had to be suspended five times to condi-
tionally execute Tables 43, 101, 103, 104, and 
102, in that order. 
A graphical representation of the trace of all the 
three cycles is presented in Fig. 5.15, in which nodes indicate 
the tables executed, with the table designation inscribed inside 
the node, and the branches indicate direct or conditionalexecu-
tion, the former by continuous lines and the latter by broken 
lines. The data elements necessitating conditional execution 
are indicated by the element number along the broken lines in 
the graph. 
5.3.2 Checking a Plate Girder Web 
The example is intended to demonstrate implementation 
of Specification provisions for optional alternate design 
strategies. 
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The AISC Specification requirements for shear stress 
on plate girder webs, in case it exceeds the value specified by 
Formula 1.10-1, can be satisfied either by providing for inter-
mediate stiffeners at close enough intervals so as to allow po 
buckling of the web or by placing the stiffeners relatively 
far apart so as to let the web buckle, thus using the tension 
field action created. The example used for illustration con-
sisted of a plate girder web of depth of 150 inches and 
thickness of 1/2 inch carrying a shear force of 500 kips. 
a) First cycle: For the first cycle, tension 
field action was not desired and the stiffeners 
were placed at an interval of 75 inches. The 
complete list of data supplied for the cycle is 
given in Table 5.2.a. A graphical representa-
tion of the tables executed is shown in Fig. 
5.l6.a. The design turned out to be unsatis-
factory because the stiffener spacing was too 
wide for the situation. 
b) Second cycle: For the second cycle, the tension 
field action was still not allowed but the 
stiffener spacing was reduced to 55 inches. 
The additional data for this cycle consisted 
simply of the new stiffener spacing as shown in 
Table 5.2.b. The graphical trace of the tables 
executed is shown in Fig. 5.l6.b. The result 
of the tests indicated that the stiffener 
spacing was satisfactory. 
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c) Third cycle: The third cycle consisted of the 
case when tension field action was permitted in 
the web. The stiffeners were spaced 110 inches 
:;'\:. 
apart. Additional data supplied for the cycle 
are given in Table 5.2.c and the graphical 
trace of the tables executed is shown in 
Fig. 5.l6.c. The .stiffener spacing of 110 
inches, allowing the tension field action, was 
indicated as satisfactory. 
Notice that the value of data element 316 corre-
sponding to the logical data "combined stress action satis-
factory" was supplied externally for the third cycle. If it 
were not, additional conditional execution chains would have 
been created. This illustrates use of an option to suppress 
conditional execution, whenever desired. 
5.3.3 stress and Geometry Check of a Weld 
The test of a connection involves checking at two 
separate levels, the connection as a whole and a part of the 
connection. Checks at the latter level are performed only in 
the case where those on the connection as a whole are found 
satisfactory. The illustration used. for the case consisted 
of a fillet·weld connection on the flange of a beam. 
a) First Cycle: An intermittent fillet weld of 
1/2-inch size was tested for stresses. The 
data supplied for the cycle is listed in 
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Table 5.3.a. The stress in the weldment was 
indicated as exceeding the allowable limit and 
thus unsatisfactory. 
b) Second Cycle: A continuous fillet weld of size 
3/8-inch was provided and again checked for 
stresses. The data thus supplied is shown in 
Table 5.3.b. The design force for the connection 
as a whole as well as the stress on the weld were 
found satisfactory. 
c) Third Cycle: The geometry of the weld as used 
in the second cycle above was tested. The data 
supplied are listed in Table S.3.c. As a result 
of the checks performed, the geometry of the 
welded connection is indicated as satisfactory. 
A graphical trace of the tables executed for each of 
the three cycles is shown in Fig. 5.17. 
5.4 Discussion of the Results 
Traces of the tables executed under various problems 
are shown in Figs. 5.12 through 5.17. In general, the data 
required to be supplied for the first cycle of a problem has 
to be larger than that for the subsequent cycles because of the 
need to completely describe the problem initially. The con-
venience of checking alternate designs and/or alternate design 
approaches is obvious because the data requirements for such 
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cycles are minimal. Whenever a data element was modified for 
recycling, it successfully erased all data values generated 
internally by the program which were dependent on the modified 
data, and recalculated those values which were necessary_ 
If the program for checking the design constraints 
provided by the AISC Specification were implemented as part of 
a larger overall design process, results of testing tables 
could be stored as data elements to be used by the next higher 
level decision tables. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
6.1 Conclusions 
A large part of the complexity of the structural 
design process is attributable to the necessity of checking 
design constraints provided by various codes and specifications. 
In this study, it is suggested to isolate the constraint 
checking process, as far as possible, in the overall com-
puter-aided design processes. 
Checking a design against the design constraints 
involves primarily logical decisions, rather than numerical 
calculations. The logic of the constraints can be much better 
documented, communicated, revised and coded in the form of 
decision tables, rather than in the present descriptive mode 
of the specifications. Hence, the algorithm developed for 
checking design constraints expects the constraints to be 
specified in the form of decision tables. 
One of the difficulties which is likely to defeat 
any attempt- at large-scale computer-aided design is the large 
volume of data required to solve even a small problem. The 
nature and properties of data have been critically studied in 
order to overcome this problem, and concepts have been 
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presented to represent the meaningful information in the most 
compact form possible. 
The actual checking process developed, based on con-
ditional execution and recursive use of a single program, 
closely resembles similar human activity, in that a placemarker 
is left in the stack when an unresolved condition is encoun-
tered, activity is transferred in a direction leading to the 
resolution of the conflict, and when the condition is estab-
lished, return is made to the pOint where previous activity 
was suspended. 
If a design fails due to some minor discrepancy, the 
designer generally wants to change one or two parameters and 
test his design again. A feature to recycle the design in 
this manner has been provided. When a parameter is changed its 
effect on other data elements is twofold: 
a) It eradicates all effects of its previous 
value, regardless of depth; and 
b) It leaves all unaffected data unchanged, 
thereby Significantly reducing the input and 
recalculation. 
The important feature of the scheme provided is its 
complete independence from the desi~n constraints to be checked. 
The constraints are provided to the program as data in the 
form of decision tables. This makes it possible to incorpor-
ate revisions in the design constraints as well as to use 
altogether different design constraints without changing the 
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program. The only reprogramming that is required is to supply 
subroutines for the conditions and actions. As was illustrated 
in Chapter 5, such subroutines are essentially line-by-line 
transliterations of the conditions and actions appearing in 
the decision tables. 
6.2 Suggestions for Further Development 
There are four areas in which development is almost 
immediately possible. 
a) Generalization of the concept of ingredients. 
The data structure developed in this study con-
tains provisions for ingredients of only those 
data elements which are referenced by either the 
condition stub or the action stub of a decision 
table. Experience has indicated that similar 
provisions are needed for other data elements as 
well. Referring back to Table 3.2, Rule (8) 
shown in the table 'could be expanded to accommo-
date the case where data elements pertaining to 
that rule also had ingredients indicated. 
b) Cycling of Tables. The constraint checking pro-
cedure provided in th'e implementation presented 
can perform a given operation only once in a 
cycle. There are numerous situations where the 
same operation may have to be repeated to 
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complete the cycle. Examples are: the necessity 
to check the local buckling requirements for each 
compression element in a section; or the calcu-
lation of the contribution to the properties of 
a built-up member of each component element of 
the section. This facility requires the inclu-
sion of a "return". provision which can recycle 
the same table repeatedly until some condition 
in that table is satisfied. 
c) Provisions for Dynamically Changing Data and 
Dependencies. The concept of recycling of deci-
sion tables as suggested above will change the 
concept of data dependencies, as used in this 
study, from a static mode to a dynamic one. 
In the dynamic mode, when a parameter is changed 
for the purpose of cycling a table, the depen-
dence processing must involve only a selective 
clearing and selective accumulation of the 
values of dependents with each cycle. 
d) On-Line Man-Machine Communication. Because of 
the time limitations, the system for checking 
the design constraints was implemented only for 
a conventional batch processing mode. The 
limitations of batch processing, especially in 
the design process, are already well under-
stood(9,lO} and apply here also. In spite of 
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all the provisions incorporated, it may be hard 
to guess correctly all the data required to 
solve a given problem. If a data item is not 
supplied externally and cannot be retrieved by 
the provisions built internally, the batch 
processing mode requires termination of the job. 
In contrast, an on-line system could display 
such undefined data on the terminal upon which 
the user can supply its value and the job can 
continue. This mode can save large numbers of 
abortive runs. Such a mode of man-machine 
communication, by immediately displaying 
results, will also afford much better parti-
cipation to the designer in the overall design 
process. 
Communication with the system in a fixed 
form input/output is also a definite incon-
venience. Conversion to a problem-oriented 
format will definitely increase the versatility 
of the program. 
Beyond the above suggestions, actual experience with 
the system will undoubtedly require. additional improvements 
which cannot be foreseen at this stage. 
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Table 5.1.a, Data for Illustrative Example 1, First Cycle 
DATA DATA DATA DATA DATA DATA 
ELEMENT VALUE ELEMENl' VALUE ELEMENT VALUE 
1 1.0 225 3.75 84 1.0 
3 1.0 230 140.8 85 0.0 
8 1.0 231 50.6 86 0.0 
212 1.0 229 0.0 87 0.0 
70 1.0 226 0.85 88 0.0 
68 216.0 227 0.85 89 1.0 
69 3.75 256 1.0 90 1.0 
61 0.0 257 0.0 91 1.0 
252 1.0 261 1.0 92 1.0 
253 0.0 106 7.3125 93 0.0 
76 1.0 121 0.9375 94 1.0 
78 29000.0 268 1.0 107 13.7 
55 36.0 123 0.57 108 14.5 
50 450.0 305 11.375 110 1.0 
130 1710.0 337 7.25 112 3.94 
54 34.99 338 7.25 113 1.0 
215 0.0 339 1373.1 114 1.0 
222 216.0 83 1.0 115 0.0 
223 6.26 46 '0.0 125 1.0 
224 216.0 47 0.0 126 0.0 
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Table 5.l.b, Data for Illustrative Example 1, Second Cycle 
DATA ELEMENI' DATA VALUE 
50 300.0 
Table 5.l.c, Data for Illustrative Example 1, Third Cycle 
DATA DATA DATA DATA DATA DATA 
ELEMENI' VALUE ELEMENT VALUE ELEMENT VALUE 
2 1.0 607 1050.0 618 1260.0 
601 1.0 616 2220.0 629 1.0 
261 1.0 609 3020.0 630 1.0 
45 0.0 612 1.0 632 14.5 
613 0.0 619 7570.0 626 0.0 
614 126.0 224 216.0 627 0.0 
606 585.0 225 3.75 
615 17.65 233 1.0 
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Table 5.2.a, Data Supplied for Illustrative Example 2, 
First Cycle 
DATA DATA DATA DATA DATA DATA 
ELEMENI' VALUE ELEMENT VALUE ELEMENl' VALUE 
1 1.0 47 0.0 314 0.0 
3 1.0 55 36.0 317 0.0 
8 0.0 305 150.0 311 75.0 
10 1.0 123 0.5 315 1.0 
45 1.0 50 500.0 316 1.0 
46 0.0 291 75.0 333 1.0 
Table 5.2.b, Data Supplied for Illustrative Example 2, 
Second Cycle 
DATA DATA DATA DATA 
ELEMENT VALUE ELEMENT VALUE 
291 55.0 233 1.0 
Table 5.2.c, Data Supplied for Illustrative Example 2, 
Third Cycle 
DATA DATA DATA DATA 
ELEMENT VALUE ELEMENT VALUE 
314 1.0 331 1.0 
291 110.0 332 1.0 
316 1.0 334 1.0 
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Table 5.3.a, Data Supplied for Illustrative Example 3, 
First Cycle 
DATA DATA DATA DATA DATA DATA 
ELEMENl' VALUE ELEMENT VALUE ELEMENT VALUE 
1 1.0 196 9.0288 540 0.938 
6 1.0 197 1.0 541 1.0 
446 290.0 18 1.0 542 0.0 
440 1.0 25 21.6 452 0.0 
442 1.0 558 3.0 453 1.0 
443 1.0 559 6.0 454 0.0 
194 6.0 560 0.50 455 0.0 
195 21.0 544 1.0 469 300.0 
Table 5.3.b, Data Supplied for Illustrative Example 3, 
Second Cycle 
DATA DATA DATA DATA 
ELEMENI' VALUE ELEMENT VALUE 
197 0.0 560 0.375 
Table 5.3.c, Data Supplied for Illustrative Example 3, 
Third Cycle 
DATA DATA DATA DATA 
. ELEMENl' VALUE ELEMENT VALUE 
410 1.0 444 1.0 
554 1.0 453 0.938 
422 0.375 
Subscript 
(des ignation of) 
\data element 
2 
k 
n 
79 
DATA PRD TABD ISET 
(data values) (presence flags) (table pointers) (set number) 
c::=:J ~ !==J ~ c::=J ~ c=:=::J 
rea lor 
logical 
elements 
---
logical 
elements 
-
~ 
integer 
elements 
i ntege r 
elements 
Fig. 2.1, Storage of Global Data Arrays 
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Direction of Arrows Impl ies Ingredience 
Fig. 202, Graph Representation of Connection Between Data Elements 
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A B C D E F G H J K L M 
-, ( I 
A 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 
I I 
B 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 
I I 
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 1 I 0 0 
I I 
E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 
F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 0 i 0 0 0 0 
-------------- ~-------
G ,--0000000 If 0010 ...... Row i nd i cates 
-------------1--1-------- i ng red i ents 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 of element G 
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I I 
I 0 I 0 0 0 
K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 I I 
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 
J M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 I I 
'\....../ 
f 
Column indicating 
dependents of element H 
a .. 
IJ {
+Ol} d d· whe the r da ta . t . (has ~ d t . t . epen Ing upon I em I ldoes not have) a a I em J 
as i ts i ng red i en t 0 
Fig. 2.3, Connection Matrix A for Illustrative Example 
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j 
Cl Y ... N 
C2 I I 
C3 -- N I 
c4 - I Y 
~ 
A = - 1 1 ... 
Data element A is a dependent of conditions Cl and C3 due 
to rule i and additionally of C4 due to rule jo Note that 
A is not a dependent of C2. 
Figo 204, Dependents Imposed by Decision Tables 
NEXT RULE 
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YES 
MATCH CONDITION ENTRY WITH CORRESPONDING 
CONDITION IN CONDITION STUB 
PERFO RM ACTIO N 
NO NEXT 
CONDITION 
I APPLICABLE RULE 
: IDENTIFIED 
NO 
~_NO_ ........ ~ NEXT ACTIO N 
Fig. 3.1, Processing of a Single Decision Table 
ERROR 
MESSAGE 
ERROR 
MESSAGE 
YES 
NO 
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f----..---I NEXT RULE 
MATCH CONDITION 
ENTRY WITH CORRES-
PONDING CONDITION 
IN CONDITION STUB 
Fig. 3.2, Processing of Decision Tables 
~) Processing of Conditions 
NO 
NO 
NEXT 
CONDITION 
NO 
ACTION 
.NO 
ERROR 
MESSAGE 
ALL PRESENT 
PERFORM 
THE ACTION 
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MESSAGE FOR 
ELSE RULE 
=>-_N_O_~ NEXT ACTION ~--~ 
Fig. 3.2, Proc~ssing of a Decision Table 
(b) Processing of.Actions 
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T = FIRST TABLE TO BE EXECUTED 
YES 
r--------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I L_ 
NO UNSTACKING 
,------
------, 
I I 
1 
I RESTORE I 
I ESSENTIAL I 
I INFO RMATIO N I 
I I 
I I 
I I I LEVEL - 1 I I 
I I L ____ ____ .-J 
Fig. 3.2 
------------, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
_--.J 
r----- - -----, 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I ·1 I I STORE I I ESSENTIAL I I INFO RMATIO N 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I T = NEW TABLE I D ES I G NA T ION I I I L ____ _____ J 
Fig. 3.3, Recursive Processing of Decision Tables 
INITIALIZE ARRAY OF DEPENDENTS 
FIRST CONTENT OF CONDITION OR ACTION STUB 
NO 
---- - --,----
NO 
FIRST INGREDIENT OF DATA 
ICALL THIS---i 
I INGREDIENT AS I 
I Y THEN X IS A I 
: DEPENDENT 0 F yl 
________L _______ _ 
YES 
I CALL DATA 
I IN STUB 
I AS X I 
NEXT 
INGREDIENT 
PLACE X IN THE LIST OF DEPENDENTS OF Y 
NO 
NO NEXT CONTENT 
OF THE STUB 
FIG. 3.4, Generation of Dependents from Ingredients 
YES 
FIRST RULE OF TABLE T 
NO 
FIRST CONDITION ENTRY 
PLACE DATA GENERATED AS DEPENDENT 
OF CO N DI TIO N 
NO NEXT CONDI-
TION ENTRY 
NO NEXT 
ACTION 
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NO NEXT 
RULE 
Fig. 3.5, Gen~ration of Dependencies Imposed by Decision Tables 
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Fig. 306, Alternate Representation of Dependence Relationship 
NEXT DEPENDENT 
YES 
UNSTACKING 
,--------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
OBTAIN FROM THE STACK 
(i) LAST ELEMENT WHOSE 
PROCESSING WAS 
DISCO NTINUED 
I (i i ) WHICH DEPENDENT OF 
THIS ELEMENT WAS I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
BEl N G PRO C ES SED 
LEVEL ~ LEVEL - 1 
L _____ _ _ ____ ---1 
NO 
MODIFY THE GIVEN 
DATA ELEMENT 
CLEAR THE DEPENDENT 
NO 
YES STACKING 
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r-------------, I . I 
I LEVEL = LEVEL + 1 I 
, I 
, , 
I, . STORE IN A STACK : 
( i) DA TA E L EM EN T I 
'I (i i) WHICH DEPENDENT 0 F I 
THIS DATA WAS I 
, BEING PROCESSED 
I : L ___________ -1 
TAKE DATA AS THE 
CU~RENT DEPENDENT 
Fig. 3.7, Clearing of Dependents 
!l 
DATA TABD 
Ingredients 
~
r---------~----------------~ 
(3 ) 
2 
TABLE J 
(4) 
TABLE Q 
Legend: (1) Entries in condition and· action stubs pointing to locations 
in DATA 
(2) Entries in 1 ists of ingredients pointing to locations in 
DATA 
(3) Entries in TABD pointing to tables to be conditionally 
executed 
(4) Entries in action stub pointing to tables to be directly 
executed 
Fig. 4.1, Contents of Decision Tables 
LARRYl 
I BASE (T, 1 ) 
----
LARRY2 
I BASE (T, 2) 
... 
CONTAINS ADDRESSES 
IN DATA 
TABLE T. 
CO N DITIO N 
I I STUB 
N (T) I II 
K 
ACTION 
STUB 
CONTAINS ADDRESSES IN 
DATA OR TABLE NUMBERS 
FOR DIRECT EXECUTION 
1 •••••••••••• J ........... L{T) 
CO NDITIO N 
ENTRY 
ACTIO N 
ENTRY 
Fig. 4.2, Storage of Decision Tables 
LARRY3 
I BASE (T, 3) 
• 
LARRY4 
IBASE{T,4) 
CONTAINS 
CONDITION 
ENTRIES 
CO LUMNWISE 
CO NTAINS 
ACTION 
ENTRIES 
COLUMNWISE 
U) 
I'\J 
YES 
INITIAL BASE ADDRESSES 
IN LINEAR ARRAYS 
STORE SIZE OF THE TABLE GIVEN ON 
HEADER CARD IN THE ARRAYS L, M, AND N 
READ ALL CARDS 
FO R CO N D I T IONS 
STORE BASE ADDRESSES FO R THIS TABLE AS 
IBASE (T, 1) & IBASE (T,3). STORE CONDI-
TIONS IN LARRY1, AND CONDITION ENTRIES 
IN LARRY3 COLUMNWISE 
BRING BASE ADDRESSES UP-TO-DATE 
FO R NEXT TABLE 
STORE BASE ADDRESS FOR THIS TABLE AS 
IBASE (T,2) & IBASE (T,4). STORE ACTION 
STUB IN LARRY2 AND ACTION ENTRIES IN 
LARRY4 COLUMNWISE 
BRING BASE ADDRESSES UP-TO-DATE FOR 
NEXT TABLE 
Fig. 4.3, Reading and Storing of Decision Tables 
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94 
CO NDITIONS 
LARRY5 AS STORED IN LAR R Y 1.---___ --"" ___ _ 
r \ 
INGREDIENTS 
11 = I BAS E (T, 1 ) 
IPNTRC 
1 
I-
UJ 
-1 
co 
~ 
----
J 
---~----
Fig. 4.4, Compacted Storage of the Ingredients of Conditions 
YES 
INITIAL BASE ADDRESS 
IN THE LINEAR ARRAYS 
READ THE HEADER 
CARD OF THE TABLE 
STORE THE SIZE OF THE TABLE GIVEN ON 
THE HEADER CARD IN ARRAYS L, M & N 
READ THE CONDITION PORTION OF THE TABLE 
STORE IT COMPACTED IN PROPER ARRAYS 
DETAILS IN FIG. 4.6 
READ THE ACTION PORTION OF THE TASLE 
STORE IT COMPACTED IN PROPER ARRAYS 
DETAILS SAME AS IN FIG. 4.6 
COMPLETE THE ARRAY OF DEPENDENTS FOR 
DEPENDENCES IMPOSED BY DECISION TABLES 
AND COMPACT IT INTO ICLEAR 
DETAILS IN FIG. 4.7 
Fig. 4.5, Reading and Storing of Complete Tables 
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READ ALL THE CARDS 
FOR THE CONDITIONS 
BASE ADDRESSES 
IBASE(T,l) IBASE1 
IBASE(T,3) = IBASE3 
00 Q FOR ALL RULES 
DOQ FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
FILL LARRY3 WITH THE 
CONDITION ENTRIES 
DO f3 FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
PLACE CONDITION IN LARRY1 
SAVE BASE ADDRESS FOR INGREDIENTS 
OF THIS CONDITION IN IPNTRC 
DO J 
J > 10 
1, 10 
PLACE 
INGREDIENT 
IN LARRY5 
NEW IBASEl 
AND IBASE3 
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PLACE CONDITION AS 
DEPENDENT OF THIS 
INGREDIENT 
NO 
Fig. 4.6, Details of Storing the Condition Section of a Decision Table 
NO 
YES 
00 Q' FO R ALL RU LES 
DO (3 FOR ALL ACTIONS 
IN THIS RULE 
DO FOR ALL THE CONDITION 
ENTRIES IN THIS RULE 
PLACE DATA IN THE LIST OF 
DEPENDENTS OF THE CONDITION 
COMPACT IDEPND 
INTO ICLEAR 
Fig. 4.7, Generation of Dependencies Imposed by Logical Data 
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Data values for subsequent cycles 
TRACE for first cycle 
Data values for first cycle 
.Table number of the first table to 
be executed 
Properties of data 
Decision tables 
THEMAP parameter 
to decision tables 
Subroutines comprising main part of the program 
Fig. 4.8, Arrangement of Deck 
STRUCTURAL STEEL MEMBER 
CAST STEEL MEMBER 
ALLOWABLE 
STRESS 
1.5.I.X 
(Fig, 5.2) 
COMBINED 
STRESSES 
I,S.X 
( Fig. 5.6) 
ALLOWABLE STRESS 
DESIGN 
COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION 
MEMBER 
CONNECTION 
1.15.A 
(Fig.5.7) (Fig. 5.S) 
loX 
PLASTIC DESIGN 
2.X 
(Fig. 5.11) 
MASONRY BEARING 
1.5.5.0 r 
FIG. 5.1, HIERARCHY OF DECISION TABLES FOR AISC SPECIFICATION 
INITIAL ENTRY 
\0 
\0 
TENSION 
I 
r---..L---, 
~ F : r 1.5.1 , loa I 1.8',4, a ~ 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
r-----'---~ 
1,14, c 
(From Fig.5.1)(4 
I. 5. I. X 
SHEAR COMPRESSION BENDING BEARING 
(Fig,5,3) (Fig,5.4) 
1.5,1,4,A 
(Fig. 5,5) 
1.5.1.5,0 
FIG. 5.2, HIERARCHY OF DECISION TABLES FOR AI SC SPECIFICATION 
ALLOWABLE STRESS DESIGN, TENSION AND BEARING STRESSES 
r 
~ 
o 
o 
(~rom Fig. 5.2) \~ 
15 i.2.X 
SHEAR BEAM/GIRDER HYBRID GIRDER 
1.5.1.2.A 
---~--)@) 
1.5.1.2.0 
r----..&..--~ 
1.14.0 r I.IO,5.2,b r 
etc,-Fig,5,2 
~ 
etc, 
FIG. 5.3, HIERARCHY OF DECISION TABLES FOR AISC SPECIFICATION 
ALLOWABLE STRESS DESIGN, SHEAR STRESSES 
-------~ 
1.10.6,0 
etc. - Fig, 5.5 
.... 
o 
..... 
I 
COMPRESSION 
MEMBER 
I 
I 
r----..L----, 
I I 
I @ I r I 1.9.0 
I etc,- Fig. 5,5 
,-------,---1- --,- --- ___ I 
(From Fig,5,2) II 
1.5. 1.3. X 
WEB AT THE 
TOE OF FILLET 
r-----'---)l9) 
1.10.10. a 
I 49 I 52 I 54 I 78 I I I r I r 
I.B.2.0 rll.9.1.2.0rll.9.2.2.< I 1.14.0 
etc. - Fig, 5,5 etc. - Fig. 5,2 
I 
BEAR ING 
STIFFENER 
I 
____ --1 _____ _ 
I I : r I r 11.10.5.1.0 : 1.9.0 
etc, - Fig, 5,5 
FIG. 5.4, HIERARCHY OF DECISION TABLES FOR AI SC SPECIFICATION 
ALLOWABLE STRESS DESIGN, COMPRESSIVE STRESSES 
...... 
o 
tv 
(F,-r_om_F_i_g_. 5_._2....,,)@ 
115 . 14A 1 
I 
I 
I 
r---------,---~----r-----------I 
: : I I 
I I I I 
~ I@ I @ ~ ~ 11~.2_al ~ ~ 
I I , 
I I 
I r---I---, 
I I I 
I I :® @ I@ !§ r~~·1.4.a 1.9.1.2.0 ~ 11.9.2.2.0 
I I 
I I 
I I 
r------l---L---r-- -----, I 
I I I I I 
~ __ : @ : @ 1 ® : @ ~ : @ 
11.5.1.4.1.01 11.5.1.4.6.01 1.9.0 I 11.5.1.4.3.01 1.9,1,2.b I 1,9,1.2.bl 
etc. 
FIG. 5.5, HIERARCHY OF DECISION TABLES FOR AISC SPECIFICATION 
ALLOWABLE STRESS DESIGN, BENDING STRESSES 
...... 
o 
CoN 
( Fro m Fig I 5. ') t3s' 
I~ I 1.6. X 
AXIAL COMPRESSION 
AND BENDING 
Ra > 0.15 @ 
G , 
I 
I---.L---, 
I @ '@ ~a  etc.-Fig. 5,5 
I 
-- ---- 1- - -- - --
, ( I 
I@~~ B~~ 
etc. - Fig. 5.4 etc. - Fig. 5.5 
Ra ~ 0.15 @ 
S 
I 
I 1- - - - - -1- - - - - -, 
'@ '~~ 6~~ 
etc.-Fig. 5.4 etc.- Fig. 5.5 etc. - Fig. 5.5 
AXIAL TENSION 
AND BENDING 
I 
I I-------r-- - ---I 
~ ,----Lft,.---l--@, 
~~~ 
etc.-Fig.5,2 etc.-Fig, 5.5 etc.-,Fig,5.5 
FIG. 5.6, HIERARCHY OF DECISION TABLES FOR AISC SPECIFICATION 
MEMBERS UNDER COMBINED STRESSES 
...... 
~ 
ENCA SE D BEAMS 
1 
I 
:@ 
1.11 .2 . I. 0 I 
(From Fig. 5,1) @ 
I . I 
1.1' . X 
NOT ENCASED BEAMS 
I 
,----- ....... -------1 
I @ I @ :@ ~~ u,o 
I etc. - FI g. 5,5 
___ --.1. ___ _ 
I I 
1f.76\ IfJ'5\ ~----I-~---~ I ~ 
1.11.4.0 11.5.1.4.0 I 
etc. - Fig. 5,5 
FIG. 5.7, HIERARCHY OF DECISION TABLES FOR AISC SPECIFICATION 
COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION MEMBERS 
--.- ~- -----: 
~ 
o 
U1 
RIVETED CONNECTION 
STRESS CHECK 
1(20 
~ 
( Fig. 5,9) 
RIVETED CONNECTI(J,j 
GEOMETRY CHECK 
1(88) 
~ 
HOMOGENEOUS 
CONNECTION 
WELDED CONNECTION 
STRESS CHECK 
~ 
( Fig. 5,10) I 
~ 
I @ 
-,-.-'5.4.0 I 
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CONNECTION 
WELDED CONNECTION 
GEOMETRY I CHE~ 
~ 
I 
WELDED CONNECTION 
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~~~~
etc,- Fig, 5.2 etc.- Fig, 5,3 etc.- Fig. 5.4 etc,- Fig. 5.5 etc.- Fig, 5.2 
FIG. 5.8, HIERARCHY OF DECISION TABLES FOR AISC SPECIFICATION 
CONNECTIONS 
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I :~ 
(1.17.='. 0] t-J ~ 
TENSION SHEAR BEARING H.S, 
TENSION 
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BEARING 
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FIG. 5.9 t HIERARCHY OF DECISION TABLES FOR AISC SPECIFICATION 
STRESSES IN RIVETS AND BOLTS 
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~ 
(From Fig.5.8)@ 
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FIG. 5.10, HIERARCHY OF DECISION TABLES FOR AISC SPECIFICATION 
GEOMETRY CHECK FOR RIVETED/ BOLTED CONNECTIONS 
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..... 
o (X) 
(From Fig. 5.1) T@ 
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etc.- Fig. 5.5 
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FIG. 5.11, HIERARCHY OF DECISION TABLES FOR AISC SPECIFICATION 
PLASTIC DESIGN 
..... 
~ 
Fig. S. 12, 
CYCLE NUMBER *** START EXECUTION WITH TABLE 
SCANN ING OF TABLE 1 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPL IES 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 1 AT ACTION 1 OF KULE 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 2 FO .. DIRECT EXECUTION 
SCANNlNG OF TABLE 2 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 2 AT ACTION 1 OF RULE 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 3 FOR DIRECT EXECUTION 
SCANNING OF TABLE 3 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPL IES 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 3 AT ACTION 2 OF RULE 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 38 FOR DIRECT EXECUTION 
SCANNING OF TABLE 38 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 38 AT ACTION 1 OF KULE 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 39 FOR DIRECT EXECUTION 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 39 AT CONDITION 1 OF RULE 1 
REASON MISSING INGREDIENT CORRESPONDING TO DATA NUMBER 37 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 13 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 13 AT CONDITION 3 OF RULE 1 
REASON MISSING INGREDIENT CORRESPONDING TO DATA NUMBER 75 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 49 
SCANNING OF TABLE 49 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 2 APPLIES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 13 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABL E 13 AT COND IT ION 3 UF RUL E 1 
REASON MISSING INGREDIENT CORRESPONDING TO DATA NUMBER 77 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 52 . 
SCANN ING OF TAB LE 52 I S COMPLETE. RULE NO. 5 APPLI ES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 13 
SCANNING OF TABLE 13 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 39 
SCANNING OF TABLE 39 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 39 AT ACTION 1 OF RULE 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 40 FOR DIRECT EXECUTION 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 40 AT CONDITION 1 OF RULE 1 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 51 TO OBTAIN VALUE OF DATA NUMBER 63 
SCANNING OF TABLE 51 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 40 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 40 AT CONDITION 4 OF RULE 5 
REASON MISSING INGREDIENT CORRESPONDING TO DATA NUMBER 220 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 41 
SCANNING OF TABLE 41 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 41 AT ACTION 1 OF RULE 1 
REASON MISSING INGREDIENT CORRESPONDING TO DATA NUMBER 228 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 66 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 66 AT CONDITION 2 OF RULE 1 
REASON MISSING INGREDIENT CORRESPONDING TO DATA NUM&ER 25 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 15 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 15 AT CONDIHON 15 OF RULE 1 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 16 TO OBTAIN VALUE OF DATA NUMBER 95 
SCANNING OF TABLE 16 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 15 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 15 AT CONDITION 24 UF RULE 18 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 18 TO OBTAIN VALUE OF DATA NUMBER 103 
SCANNING OF TABLE 18 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPL IES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 15 
SCANNING OF TABLE 15 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 20 APPL IES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 66 
SCANNING OF TABLE 66 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 41 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 40 
SCANNING OF TABLE 40 I S COMPLETE. RULE NO. B APPL IES 
DESIGN OF THE MEMBER UNDER COMBINED STRESSES I.E. AXIAL COMPRESSION AND 
BENDING IS NOT SATISFACTORY BECAUSE FORMULA 1.6-1A IS NOT SATISFIED 
DESIGN OF THE MEMBER UNDER COMBINED STRESSES I.E. AXIAL COMPRESSION AND 
BENDING IS NOT SATISFACTORY BECAUSE FORMULA 1.6-1B IS NOT SATISFIED 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 39 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 3B 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 
110 
Computer Output Tracing the Tables Executed and Test Result 
Problem, Cycle 1. for the Combined S t res s 
III 
CYCLE NUMBER 2 ...s ............ I .. .,... ....... ""1 .. START EXECUTION WITH TABLE 1 
SCANNING OF TABLE 1 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 1 AT ACTION 1 OF RULE 1 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 2 FOR DIRECT EXECUTION 
SCANNING OF TARLE 2 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 2 AT ACTION 1 OF RULE 1 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 3 FUR DIRECT EXECUTION 
SCANNING OF TABLE 3 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 3 AT ACTIUN 2 OF RULE 1 
STARTED EXECUTIUN OF TABLE 38 FOR DIRECT EXECUTION 
SCANNING OF TARLE 38 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 38 AT ACTION 1 GF RULE 1 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 39 FOR DIRECT EXECUTION 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION UF TABLE" 39 AT CONDITION 1 UF RULE 1 
REASON MISSING INGREDIENT CORRESPUNDING TO DATA NUMBER 37 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 13 
SCANNING OF TARLE 13 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 39 
SCANNING OF TABLE 39 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 39 AT ACTION 1 OF RlJLE 1 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 40 FOR DIRECT EXECUTION 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 40 AT CONDITION 4 UF RULE 5 
REASON MISSING INGREDIENT CORRESPONDING TO DATA NUMBER 220 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 41 
SCANNING OF TABLE 41 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 40 
SCANNING OF TARLE 40 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 5 APPLIES 
DESIGN OF THE MEMBER UNDER THE COMBINED STRESSES 
I.E. AXIAL COMPRESSION AND BENDING IS SATISFACTORY 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 39 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 38 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 3 
RESTARTED EXECUTION UF TABLE 2 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 1 
"F ig. 5.13, Computer Output Tracing the Tables Executed and Test Result 
for the Combined Stress Problem, Cycle 2. 
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CYCLE NUMBER 3 **::: START EXECUTION WITH TABLE 1 
SCANNING OF TABLE 1 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 2 APPLIES 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 1 AT ACTION 2 OF RULE 2 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 97 FOR DIRECT EXECUTION 
SCANNING OF TABLE 97 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TARLE 97 AT ACTION 1 OF RULE 1 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 100 FOR DIRECT EXECUTION 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TARLE 100 AT CONDITION 6 OF RULE 4 
REASON MISSING INGREDIENT CORRESPUNDING TU DATA NUMBER 240 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TARLE 43 
SCANNING OF TABLE 43 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 100 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 100 AT CONDITION 6 OF RULE 4 
REASON MISSING INGREDIENT CORRESPONDING TO DATA NUMBER 608 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 101 
SCANNING OF TARLE 101 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION UF TABLE 100 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TARLE 100 AT CONDITION 9 OF RULE 4 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 103 TU OBTAIN VALUE UF DATA NUMBER 620 
SCANNING OF TABLE 103 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 1 APPLIES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 100 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TARLE 100 AT CONDITION 10 UF RULE 4 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 104 TU OBTAIN VALUE OF DATA NUMBER 621 
SCANNING OF TARLE 104 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 3 APPLIES 
RESTARTED EXECUTIUN UF TABLE 100 
SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE 100 AT CONDITION 11 OF RULE 4 
STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 102 TO OBTAIN VALUE UF DATA NUMBER 622 
SCANNING OF TARLE 102 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 2 APPLIES 
RESTARTED EXECUTION UF TABLE 100 
SCANNING OF TABLE 100 IS COMPLETE. RULE NO. 4 APPLIES 
DESIGN OF THE MEMBER BY THE PLASTIC DESIGN PROCEDURE IS SATISFACTORY 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 97 
RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE 1 
Fig. 5.14, Computer Output Tracing the Tables Executed and Test Result 
for the Combined Stress Problem, Cycle 3, 
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APPENDIX A 
PROGRAM LISTING 
In the following pages, a listing of the subroutines 
comprising the main part of the program is presented. The 
listing is complete except that all the statements calling the 
user ·subroutines (i.e., subroutines CC and AA corresponding 
to decision tables) which are essentially similar, have not 
been included in order to conserve on space. 
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SUBROUTINE SPECHK 
C 
C C T HIS 1ST H E IVI A I I\J SUB R 0 UTI NED 0 I N G THe B U L K 0 FOE CIS ION TAB L E 
CC PROCESSING INCLUDING IDENTIFYING THE APPLICABLE RULE, 
CC AND CHECKING THE PRESENCE UF DATA ETC. 
C 
CC DECLARATIONS 
C 
I Iv! P L I CIT LOG I CAL ):q (P), I NT E G E R ):~ 2 (I - i\l ) 
INTEGER*2 STACK,ENTRy,T,TABNO,TABD,TABDK,TFIRST,TM~SET 
COMMON IMICA/DATA,PRD 
COMMON IMNSTUP/LARRYI,LARRY2,LARRY3,LARRY4,LARRY5,LARRY6,IBASE, 
1 IPNTRC,IPNTRA,TABO,L,M,N,T,TFIRST 
C C}/VWI 0 I\J I iVi N S T I I\J I I SET , !VI E X SET , MAR C A , T R ACE 
D I 1'/\ E f\J S I 01\J 
1 LARRYl(600),LARRY2(600),LARRY3(5000),LARRY4(5000),IBASE(120,4), 
2 LARRY5( 600),LARRY6( 600),IPNTRC(600),IPNTRA(600), 
3DATA(700),PRD(700),TABD(700),ISET(700), 
4 L(120),M(120),N(120),STACK(20,5),RESULT(2) 
D 1/'1 E 1\1 S I [) j\J 1"'1 E X SET ( 1 50 ) , MAR C A ( 50 ) 
DATA YES/'YES'I,NO/'NO'I 
CALL SETUP 
ICYCLE = 1 
1 CALL ·II\JPUT( ICYCLE) 
C PRINT DATA AGAIN-TO CHECK ITS VALIDITY 
WRITE (6,799) 
C 
799 FORMAT (lH1,15X, 'DATA PRINTED AGAIN FOR CHECKING. ONLY' 
1 'THAT DATA WHICH HAS A VALUE IS REPRODUCED ~EREill 
2 31X,'KGLOB',10X,'DATAK',10X,'PRD'II) 
DO 801 KGLOB = 1,700 
IF (.NOT. PRD(KGLOB)) GO TO 801 
WRITE (6,800) KGLOB,DATA(KGLOB),PRD(KGLOB); 
800 FORMAT (25X,II0,lX,F14.4,5X,L7) 
801 CONTII\lUE 
CC GIVE A MESSAGE THAT EXECUTION OF CYCLE NUMBER (= ICYCLE) IS ABOUT 
CC TO COMMENCE 
C 
\,o,IRITE (6,172) ICYCLE,TFIRST 
172 FORMAT (lH1,10X,'CYCLE NUMBER',I3, ~X,'*** START' 
1 ' EXECUTION WITH TABLE',I4,' ***') . 
C INITIALISE BEFURE STARTING EXECUTION OF THE TABLES 
TRUE = 1.0 
T = TFIRST 
ISTACK = 0 
TAB NO 0 
18 J = 1 
19 I = 1 
C GET THE ADDRESS OF THE CONDITION ENTRY 
24 IJ = IBASE(T,3) + (J-l)*N(T) + I 
C IF THE CONDITION ENTRY IS IMMATERIAL, SKIP CHECKING IT 
IF (LARRY3(IJ) .EQ. 0) GO TO 52 
25 II = IBASE(T,l) + I 
KGLOB = LARRY1(I1) 
C 
CC FIRST CHECK IF THE CONDITIUN HAS BEEN SUPPLIED WITH ITS VALUE 
119 
c 
I F (P R U ( K G L U R ) ) . (; (J T U S 0 
c 
c C C HE C KIF A 1\1 Y U THE R TAB L E C A f\I R E EX E CUT c J) T U C; E T T HIS C U I\J U I T II J i\1 
C 
I F (T A S 0 ( KG L U B) • I\J t:. 0) C; 0 TO 45 
C 
CC UTHERI.r-}ISc SI::E I~ THIS Cfll\IUITIOI\l CAI\I BE ESTABLISHcU BY 
CC SLJBRClUTII\lc CC UF THIS TABLE. THIS IS INLJICATED BY 
C C H A \I I 1\1 GAT L t A STU I\J E I 1\1 G R. E U I E 1\1 T F (J R T HIS C U 1\1 U I T I '-.11\1 
C 
I F (( I P 1\1 T R C ( I 1 + l) - I P 1\1 T R C ( I 1 )) , • 1\1 E. 0) G Cl T LJ 1 3 
c 
CC ELSE AN ERRUR r"If::SSAGf:: 
c 
1 2 I.AI R I T E (6, 1 7 4) I, T , K C; L U B 
1 7 4 ~ ( J R IVI A T (l H 0, 1 0 X" 'C U I\J D I T I U 1\1 I\J U IVi B E R ' , I 3, , U ~ TAB L E " I 3 , 
1 'I S 1\1 ( ) T A V A I LAB L E. 'I· HIS C U k RES P U I\IIJ STU IJ A T A 1\1 U 1'01 B E R ' , I 4/ 
2 11X,' FURTHER EXECUTILJI\1 UF THIS CYCLI:: IS 1\IUT PUSSIBLE') 
GQ TC) 76 
C 
C C C H E C KIF ALL l H e I hi G RED I e 1\] T S U F T HIS C U I\J D I 1 I U j\j A k E . PRE S E :\1 T 
C 
C 
13 IR = IPI\JTRC(I1) + 1 
23 IDATA = LARkY5(IR) 
I F (. 1\1 U T. P R U ( I U A T A )) G CJ TO 39 
15 IR = IR + 1 
I F (I R • L 1::. I P 1\\ T R C ( I 1 + 1. )) GUT CJ 2 3 
CC A NORMAL eXIT FROM THIS LOOP INDICATcS THAT ALL THE 
CC DATA NECESSARY TU SET THIS CONDITION IS PRESENT AND SO 
C CIT S SUB R D UTI I\J c C C C A 1\1 B E CAL L E l) 
C 
GO Tc) (888,8H8,888,8H8,H~8,206,H88,888,209,888, 
1 888,212,213,214,215,216,217,218,219,888, 
2 888,222,223,224,22~,226,227,228,888,230, 
3 888,232,888,888,235,236,237,888,239,240, 
4 888,242,888,244,245,246,247,888,249,250, 
5 888,252,253,254~255,256,257,888,259,260, 
6 261,262,263,264,265,266,267,268,269,888, 
7 888,272,273,274,888,276,277,278,888,888, 
8 281,888,888,284,888,888,287,288,289,888, 
9 291,292,293,294,295,296,888,888,299,300, 
A 88H,302,303,304,30~,306,307,H88,888,888, 
R 888,888,888,888,888,888,888,888,888,888),1 
206 CALL CC6(I) 
GU TO 41 
209 CALL CC9(1) 
GU TO 41 
ETC. 
ETC. 
::506 CALL CC106( I) 
(~(J TfJ 41 
::507 CALL CC107( I) 
G('I Tll 41 
H88 VIRITE ((-',1888) T 
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1 H 8 8 F () R Ivl A T (1 H 0, lOX, I ERR fJ R SIT U A TID I\j .. A T T t IVI P T T tJ CAL L S LHHdJ UTI I\i tee I , 
1 I 3 , ' ItJ HER E I TIS 1\]( IT SUP PUS E lJ TUB E S U ' / 1 1 X, I 1\1 U S U C H ' 
2 I SUB R U UTI 1\1 E E X 1ST S I ) 
GU TD 76 
C C H E C KIF THE C (] I\J D I T If) I\J HAS GOT ITS V A L U t: 1\1 U ~'J 
C 
41 IF (PRIJ (KGLU8)) GU TD SO 
C; II T CJ 12 
C C F [J L LOW I 1\' GIS A C H E C K l-i H E THE R THE Ivi! S S I i\! G I I\J G R t D I b\JT 
eel SUB T A I I\J A B L E f3 Y E X E CUT I l\j G A I\J Y TAB L E 
C 
39 I F. (T A R U ( I D A T A) • 1\1 e. 0) GUT 0 46 
C 
CC WRITE THE eRRUR MESSAGE THAT THIS UATA IS NOT AVAILABLE 
C 
\') R I T E (6, 1 1 2) I U A l A 
1 1 2 F Cl R IVI A T (1 H 0 , lOX, ' ERR 0 R Ivi E S SAG E; D A T A 1\1 U IVI f3 E R ' , I ~,' I S 1\1 U -I· A V A I LAB L E: 
1 A 1\\ U I S j\JU TUB T A I 1\1 A B L E BYE X E CUT I I\J G A I\J Y TAB LEE I THE R ' ) 
Gel TU 76 
46 TABNO = TABb(IDATA) 
c 
CC StART THE STACKING PROCI::I)URE TO EXECUTE THE APPRUPRIATE TABLe 
C C THE V A L U f:: CJ F I F LAC; = 1 I I\J D I CAT EST HAT THE S T A C K I i\J GIS k E C)l) IRe lJ 
C C B E C A U S f:: (J F S U II.I E II,'I ISS I I\J G I I\J G R E U I E I\J T U r ,A C U NUl T I (J I\J 
C 
C 
IFLAG = 1 
CALL STAK(STACK,ISTACK,IFLAG,T,I,J,IR,TARNO,IDATA,TRACE) 
GO Tel 18 
C CST ART THE S T A C K I I\J G P R Ll C e D U RET 0 EX E CUT E THE A P P R U P R I ATE TAR L E 
CC THE VALUE OF IFLAG = 2 INDICATES THAT THE STACKING 
C IS R t 0 U I R f:: D 8 E C A USE THE I'll ISS I N G C (J 1\10 I T I U 1\1 I S U f3 T A. I NAB L E 
C C BYE X E CUT I 1\1 C; S 01"1 E U T H t: R T A 8 L E 
C 
45 TAB 1\1 0 TAB U ( K G L U B ) 
IFLAG = 2 
I DAT A 0 
CALL STAK(STACK,ISTACK,I.FLAG,T,I,J,KGLOB,TABNO,IDATA,TRACf::) 
GO TCJ 18 
C 
CC MATCH THE RULE 
C 
50 I F (LARRY3(IJ) .. EQ .. 1 .. AI\JO .. DATA(KGLUB) .1\) E. TRUE) GU TO 55 
IF (LARRY3(IJ) • E () • 2 .AND. DATA(KGLOB) .EO. TRUE) GU TO 55 
C 
CC CONT II\JUE 1'''1 A T CHI 1\1e; C U [\1 D I T I U I\l S IN THIS RULE 
C 
52 IF ( I .f::Q. 1\) (T) ) GlJ TU 31 
I = I + 1 
GC) TO 24 
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C CONTINUE TH~ SEARCH WITH THE NEXT RULE 
55 IF (J .EQ. L(T») GO TO 31 
J = J+1 
GO TO 19 
C 
C C /VI E S SAG E FOR U '\' S U C C t: S S F LJ L Ivi A T CHI I\J THE TAB L E 
C 
C 
30 WRITE (6,130) T 
1 3 0 F () R Ivl A T (1 H 0 , 1 0 X, ' I'IJ U R U LEI I\j TAR L E ' , I 4, I I S IVI A T CHI I\J G ' 
1 'T HE COl\) D I T I U i\1 STU B I / 1 1 X " C Y C LE T E k f'll I I\J ATE IJ' ) 
GO TO 76 
CC THE APPLICABLE RULE HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED 
CC CHECK IF THIS INFURMATIUN IS D~SIRED TO BE PRINTED OUT 
C 
c 
31 IF (TRACE .NE. YES) GO TO 'j7 
llliRITE (6,177) T,J 
177 FQRMAT (1HO,15X,'SCANNING OF TABLE ',13,' IS COMPLETE. RULE' 
1 'NO.' ,13,' APPLIES') 
CC NOW FIND. WHICH ACTION ENTRY IS APPLICABLE 
C C COO E: 0 FOR 1\1 U ACT I U 1\1, 1 F (J k CO I\J D I T I U i\l ALE V A L U A T I 01'1 , 
CC 2 FOR DIRECT EXECUTIUN ACTIONS AND 3 FUR THE ELSE RULE 
C 
C 
57 K = 1· 
5S KJ = IBASE(T,4) + (J-1)~:~IVI(T) + K 
IFLAG = LARRY4(KJ) + 2 
Kl = IBASE(T,2) + K 
GO TO (49,59,69,79,89),IFLAG 
CC THE FOLLOWING IS A DUMMY STATEMENT AND SHOULD NEVER BE REACHED 
C 
49 STOP 
C 
CC CONDITIONAL EVALUATIUN 
C 
C 
CC 
CC 
CC 
C 
C 
CC 
CC 
CC 
C 
69 KGLOB = LARRY2(K1) 
27 
16 
93 
BEFORE CALLING SUBROUTINE AA OF THIS TABLE, .CHECK I~ 
THERE ARE ANY INGREDIENTS FOR THIS ACTION. 
IF YES, THEN CHECK THEIR PRESENCE 
IF ((IPI\ITRA(K1+1) - IPr\ITRA(K1)) • EC,). 0) GO TO 93 
IR = IPNTRA(K1) + 1 
IDATA = LARRY6(IR) 
IF (.NUT. PRD(IDATA)) GU TU 35 
IR = IR + 1 
IF (IR .LE. IPI\JTRA(Kl+1») GU TO 27 
A NORMAL EXIT FROM THIS LOOP INDICATES THAT ALL THE 
INGREDIENTS NEEDED FOR EVALUATING THIS ACTION ARE PRESENT 
AND SO SUBROUTINE AA FOR THIS TABLE CAN BE CALLED 
GO TO (999,999,999,999,505,506,507,999,509,510, 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 
B 
505 
~06 
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999,512,513,514,515,516,517,518,519,520, 
999,522,523,524,525,526,527,528,529,530, 
531,532,533,534,535,536,537,999,999,540, 
541,542,543,544,545,546,547,548,549,550, 
551,552,553,554,555,556,557,558,559,560, 
561,562,563,564,565,566,999,568,569,570, 
999,572,573,574,575,576,577,578,579,580, 
581,999,999,584,585,586,587,588,589,590, 
591,592,593,594,595,596,999,999,599,600, 
601,602,603,604,605,606,607,999,999,999, 
999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999,999),T 
CALL AA5(K) 
GO TO 60 
CALL AA6(K) 
GO TO 60 
ETC • 
• I • 
ETC. 
606 CALL AA106(K) 
GO TO 60 
607 CALL AA107(K) 
GO TO 60 
999 WRITE (6,1999) T 
1999 FORMAT (lHO,10X, 'ERROR SITUATIO~. ATTEMPT TO CALL SUBROUTINE AA', 
1 13,'WHERE IT IS NOT SUPPOSED TO BE SO'/11X,'NO SUCH' 
2 'SUBROUTINE EXISTS') 
GO TO 76 
C CHECK IF THIS ACTION IS COMPLETE 
60 IF (KGLOB oEP. 0) GO TO 59 
IF (PRD(KGLOB)) GCJ TO 59 
C 
CC ERROR MESSAGE 
C 
C 
WRITE (6,141) K,T,J 
141 FORMAT (lHO,lOX,'ACTION NUMBER',I3,' OF TABLE NUMBER',I3, 
1 • CAN NOT BE COMPLETED. THE CURRENT RULE NUMBER IS',13, 
2 ' FURTHER EXECUTION WILL HAVE TO STOP') 
GO TO 76 
CC THE FOLLQWING APPLIES IF THE MfSSING INGREDIENT OF THE ACTION 
CC IS ADDRESSED TO SOME TABLE FROM WHICH IT CAN BE RETRIEVED 
C 
35 IF (TABD(IDATA) .Nt .. 0) GO TO 36 
C 
CC ERROR MESSAGE 
C 
WRITE (6,181)K,T,IDATA 
1 8 1 FOR [VI A T (1 H 0, 1 5 X, , ACT I 0 [\1 N U IVl B E R J , I 3,' 0 F TAB L E " I 3 , 
1 ' CANNOT BE COMPLETED BECAUSE DATA NUMBER',I3,' IS NOT' 
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2 I PRE SEN T • I 11 6 X, I FUR THE REX EC UTI 0 N 0 F T HIS C Y C LET E R rvlI I\) ATE U f ) 
GO TO 76 
C 
C COB T A I NTH E [III ISS I N G I 1\1 G RED I E I\) T BYE X E CUT I I\J G THE TAB LET ABO ( I R ) 
C 
36 TABNO = TABD(IDATA) 
C 
C CST A C K -U P B E FOR EST ART I 1\] G E X E CUT ION 0 ~ A I\J 0 THE R TAB L E 
C 
C 
CALL STAK(STACK,ISTACK,IFLAG,T,K,J,IR,TABNO,IDATA,TRACE) 
GO TeJ 18 
CC THE FOLLOWING APPLIES IN CASE OF DIR~CT EXECUTION COMMANDS 
CC THE ADDRESS OF THE TABLE WHICH IS DESIRED TO BE EXECUTED 
CC IS AVAILABLE AT LARRY2(Kl) 
CC AT LARRY2(Kl) 
C 
79 TABNO = LARRY2(Kl) 
IR = 0 
IqATA = ° 
CALL STAK(STACK,ISTACK,IFLAG,T,K,J,IR,TABNO,IDATA,TRACE) 
GO TO 18 
C 
CC THE FOLLOWING APPLIES IN CASE THE ELSE RULE IS APPLICABLE 
C 
C 
89 I,'IIRITE (6,189) T 
189 FORMAT (lHO,15X,'ELSE RULE IS APPLICABLE IN TABLE NO.',I4, 
1 '. FURTHER EXECUTION IS NOT POSSIBLE') 
GO TO 76 
59 K = K + 1 
I F (K • G T. rVI ( T )) GOT 0 6 1 
GCJ TO 58 
CC LJNSTACKli\Jr, GUcS AS FOLLOWS 
C 
61 IF (ISTACK .cO. 0) GO TO 76 
IFLAG SlACK(ISTACK,l) 
T STACK(ISTACK,2) 
J STACK (ISTACK,4) 
C 
CC I F THE VALlJt: UF IFLAG IS 1 OR 2, THEN THE STACKING 'v,/AS DONE 
CC IN THt: COl\) iJ I T I 0 1\1 SEC T I o I\) ; OTHERlr,1 I SE IN THE ACTION SECTION 
C 
GO TCl (63.64,65,66),IFLAG 
63 I = STACK (ISTACK,3) 
IR = STACK(ISTACK,5) 
GO TO 67 
64 I = SlACK(ISTACK,3) 
KGLOB = STACK(ISTACK,5) 
GO TO 67 
65 IR = STACK(ISTACK,5) 
66 K = STACK(ISTACK,3) 
67 ISTACK = ISTACK - 1 
C CHECK IF A TRACE OF THE UNSTACKING IS DESIRED OR I\JOT 
IF (TRACE .NE. YES) GO TO 68 
WRITE (6,178) T 
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178 FORMAT (lHO,15X, 'RESTARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE ',13) 
C 
CC FOLLOWING IS A CHECK WHETHER THE VALUE OF THE MISSING 
CC INGREDIENT HAS BEEN OBTAINED OR NOT 
C 
C 
68 GO TO (70,71,72,59) ,IFLAG 
70 II = IBASE(T,1) + I 
. KGLOB = LARRY1(Il) 
IDATA = LARRyj(IR) 
IF (PRD(IDATA)) GO TO 15 
CC ERROR MESSAGE 
C 
C 
\~RITE (6,116) IDATA,TABD(IDATA),I,T 
116 FORMAT (1HO,10X, 'VALUE OF DATA NUMBEk',I4, I COULD NOT BE UBTAINED 
1 EVEN BY EXECUTING TABLE NUMBER',I3,/11X,'THIS DATA IS AN I 
2 'INGREDIENT UF CONDITION NUMBER',I3,' UF TABLE NUMBER',I3/ 
3 11X,'FURTHER EXECUTION OF THIS CYCLE IS STUPPED') 
GO TO 76 
71 I~ = IBASE(T,3) + (J-1)*N(T) + I 
IF (PR D (KGLOB») GO TO 50 
CC ERROR MESSAGE 
C 
C 
WRITE (6,117) KGLOB,TABD(KLGOB),I,T 
117 FORMAT (1HO,10X,'DATA NUMBER',I5, , COULD NOT BE ESTABLISHED EVEN 
1 BY EXECUTING TABLE NUMBER',13/11X,'THIS DATA IS CUNDITION I 
2 'NUMBER',I3,' OF TABLE NUMBER',I3/11X,'FURTHER EXECUTION OF THIS 
3 CYCLE IS STOPPED') 
GO' TO 76 
·72 K1 = IBASE(T,2) + K 
KGLOB = LARRYZ(K1) 
IDATA = LARRY6(IR) 
IF (PRD(IDATA» GO TO 16 
CC ERROR MESSAGE 
C 
WRITE (6,118) IDATA,TABD(IDATA)~K,T 
1 1 8 FOR IVI A T (1 H 0 , 1 OX, ' V A L U E 0 FDA TAN U M B E R ' , I 4,' C 0 LJ LON (J T B E 0 B T A I 1\1 E 0 
1 EVEf\\ BY EXECUTING TABLE NLJIVIBERI ,I3,/11X, 'THIS DATA IS' Af\.1 , 
2 'INGREDIENT OF ACTION NUMBER',I3,' OF TABLE NUMBER',I3/ 
3 11X,'FURTHER EXECUTION OF THIS CYCLE IS STOPPED') 
76 CALL OUTPUT(ICYCLE) 
ICYCLE = ICYCLE + 1 
GO TO 1 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE STAK(STACK,ISTACK,IFLAG,T,I,J,IR,TABNO,IDATA,TRACE) 
C 
CC THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS STACKING UF DECISION TABLES FOR 
C C C 0 [\j LJ I T I 0 I'll ALE X E C L.J T I U 1\1 A [\10 G E 1\1 ERA T E S IVI E S SAG EST fJ T HIS E F FcC T 
I r\J T E G E R ~:~ 2 S T A C K, 1ST A C K , I F LAG , T , I , J , I R ., TAB f\1 U, I I) A T A 
U I I iii E r\1 S I 01\1 S T A C K ( 2 0 , 5 ) 
DATA YES/'YES'I,NO/'NO'I 
ISTACK = ISTACK + 1 
STACK(ISTACK,1) IFLAG 
STACK(ISTACK,2) T 
STACK(ISTACK,3) I 
STACK(ISTACK,4) = J 
STACK(ISTACK,5) = IR 
C C H E C KIF A T R ACt: U F THe S T A C KIN G I 1\1 FUR 11.'\ A T lUi\) I S D t SIR E D U R I'J U T 
I F (T R .A C E • 1\1 E • YES) GUT Cl 10 
C 
C PRINT THE APPROPRIATE MESSAGE 
C 
GO TU (4,5,6,7),IFLAG 
C 
CC MISSING INGREDIENT OF A CONDITION 
C 
4 WRITE (6,104) T,I,J,IDATA,TABNO 
1 0 4 FOR IVI A T (1 H 0 , 1 0 X ., , SUS P E i\l [) E 0 E X E CUT I 01\1 U F TAB L E ',I 3 , 
1 ' AT CONDITION', 13,' OF RULE', I3/11X,' REASON: I"IISSING ' 
2 'INGREDIENT CORRESPONDING TO DATA NUMBER ',131 
3 11 X " S TAR TED EX E CUT 10 I\J 0 F TAB L E " I 3 ) 
GO TO 10 
C 
CC MISSING VALUE OF THE CONDITION ITSELF 
C 
C 
5 WRITE {6.,105)T,I,J,TABNO.,IR 
105 FOR/vIAT (1HO, lOX,' SUSPEI\jIJED EXECUTION OF TABLE t, 13, 
1 ' AT CONDITIUN',I3,' OF RULE',I3/11X,' STARTED EXECUTION' 
2 I OF TABLE ',13,1 TO OBTAIN VALUE OF DATA NUMBER',I4) 
GO TO 10 
CC IV\ISSII\JG INGREDIENT OF Ai\] ACTION 
C 
6 WRITE (6,106}T,I,J,IDATA,TABNO 
106 FORlvlAT (lHO., lOX,' SUSPENDED EXECUTION OF TABLE ',13, 
1 ' A T ACT 10 i\l ' , 13,' 0 F R U L E ' , I 3/11 X " REA S ON: fJl ISS IN G ' 
2 'I N G RED lEN T COR RES PO N DIN G TO D A T A I\J U (VI B E R " I 3 I 
3 11X,' STARTED EXECUTION OF TABLE ',13) 
GO TO 10 
C 
CC DIRECT EXECUTION 
C 
7 WRITe (6,107) T,I,J,TABNO 
107 FORMAT (lHO,lOX,'SUSPENDED eXECUTION OF TABLE ',13, 
1 ' AT ACTION',I3,' OF RULE',I3/11X,' STARTED EXECUTIClI\J' 
2 ' DF TABLE t ,13,' FOR DIRECT EXECUTION') 
10 T = TABNO 
TABI\!O = 0 
R ETURI\J 
END 
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SUI., K LJ U T 1 1\1 ESE T LJ P 
C 
CC THIS SUBROUTII\]E READS TH.E DECISION TAdLr::S t-x!\lIJ -fHe PRUPERTIES 
CC OF DATA FOR PERlvlANENT STORAGE AND STLJRES THEIVI II\] CU,o,PACI tl.J rllKi'ol 
C 
CC DECLARATIONS 
C 
C 
I jvl P L I CIT LOG I CAL ;:q (P), I N T E G E R ;:: Z (I - N ) 
INTEGER*2 STACK,ENTRY,T,TABNO,TABD,TABOK,TFIRST,TMPSET 
COMMON IMICA/UATA,PRO 
COMMON IMNSTUP/LARRY1,LARRYZ,LARRY3,LARRY4,LARRY5,LARRY6,IHASE, 
1 IPNTRC,IPNTRA,TABD,L,M,N,T,TFIRST 
COMMON IMNSTIN/ISET,MEXSET,MARCA,TRACE 
COMMON ISTUPINI ICLEAR,IARROW 
COMMON ISTINTLI INDEX,ENTRY,INGR,IOEPNO,TMPSET. 
D I fill ENS ION 
1 LARRY1(600),LARRY2(600),LARRY3(5000),LARRY4(5000),IBASE(120,4), 
2 LARRY5( 600),LARRY6( 600),IPNTRC(600),IPNTRA(600), 
3 DATA(700),PRO(700),TABD(700),ISET(700), 
4 ~ARROW(700) ,ICLEAR(ZOOO), 
4 L(120),M(120),N(120),STACK(20,5),RESULT(2), 
5 INUEX(25),ENTRY(25,30),INGR(Z5,10),IDEPND(700,65),TMPSET(50,10) 
D If vi ENS ION M E X SET ( 1 5 0 ) ,[VI ARC A ( 50 ) 
C INITIALISE THE ARRAYS 
C 
C 
CALL INTIAL 
DATA C/'C'I,YES/'YES'I,NO/'NU'I 
IBASE1 = 0 
IBASEZ 0 
IBASE3 0 
IBASE4 0 
IBASE5 = 0 
IBASE6 0 
C READ IF A MAP OF THE PERMANENT DATA STORAGE IS DESIRED OR NOT 
C 
C 
READ (5,110) THEMAP 
110 FORMAT (T11,A4) 
CC INPUT THE TABLES FIRST FROM DATA SET NUMBER 9 
CC FIRST READ THE TABLE NUMBER AND ITS SIZE 
C 
C 
KOUI\lT = 1 
1 READ (9,101) T,LT,rvIT,I\lT 
101 FORMAT (4110) 
C A BLANK CARD SIGNIFIES END OF THE LAST TABLE 
C 
IF (T .EQ. 0) GO TO 4 
C 
CC CHECK THAT THE TABLE NUMBER HAS NUT EXCEEDED THE DIMENSION UF 
CC ARRAYS L,M,ANO N, WHICH IS 120 
CC OTHERWISE GIVE AN ERROR MESSAGE HERE TO THIS EFFECT 
C 
I F (T • L E. 120) GO TO 12 
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WRITE (6,124) T 
1 2 4 FOR /,v1 A T (2 0 X., ! C A RO E F L J L : YOU ARE EX C E E U I f\J G THE 0 I tvl ENS I U f\J 0 F L, \Vi , 1\1 
:::~ WHICH IS 120.' I 20X, 'CURREI\!T VALUE UF TIS' ,14) 
STOP 
12 L(T) LT 
IVI(T) IVlT 
I\J(T) = I\lT 
IF (THEMAP .N~. YES) GO TO 13 
C PRINT OUT TH~ INFUR\ViATION ON TABLE NUMBER AND ITS SIZE 
GJ R I T E (6., 1 5 1) T., L T " fJi T ., 1\1 T 
1 5 1 FOR Ivl A T (1 H 0 , lOX., I TAB L c 1\1 0 • ' , I 4, I., L T = t ., I 3, " l'vl T = I , I 3 ., 
1', I\lT =',131/) 
C 
C f\1 fJ W REA D THE C (J 1\1 [) I T ICJ 1\1 ° EN T E R I E S 
C 
1 3 I F (K 0 U 1\1 T • I\) E • 1) C; CJ T U 1 4 
C 
CC STORE THE DESIGNATIUN OF THE FIRST TABLE READ IN AS ITABLE 
C 
IT,ABLE = T 
K 0 LJ l\l T = 1 00 0 
14 DO 5 1= 1,f\IT 
REA D ( 9 ., 1 0 2) (I 1\1 G R ( I ,J ) ., J = 1 , 6 ) , F LAG., I f\J D E X ( I ) , ( E f\l TRY ( I ., J ) , J = 1 ., L T ) 
102 F C1R!Vi A T (T 51 ., 5 ( 14, 1 X ) ., 14., AI., T 1 , 15., 5 X, 40 I 1 ) 
C 
C CHECK IF THE NEXT CARD IS A CONTINUATION UF THIS CARD 
C 
C 
CC 
C 
C 
C 
CC 
CC 
C 
CC 
CC 
C 
C 
C 
I F (F LAG • 1\1 E • C) G CJ T 0 1 7 
READ (9,103) (II\lGR( I ,J) ,J=7,10) 
1 0 3 F OOR IVI A T (T 5 1 " 4 ( 14., 1 X ) ) 
17 
18 
19 
162 
5 
GO TO 19 
INCASE THE NEXT CARD IS NOT IN CONTINUATION UF THE PREVIOUS CARD 
DO 18 J = 7,10 
INGR(I.,J) = 0 
COI\IT I I\lUE 
IF (THEIVIAP .i\lE .. YES) GO TU 5 
PRINT THE CONDITION ENTRIES SIMULTANEOUSLY 
W R I T E (6., 1 62) (I N G R ( I , J ) , J = 1 ., 1 0 ) , I 1\1 D ~ X ( I ) , ( E N TRY ( I , J ) ., oj = 1 ., L T ) 
FORMAT (T61,lOI5,T11,I5,5X,40Il) 
C CJ 1\1 T I 1\1 U E 
FILL THE CONDITIUf\l STUB IN THE LII\lEAR ARRAY "LARRY1" 
F ILL THE C (J 1\1 D I T I Ol\l E f\.1 T R I EST H ELI f\1 EAR A R RAY " L A R R Y 3 II C U L U /VI N - HIS E 
THE BASE ADDRESSES FOR THIS TA~LE IN LARRYI AND LARRY3 ARE 
AVAILABLE AS IBASE(T"l) AND IBASE(T,3) RESPECTIVELY 
IBASE(T,l) = IBASEI 
IBASE(T,3) IBASE3 
FIRST FILL THE CONDITION ENTRIES IN LARRY3 COLUMN-WISE 
DO 41 J = 1,LT 
BASE -ADDRESS FOR THE COLUMN 
IJJ = IBASE3 + (J-1)*NT 
DO 41 1= l.,I\lT 
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IJ = IJJ + I 
C CHECK THAT IJ 15 NOT MORE THAN THE DIMENSIONED VALUE OF LARRY3 
IF (IJ .GT. 5000) GO TD 42 
LARRY3{IJ) = ENTRY{I,J) 
41 CONTINUE 
C 
CC FILL LARRY 1 WITH CONDITION STUB, LARRY5 WITH INGREDIENTS AND 
C C G E (\! ERA T E THE D E P E I\J D E I\J C ELI S T FOR THE C II N D I T I 0 I\J S 0 F T HIS TAB L E 
C 
DO 48 I = 1,I\]T 
II = IBASEI + I 
C CHECK THAT II IS NOT MORE THAN THE DIMENSIONED VALUE OF LARRY 1 
IF (II .GT. 600) GCJ TO 43 
LARRYl(I1) = INDEX(I) 
C 
CC THE INGREDIENT LIST FOR THIS ROW OF CONDITION STUB HAS ITS 
CC BASE ADDRESS STORED AS FOLLOWS 
C 
IPNTRC(I1) = IBASE5 
DQ 46 J = 1~10 
C I~ THERE IS NO INGREDIENT, IT WILL BE INDICATED BY ZERO 
IF (INGR(I,J) .EeJ. 0)- GO TCJ 47 
IJ = IPNTRC(Il) + J 
C CHECK THAT THIS IS NOT MORE THAN THE DIMENSION OF LARRY5 
I F (I J • G T. 600) GU TO 49 
LARRY5(IJ} = INGR(I,J) 
C 
CC GENERATE THE DEPENDENCE ARRAY RIGHT HERE 
CC NOTICE THAT INDEX(I) IS DEPENDENT OF INGR(I,J) 
C 
KGLOB = INGR(I,J) 
C 
CC SEARCH IF INDEX(I) ALREADY EXISTS IN IDEPND(KGLOB,*) 
CC IF NOT THEN PLACE IT IN; OTHERWISE SKIP IT 
C 
C 
DO 45 NUr-'1 = 1,65 
IF (IDEPI\]D(KGLOB,NLJM) .EeJ. 0) GO TO 44 
IF (IDEPND(KGLOB,NUr-'I) .EQ. INDEX( I» GO TO 46 
GO TO 45 
44 IDEPND(KGLOB,NUM) = INDEX(I) 
GO TO 46 
45 CONTINUE 
C CAN U R IV\ ALE X I T F R [) M T HIS L 00 PIN D I CAT EST HAT THE 65 E L E Ivl E NT S 
CC OF IDEPND(KGLOB,*) ARE ALL THERE AND SO ITS DIMENSION 
CC SHOULD BE INCREASED 
C 
C 
99 WRITE (6,119) KGLOB 
119 FORMAT (ZOX,'CAREFUL: YOU ARE EXCEEDING THE DIMENSION OF ' 
1 'IDEPND(',I4,', ). THIS MESSAGE PRINTED BY FORMAT 119' 
STOP 
46 CO(\IT I NUE 
47 IBASE5 = IPNTRC(Il) + J - 1 
48 C 01\1 T I I\] U E 
C KEEP THE BASE ADDRESS READY FOR THE NEXT TABLE 
C 
IBASEI = IBASEl'+ NT 
IBASE3 = IBASE3 + NT*LT 
129 
C READ THE ACTION ENTERIES AND PRINT THEM, IF DESIRED 
IF (THEfVIAP .I\IE. YES) GU TCJ 750 
WRITE (6,153) 
153 FORIVlAT (IX ) 
750 DO 6 K = I,MT 
REA 0 (9., 1 0 2) (I 1\1 G R ( K ., J ) ., J = 1 ., 6 ) ., F LAG, I 1\1 0 E X ( K ) , ( E I\j TRY ( K ., J ) ., J = 1 , L T ) 
C CHECK IF THE NEXT CARD IS A CONTINUATION OF THIS CARD 
IF (FLAG .1\lE. C) GO TU 25 
C 
READ (9,103) (INGRIK,J),J=7,10) 
GO TO 29 
CC INCASE THE I\lEXT CARD IS NOT Ii\l CONTII\]UATIOI\l OF. THE PREVIOUS CARD 
C 
C 
C 
CC 
CC 
C 
CC 
CC 
C 
C 
C 
25 DO 26 J = 7.,10 
26 
29 
6 
I 1\IGR ( K ,J) = 0 
CONTINUE 
P~INT THE ACTIOI\l ENTRIES ETC. SIMULTANElJlJSLY, IF SU DESIRED 
IF (THEMAP .I\IE. YES) GO TO 6 
WRITE (6,162) IINGR(K,J),J=1,10),INDEX(K), (ENTRY(K,J),J=1,LT) 
C 0 [\1T U\l U E 
F ILL THE ACT I lJ[\\ STU BIN THE LIN EAR A R RAY II L A R R Y 2 II 
F ILL THE ACT ION EN T R I E S "I NTH ELI N EAR A R RAY "L A R R Y 4 " CO L U IVli\l- HIS E 
THE BASE ADDRESSES FUR THIS TABLE IN LARRY2 AND LARRY4 ARE 
AVAILABLE AS IBASE(T.,2) AND IBASE(T.,4) RESPECTIVELY 
IBASE(T.,2) IBASE2 
IBASE(T,4) = IBASE4 
FIR S T F ILL THE ACT I 0 [\1 E l\l T R I E SIN THE L A R R Y 4 COL LJrVI N - \,.,J I S E 
DO 51 J = I,LT 
BASE ADDRESS FOR THE COLUMN 
IJJ = IBASE4 + (J-1)*MT 
UO 51 K = 1., I\ln 
KJ = IJJ + K 
C CHECK THAT KJ IS NOT MORE THAN THE DIMENSIONED VALUE OF LARRY4 
IF (KJ .GT. 5000) GO TO 52 
LARRY4(KJ) = ENTRY(K.,J) 
51 CONTINUE 
C 
CC FILL LARRY2 WITH ACTION STUB, LARRY6 WITH INGREDIENTS AND 
CC GENERATE THE DEPENDENCE LIST FOR ACTIONS OF THIS TABLE 
C 
DO 58 K =: 1,MT 
K1 = IBASE2 + K 
C CHECK THAT K1 IS NOT MORE THAN THE DIMENSIONEU VALUE OF LARRY2 
IF (Kl .GT. 600) GO TO 53 
LARRY2(K1) = INDEX(K) 
C THE INGREDIENT LIST FOR THIS ROW OF ACTION STUB IS AS FOLLOWS 
I P 1\1 T R A ( K 1) = I BAS E 6 
DO 56 J = 1,10 
C IF THERE IS NO INGREDIENT, IT WILL BE INDICATED BY ZERO 
IF (INGR (K,J) .EO. 0) GO TO 57 
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KJ = I PNTRA, (K 1) + J 
C CHECK THAT THIS IS NOT MORE THAN THE DIMENSION OF LARRY6 
IF (KJ .GT. 600) GO TO 59 
LARRY6(KJ) = INGRIK,J) 
C 
CC GENERATE THE IH:PENDEi\lCE ARRAY RIGHT HERE 
CC NOTICE THAT INDEX(K) IS A DEPENDENT OF INGR(K,J) 
C 
KGLOB = INGR(K.J) 
C 
CC SEARCH IF INDEX(K) ALREADY EXISTS IN IDEPND(KGLOB,*) 
eel F I\i 0 T THE I'J P L ,4 eEl T I 1\1; U THE R W I S E SKI PIT 
C 
C 
U 0 S 5 1\Il.JlVI = 1., 6 5 
I F (I DE P 1\1 D ( KG L U B , i\J l J 1"'1) .. E~) • 0) GUT 0 5 4 
I F (I D E P N D ( K G L lJ B , [\j U IVI) • E Q. I [\1 D E X ( K )) GUT U 5 6 
GCJ TO 55 
54 IDEPf\.ID(KGLOB .. I\llJIVI) = INDEX(K) 
GO TCl 56 
55 CQ/\ITINUE 
CC A NORlvlAL EXIT FROlvl THIS LOOP II\lOICATES THAT THE 6~ELEMEI\JTS 
CC OF IDEPND{KGLUB,*) ARE ALL THERE AND SO ITS DIMENSION 
CC SHOULD BE INCREASED 
C 
WRITE (6,120) KC;LUR 
120 FORfvlAT (20X,'CAREFUL: YUU ARE EXCEEDII\lG THE DIrv'lENSIDN OF' 
1 • IDEPI\lD{', 14,'., ). THIS jVIESSAGE PRINTED BY FORiViAT 120' 
STOP 
56 C 01\\ T I I\IU E 
57 IBASE6 = IPI\lTRA(Kl) + J - 1 
58 C OI\jT I NUE 
C KEEP THE BASt: ADDRESS READY FOR THE I\JE XT TABLE 
IBASE2 IBASf:2 + (Vi T 
IBASE4 = IRASt:4 + fViT;::L T 
C APPEND LUGICAL DATA TLl THE IJEPEI\lDENCE LIST 
c 
DO 69 J = 1 ., L T 
DO 6 8 K = 1, "1 T 
IF (E NT R Y ( K • J) • t= (J. 1) G D 'T (J 63 
GD TO f-,R 
C C C H E C KIF T HIS ..:. C T r (ll\; S TOR E SAN Y V A L U E I f\J A 1\1 Y L 0 CAT ION 
C 
6 3 I F (I N [) f ~: ( K) • En. 0) G (J T 0 6 8 
C 
C C I N 0 E X ( K) I S l) E P t 1\: i ) ~ 1\1 T 0 F ALL THE LOG I CAL C U 1\1 D I T I lJ [\\ S W H I C H ARE 
C C i\I CJ TIM fvl A T t R I A L F f) R T HIS R LJ L E 
C 
DO 66 I = 1, 1\\ T 
IJ = IBASE(T,3) + (J-1H:NT + 
IF (LARRY3{IJ) .Ew. 0) C;U TU 66 
C 
CC OTHERWISE SEARCH IF INDEX(K) IS ALREADY IN THE LIST OF 
CC DEPEI\IDENTS OF THIS C(JNDITICJI\I 
C 
II = IRASE(T,l) + I 
64 
65 
C 
KGLOB = LARRY1(Il) 
DO 65 NUM = 1~65 
I F (IDE P f\j 0 ( K G L n B • 1\1 U M ) • E Q. 0) G CJ T () 6 4 
IF (IDEPND(KGLOB,[\JUM) .EO. INDEX(K» GO Tf] 66 
GrJ TO 65 
IDEPf\lf)(KGLOB,[\IUIVI) = II\lDEX(K) 
GO TO 66 
C [] [\1 T I I\J U E 
A NORMAL EXIT IS AN ERROR AS BEFORE 
\rJR I TE (6,121) KGLOB 
131 
121 FORMAT {20X,'CAREFUL: YOU ARE EXCEEDING THE DIIVlEf\lSIDN OF' 
66 
68 
69 
1 'IDE P N D ( 1 , I 4, 1 , ). T HIS M E S SAG E P R I 1\1 T t: D B Y F Cl R IVI A T 1 2 I' 
STOP 
C II 1\1 T I 1\1 U E 
COf\\TII\lUE 
CONTINUE 
C TO READ THE NEXT TABLE 
G[1 TO 1 
C 
C C C Q M PAC T THE A R RAY IDE P N D 11 I N TO A LIN EAR A R RAY A r\J DNA fVI E I TIC LEA R 
CC B~CAUSE IT WILL BE USED IN CLEARING THE EFFECT OF CHANGES OF DATA. 
CC EACH ELEMENT IN THE LIST OF DATA WILL HAVE AN ARROW POINTING INTO 
C C II I C LEA R "; THE SEA R ROW S ARE S TOR E D A S I A R R 0 ~J ( K G L (J B ) 
C 
CC RANGES OF THE TWO DO LOOPS BELOW ARE SAME AS THE 
CC TWO DIMENSIONS OF IDEPND 
C 
C 
3 J 1 = 0 
DO 80 KGLUB = 1,700 
IARROW(KGLOB) = Jl 
CC CHECK IF KGLOB BELONGS TO A SET 
C 
C 
IF (ISET(KGLOB) .EQ. 0) GO TO 82 
NSET = ISET(KGLOB) 
CC CHECK IF KGLOB IS THE FIRST ELEMENT OF THE SET. 
C C I F YES THE f\J I T GO E SIN T U I C LEA R. ~ 0 THE R W I SEN 0 T 
C 
II = MARCA(NSET) + 1 
IF (MEXSET(I1) .EQ. KGLOB) GO TO 282 
C 
CC MAKE THE DEPENDENTS OF KGLOB SAME AS THAT OF THE FIRST 
CC ELEMENT OF THE SET 
C 
C 
JGLOB = MEXSET(I1) 
00 202 N~M = 1,65 
IF (I DEPND (JGLClB, I\JU/,il) .. EQ. 0) GO TO 80 
IDEPND(KGLOB,NUM) = IDEPND(JGLOB,NUM) 
202 COf\lTINUE 
GO TO 80 
CC FILL THE DEPENDENTS OF THE FIRST ELEMENT OF THE SET WITH 
CC ALL THE POSSIBLE DEPENDENTS INDICATED FOR THE ELEMENTS 
C C Cl F THE SET 
C 
c 
282 M1 = MARCA(NSET) + 2 
M2 = MARCA(NSET+ 1) 
DO 220 10 = Ml,M2 
MM = MEXSET( 10) 
00 215 IN = 1,65 
IF (IDEPNO(MM,JN) .EQ. 0) GO TO 220 
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CC SEARCH IF THIS DEPENDENT IS ALREADY IN THE LIST OF 
CC DEPENDENTS UF THE FIRST ELEMENT 
C 
C 
DO 210 NUM = 1,65 
IF (IDEPI\JD(KGLOB .. NUM) .EO. 0) GO, TO 205 
I F (I D E P N 0 ( K G LOB , I\J U (v'I) • E (J • IDE P N 0 ( 111\ /111 , J I\J )) GUT () 2 1 :5 
GO TO 210 
205 IDEPND(KGLOB,NUM) = IDEPND(MM,JN) 
GO TO 215 
210 COI\IT I I\JUE 
2 1 5 C 01\1 TIN U E 
2 2 0 C 0 I\JT I 1\1 U E 
82 DQ 70 J = 1,65 
IF (IDEPNO(KGLOB,J) .EO. 0) GO TO 80 
J1 = J1 + 1 
CC CHECK THAT Jl IS NOT MORE THAN THE DIMENSIONED VALUE OF 
CC THE ARRAY "ICLEAR" \..JHICH CURRENTLY IS 2,000 
C 
C 
IF (Jl .GT. 2000) GO TO 33 
ICLEAR(Jl) = IDEPND(KGLOB,J) 
GO TO 70 
33 WRITE (6,133) 
1 3 3 FOR 1111 A T (1 H 0 , 1 0 X , ' CAR E F U L; YOU ARE E X C E E 0 I N G THE 0 I 1"1 ENS I 01\1 ' 
1 I OF THE ARRAY "ICLEAR" WHICH IS 200o.'/10X, 'REIVIEDY IS TO' 
2 ' INCREASE THIS DIMENSION') 
STOP 
7 0 C CJ 1\1 T I l\l U E 
8 0 C 01\1 TIN U E 
GO TO 95 
CC FILL-UP THE BLANKS IN THE ARRAY IBASE 
C 
C 
4 DO 444 T = 1,120 
IF (IBASE(T,l) .NE. 0 .OR. T .EQ. ITABLE) GO TO 444 
IBASE(T,l) IBASEI 
IBASE(T,2) = IBASE2 
IBASE(T,3) IBASE3 
IBASE(T,4) = IBASE4 
444 CONT I I\JLJE 
CC FILL-UP THE BLANKS AT THE TAIL END OF THE ARRAY IPNTRC 
C 
C 
II = 11 + 1 
DO 445 I = 11,600 
IPNTRC(I) = IBASE5 
445 C OI\IT I I'J U E 
CC FILL-UP THE BLANKS AT THE TAIL END OF THE ARRAY IPNTRA 
C 
C 
CC 
CC 
CC 
C 
C 
CC 
C 
C 
C 
CC 
C 
C 
CC 
. CC 
C 
C 
446 
154 
2 
105 
155 
73 
K1 = K1 + 1 
DO 446 K = K1,600 
IPNTRA(K) = IBASE6 
CONTII\JUE 
133 
INPUT PROPERTIES OF THE ELEMENTS OF DATA E.G. ADDRESSES 
OF TABLE NUMBERS FROM WHICH THEY CAN BE DERIVED 
AND THEIR MEMBERSHIP OF SETS ETC. FRUM DATA SET NUMBER 9 
IF (THEIViAP .I\)E. YES) GO TO 2 
HE~DING FOR THE NEXT OUTPUT 
ItJRITE (6,154) 
FORMAT (lH1,30X, 'KGLOB',10X, ·'TABDK',10X, 'NSET'II) 
READ (9,105) KGLOB,TABDK,NSET 
FDRfvlAT (3110) 
A BLANK IS A SIGNAL OF END OF THIS DATA 
I~ (KGLOB .ECl.O) GO TO 15 
TABD(KGLOB) = TABDK 
ISET(KGLOB)= NSET 
PRINT THIS INFORMATION ABOUT THE ELEMENTS OF DATA, IF DESIRED 
IF (THEf"1AP .f\lE. YES) GO TO 73 
WRITE (6,155) KGLOB,TABDK,NSET 
FOR IV1 A T (2 5 X , 3 ( I 1 0 , 5 X) ) 
G~NERATE THE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE SETS IN A ·TEMPERORARY ARRAY 
AND NAME IT TMPSET 
I F (N SET • E (J. 0) GO TO 2 
DO 75 J = 1,10 
IF (TMPSET{NSET,.J) .EC). 0) GO TO 74 
IF (TIVIPSET(f\)SET,J) .EQ. KGLOB) GO TO 2 
GO TO 75 
74 TMPSET{NSET,J) = KGLOB 
GO TO 2 
75 CONTINUE 
CC A NORMAL EXIT FROM THIS LOOP INDICATES THAT THE TEN ELEMENTS 
CC OF TMPSET(NSET,.*) ARE FULL AND ITS DIMENSION SHOULD BE INCREASED 
C 
\rJRITt (6,175) NSET 
175 FORMAT (10X,'CAREFUL; YOU ARE EXCEEDING THE DIMENSION OF TMPSET(', 
1 I 2 , , ,~:')., T HIS ME S SAG E G ENE RAT E 0 B Y FOR MAT N U M B E R 1 75' ) 
STOP 
C 
CC COMPACT THE CONTENTS OF TMPSET IN ARRAY MEXSET. 
CC POINTER FROM MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE SET TO MEXSET IS NAMED AS MARCA 
C 
15 J1 = 0 
DO 78 NSET = 1,50 
MARCA(NSET) = J1 
DO 76 J = 1,10 
C 
I F (T fVl P SET ( N SET , J) • E Q. 0) G:O TO 7 8 
J1 = J1 + 1 
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CC CHECK THAT J1 IS NOT MORE THAN THE DIMENSIONED VALUE 
CC OF THE ARRAY M~XSET WHICH IS CURRENTLY 150 
C 
c 
IF (J1 .GT. 150) GD TO 79 
MEXSET(J1) = TMPSET(NSET,J) 
GO Tel 76 
7 9 loJ R I T E ((-" 1 7 9 ) 
179 FORMAT (1HO,10X,'CAREFUL; YOU ARE EXCEEDING THE DIMENSION I 
1 'U F THE A R RAY IVI E X SET W H I CHI S 15 0 ' / 
2 1 1 X , 'R E IVI E 0 Y 1ST CJ I f\! C REA SET HIS D I l'vl E I\J S I UN' ) 
STUP 
76 CONTII\JUE 
7 8 C Cl N T I I\J U E 
CC NOW TO COMPACT THE ARRAY IDEPND 
C 
Gq TO 3 
C READ WHICH TABLE MUST BE EXECUTED FIRST 
C 
95 READ (5,107) TFIRST 
1 0 7 FOR r~ AT, ( I 1 0 ) 
GO TO 39' 
42 \tJRITE (6,142) 
142 FORMAT (lHO,10X,'CAREFUL, THE DIMENSIUN UF THE ARRAY LARRY3' 
1 ' IS, B. E I I\J G E XC E E DE [). CUR R EN T S P E C I FIE D D If VI E I\J S ION = 50 0 0 ' / 
2 11X,'REMEDY IS TO INCREASE THIS DIMENSION. JOB TERMINATED') 
STOP 
43 WRITE (6,143) 
143 FORMAT (lHO,10X,'CAREFUL, THE DIMENSION OF THE ARRAY LARRY1' 
1 ' IS BEING EXCEEDED. CURRENT SPECIFIED DIMENSION = 600'/ 
2 11X,'REMEDY IS TO INCREASE THIS DIMENSION~ JOB TERMINATED') 
STOP 
49 WRITE (6,149) 
149 FORMAT (1HO,10X,'CAREFUL, THE DIMENSION OF THE ARRAY LARRY5' 
1 I IS BEING EXCEEDED. CURRENT SPECIFIED DIMENSION = 600'/ 
2 1 1 X , , R E fvl E 0 Y 1ST 0 I f\l C REA SET HI,S D I I'll ENS ION. JOB T E R [vI I NAT ED' ) 
STOP 
52 WRITE (6,152) 
1 5 2 FOR [III A T (1 H 0 , 1 0 X , , CAR E F U L, THE 0 I MEN S ION 0 F THE A R R AY L A R R Y 4 ' 
1 ' IS BEING EXCEEDED. CURRENT SPECIFIED DIMENSION = 5000'/ 
2 11X,'REMEDY IS TO INCREASE THIS DIMENSION. JOB TERMINATED') 
S TC1P 
53 WRITE (6,150) 
150 FORMAT (lHO,10X,'CAREFUL" THE DIMENSIUN OF THE ARRAY LARRY2' 
1 ' I S B E I,I\) G E XC E E DE D. CUR R EN T S P E C I FIE D D I IVI ENS ION = 600' / 
2 llX,'REMEDY IS TO INCREASE THIS DIMENSION. JOB TERMINATED') 
STOP 
59 WRITE (6,159) 
159 FORMAT (1HO,10X,'CAREFUL, THE DIMENSION OF THE ARRAY LARRY6' 
1 ' IS BEING EXCEEDED. CURRENT SPECIFIED DIMENSION = 600'/ 
2 11X,'REMEDY IS TO INCREASE THIS DIMENSION. JOB TERMINATED') 
STOP 
CC CHECK IF THE MAP OF THE PERMANENT STORAGE IS DESIRED 
C 
39 IF (THEMAP .NE.YES) GO TO 999 
WRITE (6,500) (LARRY1(I),I=1,600) 
~OO FORMAT (1Hl,5X,'LARRY1'1130(5X,1015,~X,10I5/)) 
WRITE (6,501) (LARRY3(I),I=1.,5000) 
~01 FORMAT (1H1,5X,'LARRY3'1150(5X,10(10I1,1X)/)) 
WRITE (6,502) (LARRY2(I),I=1,600) 
~02 FORMAT (1H1,5X,'LARRY2'1130(5X,10I5,5X,10I5/)) 
WRITE (6,~03) (LARRY4(I),I=1,5000) 
~ 0 3 FOR /VI A T (1 H 1 , 5 X , I L A R R Y 4' I I 5 0 ( 5 X , 1 0 ( 1 0 I 1 , 1 X ) I ) ) 
WRITE (6,505) (J,(IBASE(I,J) ,I=1,120),J=1,4) 
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~ 0 5 FOR IVlA T (1 H 1/4 ( 5 X, , I BAS E ' , I 11/6 ( 5 X, 101 5, 5 X, 10151 ) 1111 ) ) 
WRITE(6,~06) (LARRY5(I) ,1=1,600) 
~06 FORMAT (1H1,5X,'LARRY5'1130(5X,10I5,~X,1015/)) 
IfI!RITE (6,507) (LARRY6( I) ,1=1,600) 
~07 FORMAT (1H1,5X,ILARRY611130(5X~10I5,5X,10I5/)) 
\t.JRITE (6,508) (IPI\lTRC( I) ,1=1,600) 
~ 0 8 F DR IVI AT (1 H 1, 5 X , , I P 1\1 T R C 1 I 130 ( 5 X, 10 I 5, 5 X, 10 I 51 ) ) 
~IRITE (6,509) (IPI\lTRA( I) ,1=1.,600) 
~ 0 9 F q R fvi A T (1 HI, 5 X , ' I P 1\1 T R A ' I I 3 0 ( 5 X , 1 0 I 5 , 5 X , 1 0 I 5 I ) ) 
WRITE (6,511) 
~11 FORMAT (lH1,10X, INON COMPACTED LIST OF DEPENDENTS'!I 
1 T 1 0 , , DATA I ,T 1 7 ., , N (J • OF', T 30 , 1 LIS T U F D E P E I\]l) E N T S 1 I 
2 T10,'NO.',T15,'DEPENOENTS'II) 
DC) 514 I = 1,700 
DC) 513 J = 1,65 
IF (IDEPNO(I,J) .EQ. 0) GO TO 613 
513 CONTINUE 
613 IF (J .EQ. 1) GU TO 514 
J 1 = J-1 
WRITE (6,512) I,J1,(IDEPND(I,J),J=I,Jl) 
512 FORMAT (10X,I3,5X,' (',12,' )',4(T30.,4(5I4,2X)/)) 
514 CONTII\lUE 
WRITE (6,520) (IARROW(I),I=1,700) 
520 FORHAT (lH1,5X,'IARROW'/35(5X,10I5,5X,10I5/)) 
WRITE (6,521) (ICLEAR(I),I=1,2000) 
521 FORMAT (1Hl,5X,'ICLEAR'1120(5(5X,10I5,5X,10I5/)/)) 
WRITE (6,522) «TfV]PSET(I,J),J=1.,10),I=1,50) 
522 FORMAT (1Hl,20X.,'TMPSET'115 (10(20X,10I5/)/)) 
1,./ R I T E ( . 6 , 5 2 3) ( tvl E X SET ( I ) , I = 1 , 1 5 0 ) 
~23 FORMAT (lH1,20X,'MEXSET'/15(20X,10I5/») 
\to/RITE (6,524) (MARCA( I) ,-1=1,50) 
524 FORMAT (1HO,20X'MARCA'/5(20X,10I5/)) 
999 WRITE (6,172) TFIRST 
172 FORMAT (lHO,15X.,'EXECUTION WILL START WITH TABLE NO.',I4) 
RETURN 
EI\J D 
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SUBROUTINE INTIAL 
CC THIS SUBROUTINE -IS USED TO INITIALIZE THE VARIOUS ARRAYS 
CC USED BY THE PROGRAIIiI 
I IVi P L I CIT LOG I CAL ~:, 1 (P), I NT E G E R ~:, 2 (I -I\J ) 
INTEGER*2 STACK,ENTRY,T,TABNO,TABD,TABOK,TFIRST,TMPSET 
COMMON IMICA/DATA,PRD 
COMMON IMNSTUP/LARRY1,LARRY2,LARRY3,LARRY4,LARRY5,LARRY6,IBASE, 
1 IPNTRC,IPNTRA,TABO,L,M,N,T,TFIRST 
C 0 IV! 1\/1 0 I\J Ilvl N S T I I\J I I SET , fIJI E X SET , MAR C A , T R ACE 
C 0 f"l !VI OI\J 1ST U P I I\J I I C LEA R, I A R ROW 
COMMON ISTINTLI INDEX,ENTRY,INGR,IDEPND,TMPSET 
D I IVI E f\j S I 0 I\J 
1 LARRY1(600) ,LARRY2(600),LARRY3(5000),LARRY4(5000),IBASE(12U,4), 
2 LARRY5( 600),LARRY6( 600),IPNTRC(600),IPNTRA(600), 
3 DATA(700),PRD(700) ,TABD(700),ISET(700), 
4 I ARROW (700) , ICLEAR (2000), 
4 L ( 1 2 0) ,1"1 ( 1 2 0 ) ,I\J ( 1 20 ) ,S T A C K ( 2 0 , 5 ) ,R E S U L T ( 2 ) , 
5 INUEX(25);ENTRY{25,30),INGR(25,10),IDEPND(700,65),TMPSET(50,10) 
DIMENSION MEXSET(150),MARCA(50) 
oq 10 I = 1,600 
LARRYl(I) = 0 
LARRY2(I) = 0 
IPhJTRC(I) = 0 
IPNTRA(I) = 0 
1 0 C () N T I I\J U E 
DO 20 I = 1,700 
DA T A ( I ) = O. 
PRO(I) = .FALSE. 
TABO(I) = 0 
ISET(I) 0 
IARROW(I) = 0 
DO 22 J = 1,65 
IUEPND(I,J) = 0 
22 CONTINUE 
2 0 C 0 1\1 T I 1\) U E 
DO 21 I = 1,1000 
LARRY5(1) 0 
LARRY6(I) = 0 
2 1 CON T I I\J U E 
00 30 I = 1,5000 
LARRY3(I) = 0 
LARRY4(I) = 0 
30 C 0 [\1 T I I\J U E 
DU 31 I = 1,2000 
ICLEAR(I) = 0 
3 1 CON T I I\J U E 
DO 40 I =: 1,50 
[v'lARCA ( I) = 0 
DO 40 J = 1,10 
T IVj P SET ( I , J) = 0 
40 CONTINUE 
DCl 41 1=1,120 
L ( I ) 0 
M ( I) = 0 
I\J ( I) = 0 
DO 41 J = 1,4 
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IBASE{I,J) = 0 
41 COf\ITII\JUE 
un 50 I = 1,25 
I f\IDF:X ( I) = 0 
UO 48 J = 1,30 
ENTRY(I,J) = 0 
48 CONTII\JUE 
DCJ 49 J = 1 .. 10 
If\IGR (I ,J) = 0 
49 C (J I\j T I 1\1 U E 
50 CONTII\lUE 
00 60 I = 1,20 
on 60 J = 1 ,:) 
STACK(I,J) = 0 
60 CONTII\JUE 
DC] 70 I = 1,150 
l\llEXSET ( I) = 0 
70 C OI\lT I II] U E 
R ETURI\! 
EI)IO 
SUB R nUT I I\j E I r\1 PUT ( ICY C L E ) 
CC THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED FOR READING THE DATA VALUES AND FOR 
C C C LEA R I 1\1 G THE L) E P E l\l U E 1\1 T 0 A T A FUR SEC U 1\1 0 0 R SUB S E (.) U EN T C Y C L E S 
I [III P L I CIT L rJ G I CAL ;:q (P), I I\) T E G E R ;~ 2 (I - l\l ) 
C 
I N T E G E R ;:~ 2 S T A C K , E I\) TRY , T , TAB i\l 0 , TAB D , TAB D K , T FIR S T , T IVI P SET 
C U IVIIVI 0 l\i / IVI I C A / UA T A , P R D 
C 0 IV\f"1 Cl I\J / IVI [\J S T I I\! / I SET , I'VI E X SET , MAR C A , T R ACE 
C CJ jVllv1[j '\1 / STU P I I\J / I C LEA R, I A R ROW 
D I IV) E 1\1 S I LJ I\J 
3 OATA(700),PRU(700),TABD(700),ISET(700), 
4 IARROI,.J(700) .ICLEAR(2000), 
5 IPDL(20.2) 
U I iVI E i\1 S I lJ 1\1 I"! t X S t T ( 1 5 0 ) ,I'VI ARC A ( 5 0 ) 
C REA U THE I'! LJ !VI E PIC .6 L D A T A FUR ALL THE TAB L E S 
C H E A U I 1\1 G r uk-I H E 1\1 EXT P R I 1\1 TED I T E flli 
C 
9 WRITE (6,170) ICYCLE 
170 FORMAT (lH1.1~x.'THE FOLLUWING NUMERICAL DATA HAS BEEN SUPPLIED I 
1 I F () R C Y C L c ('J U 1'", K E R ' , I 3/ / 3 1 X , I KG L CJ B ' , 1 0 X, t 0 A T A K I / / ) 
1 REA 0 (5, 1 0 3) K (~ L I I t3 • I) A T A K 
103 FORMAT (J5 .. 5X.F10.0) 
C S I G I\J ALL A. S TeA R, [) I r\' T HIS D A TAB Y A B L A l\l K CAR 0 
IF (KGLOB .EO. 0) GU TO 15 
C 
CC IF THE DATA HELUNGS TO A SET, FIX THE VALUE OF ITS 
CC ELEMENTS FIRST 
C 
IF (ISET{KGLCJB) .1\lE. 0) CALL SETS{KGLUB,DATAK) 
oATA(KGLOB) = DATAK 
PRD{KGLOB) = .TRUE. 
~~RITE (6,171) KGLCJB,DATAK 
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171 FORMAT (25X,II0,5X,FI0.4) 
( 
(( IF THIS IS THE FIRST (YCLE THEN GO TO READ THE NEXT (ARD; 
(( OTHERWISE (LEAR THE EFFE(T OF (HANGING THIS DATA FIRST 
( 
I F (I ( Y ( L E • E C). 1) G [1 T 0 1 
( 
( C F C) R THE PUR P 0 SEn F C LEA R I N G THE E F F E ( T S 0 F REA DIN G 1\1 E H D A T A, THE 
CC LIST OF DEPENDENTS IS STORED WITH THE FIRST ELEMENT OF THE SET 
C 
C 
NSET = ISET(KGLOB) 
IF (NSET .EO. 0) GO TO 11 
KGLOB = MARCA(NSET) + 1 
CC FIRST FIND OUT IF THIS DATA HAS ANY DEPENDENT DATA. IF NU THEN REAn 
CC THE NEXT DATA; IF YES THEN CLEAR IT 
C 
11 IF «IARROW(KGLClB+l) - IARRDW(KGLOB)) .ECJ. 0) GO TO 1 
C 
CC START CLEARING 
C 
C 
I Z = 0 
12 LG = 1 
13 II = IARROW(KGLOB) + LG 
KDEP = ICLEAR(Il) 
PRD(KDEP) = .FALSE. 
CC CHECK IF DATA ITElvl KDEP HAS Af\JY DEPEI'JDEi\lT CU;·;I-"tJ\lt:I'JI~. It-= YES THEl\l 
( ( SUS PEN l) ( LEA R I i\J G 0 E P E 1\1 0 E f\l I ~ u r- KG LOB BY S T A (K I N G P R U ( E IJ U REA I\J U 
( ( ~ ~ A R j C LEA j,Zl /\1 G D E P E I\J 0 E I\J T S U F K D E P; U THE R W I S E ( D N TIN U E (L EAR I 1\1 G 
(( DEPENDENTS OF KGLOB 
( 
IF (IARRUW(KDEP+l) - IARRO\~(KDEP)) .ECJ. 0) GO TO 21 
IZ = IZ + 1 
IPDL(IZ,l) = KGLDB 
IPl)L(IZ~2} = LG 
KGLOB = KDEp 
GU TO 12 
21 LG = LG + 1 
IF (LG .LE. (IARRU~J(KGLOB+l) - IARROW(KGLOB))) GU TO 13 
( 
(C ALL THE DEPENDENT DATA FUR THIS KGLOB HAVE ~EEN (LEARED AND SO 
(( UI\JSTACKJ[\JG CAI\j BE STARTED 
( 
20 I F (I l • Ec). O} GO TO 1 
KGLDB IPOL(IZ,I) 
LG = ~PDL(IZ,2) 
Il = Il - 1 
GO TO 21 
( 
(( READ IF A TRACE OF THE TABLES EXECUTED IS DESIRED OR NOT 
( 
15 READ (5,lD5) TRACE 
105 FORNAT (Tll,A4) 
RETURN 
END 
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5 U B R 0 UTI I\) ESE T S ( K G L U B , 0 A T A K ) 
c 
CC THIS 5UBROUTINE 15 USED TO EVUALUATE THE DATA IN MUTUALLY 
CC EXCLUSIVE SETS AT THF TIME OF EXTERNAL INPUT 
C 
CC UECLARATIUNS 
C 
C 
I IVI P L I CIT L [) G I CAL ~:~ 1 (P), I N T E G E R ~:: 2 (I -I\) ) 
I 1\1 T E G E R ~:~ 2 S T A C K , E r\) TRY, T , TAB 1\10 , TAB D, TAB 0 K , T FIR S T , Tt"l P 5 E T 
C 0 fVllVI [1 N / IVI I C A / D A T A , PRO 
C Cl I"'JlVI CJ I\) / IVII\) 5 T I /\I / I SET , fvl E X SET , 111\ ARC A 
DIMENSION DATA(700),PRD(700) ,ISET(700) 
U I /,/1 E 1\1 S I C) 1\1 1"1 E X SET ( 1 ~ 0) , IVI ARC A ( 5 0 ) 
CC CHECK IF KGLUB BELONGS TO A SET. IF YES THEN 
CC FIX THE VALUES UF ALL THE ELE~ENTS OF THE SET TO NU 
C 
C 
1\1 SET = I 5 t: T ( K G L U B ) 
IF (1\15ET .E(.). 0) GU TLl 99 
I 1 = 1111 ARC A ( I\) S t: T) + 1 
I 2 = 1'''1 ARC A ( 1\1 SET +. 1 ) 
UCl 10 I = 11,12 
IGLUB = MEXSET(I) 
3 DATA( IGLDB) = 0.0 
4 PRO(IGLOB) = .TRUE. 
10 CONTINUE 
99 RETURN 
EI\J 0 
S LJ B R nUT I I\J E 0 U T PUT ( ICY C L E ) 
CC THROUGH THIS SUBROUTINE, IT IS POSSIBLE TO OUTPUT ANY DATA 
C C V A L U E FOR C H E C K I I\J G A 1\1 0 0 lUG N A SIS 
C 
CC DECLARATIONS 
C 
I Ivl P L I CIT LOG I CAL ;::1 (P), I N T E G E R ;:: 2 (I - N ) 
I i\JT E G E R ~:( 2 S T A C K , E I\J TRY., T ., TAB NO., TAB 0 ., TAB 0 K ., T FIR ST., T IVI P 5 E T 
C 0 IVIiVI 0 I\) / IVI I C A / D A T A , P R D 
U I IVI ENS I D j\J 0 A T A ( 700) ., PRO ( 700 ) 
i,vRITE (6,100) ICYCLE 
1 0 0 F [J R IVI A T (1 HI, 1 S X ., , 0 A T A V A L U E SAT THE E I\J 0 0 F C Y C L E I\J U. I , I 3 / 
1 1 6 X , ' ClI\) ~ Y THAT DATA W H I C H HAS I A VA L U E I S REP R U D U C E [) HER E I 
2//31X,'KGLOB' .,10X.,'DATAK' .,10X,'PRO'//) 
00 801 KGLOB = 1,700 
IF (./\IOT. PRO(KGLOB)) GO TO 801 
WRITE (6,800) KGLOB.,OATA(KGLOB),PRO(KGLOB) 
800 FORMAT (25X,IIO,lX,F14.4,5X,L7) 
e 0 1 C 01\1 T Ir\J U E 
R ETURI\J 
E I\JU 
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APPENDIX B 
DATA FOR AISC SPECIFICATION 
Properties of the elements of data for the 1969 AIse 
Specification are listed in the following pages in the order 
given below: 
a) The first column contains the element number in 
the array DATA: 
b) The second column contains the mnemonic name by 
which the data element has been addressed in the 
user subroutine; 
c) The third column contains a table designation 
corresponding to the data element. The value of 
the data element is retrievable by executing 
this table, TABD: 
d) The fourth column indicates if the data element 
is a member of any mutually exclusive set, ISET; 
e) The fifth column gives a description of the data 
element; and 
f) The sixth column contains a list of the dependents 
of the data element consisting of addresses of 
the dependent data elements in the array DATA. 
Mnemonic names for all logical data elements start 
with the letter B for quick identification. 
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DATA DATA'S TABLE SET DATA'S DESCRIPTION DATA'S DEPENDENTS 
NO. NAME ADDRS NO. 
1 BALSTD 0 1 ALLOWABLE STRESS DESIGN 
2 BPLSD 0 1 PLAS-TIC DESIGN 0 
3 BSSM 0 2 STRUCTURAL STEEL MEMBER 0 
4 BCSM 0 2 CAST STEEL MEMBER 0 
5 BCOM 0 2 COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION MEMBER 0 
6 BCON 0 2 CONNECTION 0 
7 BMBR 0 2 MASONRY BEARING 0 
8 BCMSTM 0 0 COMBINED STRESS IN MEMBER 662 
9 BTENST 0 3 TENSION STRESS 0 
10 BSHEST 0 3 SHEAR STRESS 0 
II BCm4ST 0 3 COMPRESSION STRESS 0 
12 BBENST 0 3 BENDING STRESS 0 
13 BBRGST 0 3 BEARING STRESS 0 
14 BBASET 0 4 BASE MATERIAL IN TENSION 20 
15 BBASES 0 4 BASE MATERIAL IN SHEAR 20 
16 BBASEC 0 4 BASE MATERIAL IN COMPRESSION 20 
17 BBASBT 0 4 BASE MATERIAL IN BENOING (TENSION SIDE) 20 
18 BBASBC 0 4 BASE MATERIAL IN BENDING (COMPRESSION SIDE) 20 
19 BBASEP 0 4 BASE MATERIAL IN BEARING 20 
20 FFBAS 5 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN BASE MATERIAL 200 
21 FFT 7 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN TENSION 20 35 
22 FFV 10 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN SHEARING 20 
23 FFA 13 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN COMPRESSION 20 74 
24 FFBT 15 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN BENDING ( TENSION ) 20 26 354 
25 FFBC 15 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN BENDING ( COMPRESSION ) 20 335 27 355 
26 FFBTP 66 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN BENDING(TENSION) MODIFIED 38 
27 FFBCP 66 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN BENDING (COMPRESSION) MODIFIED 26 39 
28 FFP 20 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN BEARING 20 40 
29 FT 7 0 ACTUAL STRESS IN TENSION 35 241 
30 FV 10 0 ACTUAL STRESS IN SHEARING 36 
31 FA 13 0 ACTUAL STRESS IN COMPRESSION 37 119 220 
32 FBT 66 0 ACTUAL STRESS IN BENDING (TENSION) 38 341 342 481 
33 FBC 66 0 ACTUAL STRESS IN BENDING (COMPRESSION) 39 
340 FP 20 0 ACTUAL ~TRESS IN BEARING 40 
35 RT 7 0 STRESS RATIO IN TENSION 42 
36 RV 10 0 STRESS RATIO IN SHEAR 48 342 
37 RA 13 0 STRESS RATIO IN COMPRESSION 67 214 220 221 232 
38 RBT 66 0 STRESS RATIO IN BENDING (TENSION ) 81 340 
39 RBC 66 0 STRESS RATIO IN BENDING (COMPRESSION 82 
'40 RP 20 0 STRESS RATIO IN BEARING 127 
41 BSLROK 50 0 ELIAR SATISFACTORY 0 
42 BRTLE 1 0 0 RT .LE. 1.0 0 
'43 BPINHL 0 0 STRESS REQUIRED AT A PIN HOLE 29 21 35 
440 BHERR 0 0 STRESS REQUIREO AT A PIN HOLE IN EYE BAR 29 21 35 
44 8PCPLT 0 0 STRESS REQO AT PIN HOLE IN PIN CONNECTED PLATE 29 21 35 
44 BPCBUM 0 0 STRESS REQO AT PIN HOLE IN 8UILT-UP MEMBER 29 21 35 
45 88EAM 0 0 MEMBER A BEAM 0 
45 BGIRDR 0 0 MEMBER A GIROER 0 
46 BA514 0 0 MATERIAL A514 STEEL 24 25 
47 BHYBRD 0 0 HYBRID CONSTRUCTION 24 25 103 32 33 27 26 38 39 
48 8RVLEl 0 0 RV .LE. 1.0 0 
49 BCOND 0 0 CONOITION 0 
50 FORCE 0 FORCE 29 30 31 34 203 303 309 310 313 319 
321 322 344 
51 ANET 79 NET AREA 394 52 
52 ANETP 78 0 NET AREA (MODIFIED) 29 
53 AGRS 79 0 GROSS AREA 394 52 54 51 
54 AGRSP 78 0 GROSS AREA MODIFIED 30 31 610 623 
55 FY 0 0 YIELD STRESS 21 22 72 23 98 99 100 101 102 24 
25 116 117 118 119 156 159 221 241 263 
264 265 266 77 284 285 286 293 294 304 
309 310 313 321 322 323 324 32B 307 341 
342 345 36B 379 372 610 608 628 617 633 
634 635 636 637 638 648 649 653 654 660 
56 FYl 0 0 YIELD STRESS OF ONE PART 28 
57 FY2 0 0 YIELD STRESSOF ANOTHER PART 28 
58 FTS 0 0 ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH 21 
59 BAXCM 0 5 AXIALLY LOADED COMPRESSION MEMBER 75 
60 8WE8B 0 5 WE8 OF 8EAM 75 
60 BWE8G 0 5 WEB OF GIRDER 75 
61 8BRGST 0 5 8EARING STI FFENER 75 
62 8INTST 0 0 INTERMEDIATE STI FFENER 0 
63 B190K 51 0 SECTION 1.9 SATISFACTORY 24 25 620 
64 BSL200 0 0 L/R .LE. 200 0 
65 8SL240 0 0 LlR .LE. 240 41 
66 8SL300 0 0 LlR .LE. 300 41 
67 BRALE 1 0 0 RA .LE. 1.0 0 
68 EL 0 0 UNBRACEO LENGTH OF THE COMPRESS ION MEMBER 64 72 73 23 74 98 99 100 101 102 
25 65 66 646 653 654 660 
68 EL 0 0 COMPRESSION FLANGE UNBRACED LENGTH 64 72 73 23 74 -98 99 100 101 102 
25 65 66 646 653 654 660 
69 AR 0 LEAST RADIUS OF GYRATION 64 72 73 23 74 65 66 646 
70 8MAINM 0 6 MAIN MEMBER 31 23 74 37 75 41 
71 8SECM 0 6 SECONDARY MEMBER 31 23 74 37 75 41 
71 BBRACE 0 6 BRACING 31 23 74 37 75 41 
72 8SLROC 0 0 KL/R • LE. CC 31 23 74 37 
73 8SLl20 0 0 L/R .GT. 120 31 23 74 37 75 
74 FFAP 13 0 ALLOWABLE AXIAL COMPRESSION (MOOIFIEO) 37 
75 UKP 49 0 K' (I'DDIFIED VALUE OF K ) 72 23 
76 QA 54 0 FACTOR FOR UNSTIFFEND COMPRESSION ELEMENTS 72 23 
77 QS 52 0 FACTOR FOR STI FFENED COMPRESS ION EL EMENTS 72 23 25 
78 E 0 0 E. MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 72 23 
79 81020K .55 0 SECTION 1.10.2 SATI SFACTORY 0 
BO 81030K 56 0 SECTION 1.10.3 SATISFACTORY 0 
B1 BRBTLl 0 0 RBT .LE. 1.0 0 
82 8RBCLl 0 0 RBC .LE. 1.0 0 
83 8HOTR" 0 0 HOT ROLLED MEMBER 24 25 
83 BLTUPM 0 0 BU I L T-UP MEM8ER 24 25 
840 BISHPE 0 0 I-SHAPE MEMBER 24 25 
84 8SHSPE 0 0 H-SHAPE MEMBER 24 25 
85 8SRNDB 0 0 SOLI 0 ROUND BAR 24 25 
85 8SSB 0 0 SOLI 0 SQUARE BAR 24 25 
B6 BSRECB 0 0 SOLI 0 RECTANGULAR BAR 24 25 
B7 8BOX 0 0 BOX TYE FLEXURAL MEMBER 24 25 
88 8CHNNL 0 13 CHANNEL SECTION 24 25 268 
89 8SYMY 0 0 SYMETRY ABOUT MINOR AXIS 24 25 
90 BSYMX 0 0 SYMMETRY ABOUT MAJOR AXIS 24 25 
142 
91 BSYMWB a a SYMMETRY ABOUT PLANE OF WEB 24 25 
92 BBENTX a a SECTION BENT ABOUT MAJOR AXIS 24 25 
93 BBENTY a a SECTION BENT ABOUT MINOR AXIS 24 25 
94 BBENTW a a LOADING IN THE PLANE OF WEB 24 25 
95 BCMPCT 16 a COMPACT SECTION 24 25 
96 BSEMCM 16 a SEMI-COMPACT SECTION 24 25 
97 BCHAB 17 a CHECKS SUB-PARAGRAPHS A I: B OF SECTION 1.5.1.4.1 24 25 
98 BLOK a 0 EL .LE. MIN(76.*BF/SQRT(FY),20000*AF/(D*FY)) 2'. 25 
99 BLBOX a a EL FOR BOX O.K., I.E., EL .LE. (2500/FY)*TO 24 25 
100 BLRl 0 .0 EL/AR .LT. SQRT(102000*CB/FY) 24 25 659 660 655 
101 BLR2 a a EL/AR .LT. SCRT(510000*CB/FY) 24 25 659 660 655 
102 BLLE76 0 0 EL .LE. 76*BF/SCRT(FY) 24 25 
103 BFORM7 18 0 FORMULA 1.5.7 APPLICABLE 24 25 659 660 655 
104 BVFFBC 0 0 VALUE OF FBC PROVIDED BY RATIONAL ANALYSIS 24 25 
105 FFBCV 0 0 THE VALUE PROVIDED (OF FFBC) 25 
106 ABUN 0 0 ACTUAL WIDTH OF UNSTIFFENED 'COMPRESSION ELEMENT 98 102 24 25 116 117 263 264 265 266 
77 
107 AFC 0 0 AREA OF COMPRESSION FLANGE 98 25 126 297 27 660 
108 0 0 a DEPTH OF THE WEB 9B 25 119 292 293 294 480 628 648 649 
660 
109 TO 0 a TRANSVERSE DISTANCE OUT TO OUT OF WEBS IN A BOX 99 
110 CB 0 0 FACTOR AS DEFINED IN SECTION 1.5.1.4.6A 100 101 25 660 
III TF 0 0 THICKNESS OF FLANGE 24 25 
112 ARI a 0 R OF THE FLANGE + 1/3 WEB 100 101 25 660 
113 BECCTW a a FLANGES CONTINUOUSLY CONNECTED TO wEB(S) 95 96 97 
114 BCFUNS a a COMPRESSION FLANGE HAS UNSTIFFENED ELEMENT(S) 95 96 97 
115 BCFST 0 0 COMPRESSION FLANGE HAS STIFFENED ELEMENT(S) 95 96 
116 BBT522 a a (BF/TF) FOR UNSTIFFENED ELEMENT .LE. 52.2/SQRT(FY) 95 96 97 
117 BBT9, a a (BFITF) FOR UNSTIf'FENED ELEMENT .LE. 95./SQRTlFY) 95 96 258 77 
118 BBTl90 0 0 (BIT) FOR STIFFENED ELEMENT .LE. 190./SQRT(FY) 95 96 620 
119 BDBYT 0 a (oIT) OF WEB .LE. MAX(FORM.(l.5-4" 257./SQRTlFY)) 95 96 
120 ABST 0 a ACTUAL WIDTH OF STIFFENED COMPRESSION ELEMENT 118 284 285 286 288 
121 TUN 0 0 TF, THICKNESS OF UNSTIFFENED COMPRESSION ELEMENT 116 117 263 264 265 266 77 639 640 641 
642 643 644 645 
122 TST 0 a TF, THICKNESS OF STIFFENED COMPRESSION ELEMENT 118 284 285 286 28B 289 
123 TW a 0 WEB THICKNESS 119 293 294 302 308 318 319 323 324 328 
307 334 335 27 344 628 648 649 
124 AFT 0 0 AREA OF TENSION FLANGE 126 
125 BCFSR 0 0 COMPRESSION FLANGE IS SOLIO AND RECTANGULAR 103 
126 BAFCFT 0 0 AFC .L T. AFT 103 
127 BRPLE1 0 0 RP • LE. 1. 0 
128 BMILLD 0 0 MILLED SURFACE ETC. 34 28 40 
129 BEXP~l 0 0 EXPANSION ROLLER 34 28 40 
129 BEXPRK 0 0 EXPANSION ROCKER 34 28 40 
130 FLXM 0 a FLEXURAL FORCE (I.E. BENDING MOMENT) 32 33 
131 BCMSTC 0 0 COMBINED STRESS IN THE CONNECTOR 184 
132 BHSC 0 0 HIGH STRENGTH CONNECTOR 184 
133 BTENSN 0 0 TENSION STRESS I N THE CONNEC TOR 184 
134 BSHEAR 0 0 SHEAR STRESS IN THE CONNECTOR 184 
135 BBERNG 0 0 BEARING STRESS IN THE CONNECTOR 184 
136 RTl 23 0 R TIN CONNEC TOR (NON H.S.' 142 184 
137 RVI 25 0 RV IN CONNECTOR (NON H.S.) 143 184 
138 RBI 27 0 RB IN CONNECTOR (NON H.S.' 144 184 
139 RT2 29 a RT IN CONNECTOR (H.S.) 145 184 
140 RV2 31 a RV IN CONNECTOR (H.S.) 146 184 187 
141 R82 33 0 RB IN CONNECTOR (H .S.) 147 184 
142 BRTlLl 0 0 RTl .LE. 1.0 0 
143 BRVILl 0 0 RVI • LE. 1. a 0 
144 BRBILl a a RBI • LE. 1.0 0 
145 BRT2Ll 0 0 RT2 .LE. 1.0 a 
146 BRV2Ll 0 0 RV2 • LE. 1.0 0 
147 BRB2Ll 0 0 RB2 .LE. 1.0 a 
14B FTl 23 a AC TUA L S TR ESS IN CONNECTOR IN TENSION (NON H.S.) 136 
149 FVl 25 0 ACTUAL STRESS IN CONNECTOR IN SHEAR (NON H.S.) 137 190 
150 FBI 27 a ACTUAL STRESS IN CONNECTOR IN BEARING (NON H.S.) 138 
151 FT2 29 0 AcTUAL SRTESS IN H.S. CONNECTOR IN TENSION 139 
152 FV2 31 0 ACTUAL SRTESS IN H.S. CONNECTOR IN SHEAR 140 191 187 
153 F82 33 0 ACTUAL SRTESS IN H.S. CONNECTOR IN BEARING 141 
154 FFTl 23 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN CONNECTOR IN TENSION 160 
155 FFVl 25 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN CONNECTOR IN SHEAR (NON H.S. ) 161 
156 FFBI 27 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN CONNECTOR IN BEARING 162 
157 FFT2 29 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN H.S. CONNECTOR IN TENSION 139 
15B FFV2 31 a ALLOWABLE STRESS IN H.S. CONNECTOR IN SHEAR 140 
159 FFB2 33 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN H.S. CONNECTOR IN BEARING 141 
160 HTlP 23 0 MODIFIEO ALLOWABLE TENSION STRESS IN CONN~CTOR 136 
161 HV1P 25 0 MODIFIED ALLOWABLE SHEAR STRESS IN CONNECTOR 137 
162 FFBIP 27 0 MODIFIED ALLOWABLE BEARING STRESS IN CONNECTOR 138 
163 BA5021 0 7 A502 GRADE 1,HOT DRIVEN RIVET 148 154 160 136 149 155 161 137 150 156 
162 138 188 190 193 185 
164 BA5022 A502 GRADE 2 HOT DRIVEN RIVET 148 154 160 136 149 155 161 137 150 156 
162 138 188 190 193 185 
165 BA307 A307 BOLT 148 154 160 136 149 155 161 137 150 .156 
162 138 188 190 193 185 
166 BTPS 0 0 THREADED PARTS OF STEEL MEETING SECTION 1.4.1 148 154 160 136 149 155 161 137 1:'0 156 
162 138 
167 FORS 0 0 P, FORCE ON THE CONNECTOR 8EING TESTED 148 149 150 151 152 153 
168 GRIPL 0 0 G. THE GRIP LENGTH 171 160 161 162 193 
169 OIA 0 0 0, THE 0 IAMETER OF THE CONNEC TOR 171 160 161 162 193 51 483 488 175 
170 FYCON 0 a FY OF THE CONNECTOR MATERIAL 154 155 
171 BCLG 0 0 CONNECTOR IN LONG GRIP, I.E., G .GT. 5*DIA 148 154 160 136 149 155 161 137 150 156 
162 138 188 190 193 185 
172 AB 0 0 NOMINAL AREA OF BOLT IN TENSION 148 151 188 189 500 
173 Al 0 0 AREA IN TENSION 14B 188 
174 A2 0 0 AREA IN SHEARING 149 152 
175 A3 90 0 AREA IN BEARING 150 153 
176 NTHRD 0 0 NO. OF THREADS PER INCH 0 
177 BA325 0 8 A325 BOLT 151 157 139 152 158 140 153 159 141 189 
192 187 191 186 
177 BA449 a A449 BOLT 151 157 139 152 158 140 153 159 141 189 
192 187 191 186 
178 BA490 0 A490 BOLT 151 157 139 152 158 140 153 159 141 189 
192 187 191 186 
179 BSTAT 0 0 STATIC LOADING ONLY 151 157 139 
180 FORSP 0 0 FORCE DUE TO PRYING ACTION 151 
181 BFRICC 0 9 FRICTION CONNECTION 152 158 140 153 159 141 189 192 187 191 
186 483 500 486 487 488 
182 B8EARC BEARING CONNECTION 152 158 140 153 159 141 189 192 187 191 
186 483 500 486 487 488 
183 BTEFSP 0 0 THREADING EXCLUDED FROM SHEAR PLANES 152 158 140 
1B4 STRTC 34 0 R, STRESS RATIO IN CONNECTOR 487 
185 RT3 
186 RT4 
) 87 RV4 
188 FT3 
189 FT4 
190 FFT3 
191 FFT4 
192 FFV4 
193 FFT3P 
194 FW 
195 FFW 
196 F8ASE 
197 BINFW 
198 .INFWA 
199 BRWLEl 
200 8RBLEl 
201 BRMBll 
202 RPMB 
203 FPMB 
204 FFPMB 
205 BBSSS 
205 BBSLS 
206 BBSBCM 
207 BBSCON 
208 AREAl 
209 AREA2 
210 FPCON 
211 BA2GTl 
212 BCBSTR 
213 BTBSTR 
214 BRAG15 
215 BALT 
216 BSLXOK 
217 BSLYOK 
218 BSM10K 
219 BSM20K 
220 SUM1 
221 SUM2 
222 ELX 
223 ARX 
224 ELY 
225 ARY 
226 CMXP; 
227 CMYP 
22B RBCX 
229 RBCY 
230 FEXP 
231 FEYP 
232 BSUMLl 
233 BSSPIF 
234 BMSTL 
235 BVCMP 
236 CM 
237 BEMR 
23B EM1 
239 EM2 
240 CMP 
241 BSUM3 
242 BSUM4 
243 RBTX 
244 RBTY, 
245 RBT3Ll 
246 TENSF 
247 BRT4Ll 
248 BRV4Ll 
249 TB 
250 FTSTR 
251 UK 
252 BSSP 
253 BKP 
254 BMAROD 
255 BCSLRD 
256 BUNST 
257 BSTIF 
258 BUNOK 
259 BSTOK 
260 BSA 
260 8DAS 
261 BSTRUT 
261 BANGPG 
261 BPLPG 
261 BCOL 
261 BOCM 
261 BCFB 
261 BSTPG 
262 BSTEMT 
263 BBT76 
264 BBn27 
265 BBTl55 
266 BBTl76 
267 BAPDXC 
268 BGCOK 
269 8BLTPT 
270 BROLDT 
271 BRFPD1 
272 BRFPD2 
273 BRFPD3 
271,. BRFPS1 
275 BRFPS2 
276 BRFPS3 
277 BRFPS4 
278 WFL 
279 DPR 
280 TFL 
281 TWE8 
282 BFLSS 
282 BFLRS 
283 BPCP 
2B4 BBT238 
285 BB1317 
46 0 STRESS RATIO IN CONNECTOR (NON H.S.,COMBINED STR) 
48 0 STRESS RATIO IN CONNECTOR (H.S., COMBINEO STRESS) 
4B 0 STRESS RATIO IN CONNECTOR (H.S., COMBINED STRESS) 
46 0 TENSION STRESS (NON H.S., COMBINED STRESS) 
48 0 TENSION STRES'S (H.S. CONNECTOR, COMBINED STRESS) 
46 0 ALL. TENSION STRESS (NON H.S. CONNECTOR, COMBINED) 
4B 0 ALL. TENSION STRESS (H.S. CONNECTOR, COMBINED STR) 
48 0 ALL. SHEAR STRESS (H.S. CONNECTOR, COMBINED STRSS) 
46 0 FFT3 (MODIFIED) 
o 0 STRESS IN THE WELD 
o 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN THE WELD 
o 0 STRESS IN THE BASE MATERIAL 
o 0 INTERMITTENT FILLET WELD (BEING USED) 
95 0 INTERMITTENT FILLET WELD ALLOWED 
o 0 STRESS RATIO IN THE WELD .LE. 1.0 
o 0 STRESS RATIO IN BASE MATERIAL .LE. 1.0 
o 0 (RPIMASONRY BEARING .LE. 1.0 
37 0 STRESS RATIO FOR MASONRY BEARING 
37 0 ACTUAL STRESS ON MASONRY BEARING 
37 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS ON MASONRY 8EARING 
o 10 BEARING SURFACE - SANO STONE 
o 10 BEARING SURFACE - LIME STONE 
o 10 BEARING SURFACE - BRICK IN CEMENT MORTAR 
o 10 BEARING SURFACE CONCRETE 
o 0 AREA OF SUPPORT 
o 0 AREA OF BEARING PLATE 
o a FC' SPECIFIED COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IN CONCRETE 
a 0 A2 .GE. A1/3 
a 11 COMPRESSION + BENDING STRESS 
o 11 TENSION + BENDING STRESS 
a 0 RA .GT. 0.15 
a a ALTERNATE APPROACH IJESIRED (I.E., FORMULA 1.6-21 
o 0 (LX/RX) .LE. 200. 
o a (LY/RY) .LE. 200. 
o 0 EQUATION 1.6-lA O.K. 
o 0 EQUATION 1.6-1B O.K. 
41 0 LEFT SIDE OF EQUATION 1.6-1A 
41 0 LEFT SIDE OF EQUATION 1.6-1B 
o 0 UNBRACED LENGTH IN X-DIRECTION 
o a RADIUS OF GYRATI'ON ABOUT X-AXIS 
o 0 UNBRACED LENGTH IN Y-DIRECTION 
o 0 RADIUS OF GYRATION IN Y-DIRECTION 
43 a COEFFICIENT CM FOR X-AXIS 
43 0 COEFFICIENT CM FOR Y-AXIS 
66 a COMPRESSIVE STRESS RATIO IN BENDING AROUND X-AXIS 
66 0 COMPRESSIVE STRESS RATIO IN BENDING AROUND Y-AXIS 
a a FEX' 
o 0 FEY' 
o 0 (RA + RBCX + RBCY ) .LE. 1.0 
o 0 SIDE SWAY PERMITTED IN THE FRAME 
o 0 MEMBER SUBJECT TO TRANSVERSE LOADING BET. SUPPORTS 
o a VALUE OF CM PROVIDED 
o 0 CM (VALUE ) 
o 0 ENDS OF MEMBER RESTRAINED 
o 0 SMALLER END MOMENT 
o 0 LARGER END MOMENT 
43 0 CM' 
o 0 SUM3 .LE. 1.0 
o 0 (RBCX + RBCY ) .LE. 1.0 
66 0 TENSILE STRESS RATIO IN BENDING AROUND X- AXIS 
66 0 TENSILE STRESS RATIO IN BENDING AROUND Y- AXIS 
o 0 RT3 .LE. 1.0 
o 0 T, THE TENSION FORCE ON THE CONNECTOR 
o 0 RT4 .LE. 1.0 
a a RV4 .LE. 1.0 
o 0 FORCE TB, SPECIEFI ED PRETENSION LOAD FOR BOLT 
a 0 FT*, AVERAGE TENSILE STRESS ON BOLTS 
o 0 VALUE OF K 
o 0 S I DE SWAY PREVENTED IN THE MEMBER 
o 0 VALUE OF K PROVIDED 
o 0 MEMBER A ROD 
o 0 CHECK FOR SLENDERNESS DESIRED 
o 0 UNSTIFFENED ELEMENT 
o 0 STIFFENED ELEMENT 
52 0 UNSTIFFENED ELEMENT O.K. (CHECKS SECTION '1.9.1.2) 
54 0 STIFFENED ELEMENT O.K.(CHECKS SECTION 1.9.2.2) 
o 12 SINGLE ANGLE 
o 12 DOUBLE ANGLE WITH SEPARATORS 
o 12 STRUT COMPRISING DOUBLE ANGLE IN CONTACT 
o 12 ANGLE PROJECTING FROM GIRDERS 
a 12 PLATES PROJECTING FROM GIRDERS 
o 12 COLUMNS 
o 12 OTHER COMPRESSION MEMBERS 
o 12 COMPRESSION FLANGES OF BEAMS 
o 12 STIFFENERS ON PLATE GIRDERS 
o 12 STEM OF T 
o 0 (B/TiUNSTIFFENED ELEMENT .LE. (76.0/SQRTlFY)) 
o 0 (B/TiUNSTIFFENED ELEMENT .LE. 1127./SQRT(FY)) 
o 0 (B/TiUNSTIFFENED ELEMENT .LE. (155./SQRT(FY)) 
o 0 (BIT)UNSTIFFENED ELEMENT .LE. (176./SQRT(FY)) 
o 0 USE OF APPENDIX C DESIRED 
53 0 GEOMETRICAL CONSTRAINTS SATISFIED 
o 13 BUI L T-UP T SECTION 
o 13 ROLLED T-SECTION 
o 0 RATIO OF FLANGE WIDTH TO PROFILE DEPTH .LE. 0.25 
o a RATIO OF FLANGE WIDTH TO PROFILE DEPTH .LE. 0.5 
o 0 RATIO OF FLANGE WIDTH TO PROFILE DEPTH .GE. 0.5 
o 0 (FLANGE THICKNESS/WEB OR STEM THICKNESS) .LE. 3.0 
o 0 (FLANGE THICKNESS/WEB OR STEM THICKNESS) .LE. 2.0 
o 0 (FLANGE THICKNESS/WEB OR STEM THICKNESS) .GE. 1.25 
o 0 (FLANGE THICKNESS/WEB OR STEM THICKNESS) .GE. 1.10 
a 0 FLANGE WIDTH OF T-SECTION 
a 0 PROFILE DEPTH DF T-SECTIONS 
o 0 FLANGE THICKNESS OF T-SECTIONS 
a 0 WEB OR STEM THICKNESS OF T-SECTIONS 
a 0 FLANGES OF SQUARE SECTIONS 
o 0 FLANGES OF RECTANGULAR SECTIONS 
o 0 PERFORATED COVER PLATES 
o 0 BIT FOR STIFFENED ELEMENT .LE. 238/SQRTlFY) 
o 0 B/T FOR STIFFENED ELEMENT .LE. 317/SQRTlFY) 
1B4 245 
184 247 
1B4 248 
IB5 
186 
193 
IB6 
IB7 
185 
199 
199 
200 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
201 
202 
202 
203 204 202 
203 204 202 
203 204 202 
203 204 202 
211 
211 203 
204 379 372 
203 204 202 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
662 
662 
21B 
219 
216 
216 
217 608 
217 60B 653 654 
220 
220 
220 221 232 242 
220 221 232 242 
220 
220 
o 
240 
240 
240 
2~0 
240 
240 
240 
611 
o 
o 
241 
241 
o 
IBB 189 
o 
o 
o 
19Z 
75 
75 
75 
41 
41 
63 
63 
63 BO 
63 
25B 77 
258 77 
258 77 
258 77 
258 77 
25B 77 
258 77 
258 77 
25B 77 
258 77 
258 77 
258 77 
258 77 
258 77 
258 77 259 28B 2B9 
25B 77 
24 25 268 
24 25 26B 
26B 
268 
268 
268 
268 
26B 
268 
271 272 273 
271 272 273 
274 275 276 277 
274 275 276 277 
259 2B8 289 
259 2BB 2B9 
259 2B8 289 
259 288 289 
259 
143 
286 BBT253 
287 FSTRS 
2111 ABEFF 
289 CEFFA 
290 BTRSP 
291 A 
292 BAU5D 
293 BDTLl4 
294 BDT206 
295 BRIVG 
296 AREAC 
297 BRAR 
298 ~1 
299 B~Alll 
300 BENDST 
301 ABSTF 
302 APRl 
303 FA1 
304 FFAl 
305 H 
306 FVW 
307 CKV 
308 BHT260 
309 BRVWGl 
310 BRVWG2 
311 AW 
312 CV 
313 BRVWG3 
314 BTFD 
315 BISSOK 
316 BCSAOK 
317 BENDP 
317 8PWLH 
318 BC318 
319 BC319 
320 BCVGTl 
321 BFVGFl 
322 BVGF2 
323 CVl 
324 CV2 
325 BCVIL8 
326 BAOHLl 
327 SMALK 
328 BSMKL8 
329 STIW 
330 AGST 
331 Y 
332 00 
333 BIGH50 
334 BSTFI0 
335 BHT760 
336 ALPHA 
337 Yl 
338 Y2 
339 TrAIN 
340 BRBT75 
341 B681 
342 B682 
343 RA2 
344 FA2 . 
345 FFA2 
346 BRA2Ll 
347 BBSTP 
348 BINTL 
349 BENDR 
350 ENB 
351 AKAY 
352 BECOMB 
353 RCE 
354 RCUl 
355 RCU2 
356 BRCELl 
357 BRCUll 
358 BRCU21 
359 BALTAP 
360 BSHORP 
361 BTMP 
362 FMDl 
363 FMD2 
364 FML 
365 SS 
366 SCOMP 
367 FCE 
368 FFCE 
369 8DCOK 
370 BSCSFC 
371 FMD 
372 VH 
373 VHP 
37'> 
375 STR 
376 SEFF 
377 FCUl 
378 FCU2 
379 SNCOK 
380 NOCP 
381 Q 
382 AC 
383 AS 
3B4 BRPM 
385 ENI 
386 EN2 
387 AMM 
388 AMHAX 
389 ABETA 
390 BN20K 
391 BNAD 
392 BGAD 
393 8MID 
394 BREDIS 
395 GROSI 
a a B/T FOR STIFFENED ELEMENT .LE. 253/SQRT(FY) 
a a F AS DEFINED IN APPENDIX C 
54 a EFFECTIVE WIDTH 
54 a CONTRIBUTION TO EFFECTIVE AREA 
a a TRANSVERSE STIFFENERS PROVIDED 
a 0 STIFFENER SPACING 
a a STIFFENER SPACING .LE. 1.5*0 
o a COlT! FOR WEB .LE. <l4000/SQRT(FY*(FY+16.5))) 
a a (D/T) FOR WEB .LE. ( 2060/SQRT(FY)) 
a 0 RIVETED GIRDER 
a a AREA OF COVER PLATES 
a a (AREA OF COVER PLATE/TOTAL FLANGE AREA) .LE. 0.70 
58 a STRESS RATIO FOR 8EARING STIFFENER 
a a STRESS RATIO FOR BEARING STIFFENER .LE. 1.0 
a a END STIFFENER 
a a AREA OF BEARING STIFFENER 
58 a MODIFIED AREA OF BEARING STIFFENER 
58 a STRESS IN BEARING STIFFENER 
58 a ALLOWABLE STRESS IN BEARING STIFFENER 
o a CLEAR DISTANCE BETWEEN FLANGES FOR BEAM OR GIRDER 
a 0 SHEAR STRESS IN WEB (ACTUAL) 
64 a CV FOR NO STI FFENERS AND K = 5.34 
o a (HIT I .GT. 260 
o 0 SHEAR STRESS IN WEB .GT. (0.4*FV ) 
a 0 SHEAR STRESS IN WEB .GT. (FY*CKV/2.891 
a a AREA OF WEB 
62 a FACTOR DEFINED IN SECTION 1.10.5.2 
a a (P/AW) (FY*CV/2.89) 
a a TENSION FIELD ACTION DESIRED 
65 a INTERMEDIATE STIFFENER SIZE SATISFACTORY 
68 a COMBINED STRESS ACTION IN PLATE GIRDER WEB O.K. 
a a END PANEL 
a a PANEL WITH LARGE HOLES 
a a (A/H) .LE. MIN((260/(H/TI)**2 • 3~0) 
a a MIN(A.HI .LE. (348*T/SQRT(P/AW)) 
a a CV 1. 
o a (P/AW) .GT. FV (BY FORMULA 1.10-1 
o a (P/AW) .GT. FV (BY FORMULA 1.10-2 
63 a CV BY THE FIRST FORMULA 
63 a CV BY THE SECOND FORMULA 
a a CV1 .LE. 0.8 
a a (A/H) .LE. 1.0 
63 0 K. FACTOR AS DEFINED IN SECTION 1.10.5.2 
a a (45000/(FY*(H/T)**2)*5.34) .LE. O.B 
o a MOMENT OF INERTIA OF STIFFENER. AXIS IN WEB PLANE 
a a GROSS AREA OF STIFFENER 
a a RATIO OF YI ELO STRESSES OF WEB TO STIFFENER STEEL 
a 0 FACTOR DEpENDING UPON TYPE OF TRANSVERSE STIFFENER 
a a I .GT. ( H/50. 1**4. 
a a AREA OF STIFFENER .GE. AST ( FORMULA 1.10.3 ) 
a a (HIT) FOR WEB .GT. (760.0/SQRTCFFBCII 
a a RATIO OF WEB YIELD STRESS TO FLANGE YIELD STRESS 
a a DISTANCE FROM NEUTRAL AXIS TO COMPRESSION FIBER 
a a DISTANCE FROM NEUTRAL AXIS TO TENSION FIBER 
78 MOMENT OF INERTIA. I 
a RBT .LE. 0.75 
a (F B T / (0.6 *F Y ) • L E. 1. a 
o 0 (FBT/Fv+O.375*RV) 0.825 
70 a RA2 FOR WEB TOE OF FILLET (TABLE 1.10.10.AI 
70 ACTUAL STRESS AT THE WEB TOE OF FILLET 
70 0 ALLOWABLE STRESS AT THE WEB TOE OF FILLET 
o a RA2 .LE. 1.0 
o a BEARING STIFFENERS PROVIDED 
o 14 INTERIOR LOAD 
a 14 END REACTION 
a a LENGTH OF BEARING IN INCHES 
o a DIST FROM OUTER FLANGE FACE TO WEB TOE OF FILLET 
a a ENCASED COMPOSITE BEAM 
73 a STRESS RATIO FOR COMPOSITE ENCASED BEAM 
75 a STRESS RATIO FOR COMPOSITE UN-ENCASE BEAM. TENSION 
75 0 STRESS RATIO FOR COMPOSITE UN-ENCASE BEAM, COHPR 
R .Ll. 1.0 FOR COMPOSITE ENCASED BEAM 
Rl .LE. 1.G FOR COMPOSITE NON-ENCASED BEAM 
R2 .LE. 1.G FOR COMPOSITE NON ENCASED BEAM 
INTE~D STEEL BEAM TO RESIST MOMENT ALONE. ALT. APR 
o a SHDRI~(" PROVIDED 
a 0 (MD1+MD2+ML) .GE. a 
a 1401. "Oil DUE TO DEAD LOAD BEFORE HARDENING OF CONC 
a 0 MD2. MOil DuE TO DEAD LOAD AFTER HARDENING OF CONC 
o 0 ML. MOIIENT DuE TO LIVE LOAD 
a SEC. MODUlUS OF STEEL BEAM ALONE FOR BOTTOM FLANGE 
a 0 SEC. liDO. OF COIIPCSITE BEAM ALONE FOR BOTTOM FLANG 
73 a ACTUAL STRESS IN THE EQUIVALENT STEEL BEAM 
73 ALLOWABLE STRESS IN THE EQUIVALENT STEEL BEAM 
77 DISTRIBUTION OF CONNECTORS SATISFACTORY 
76 SHEAR CONNECTORS SATISFACTORY FOE FULL CAPACITY 
a "D. LOAD APPLIED PRiOR TO HAROENING OF CONCRETE 
76 0 TATAL HORZ SHEAR BETWEEN PTS OF MAX. +VE MOMENT 
76 0 HORIZONTAL SHEAR FUR INCOMPLETE COMPOSITE ACTION 
o a BLANK 
75 0 THE TRANSFORM£D SECTION MODULUS 
75 a THE EFFECTIVE SECTION MODULUS 
75 a STRESS IN COMPOSITE UN-ENCASED BEAM ( TENSION) 
75 0 STRESS IN COMPOSITE UN-ENCASEO BEAM (COMPRESSION) 
o 0 NO OF CONNECTORS .GE. (MIN(FORM 1.11-3, 1.1l-4))/Q 
a O' NUMBER OF CONNEc TORS PROV IDEO 
a CAPACITY OF A SINGLE CONNECTOR, FROM TABLE 1.11.4 
a ACTUAL AREA OF EFFECTIVE CONCRETE FLANGE 
o AREA OF STEEL BEAM 
a 0 REGION OF POSITIVE MOMENT 
o a Nl AS DEFINED IN SECTION 1.11-6 OF AISC SPEC 
o a N2 AS DEFINED IN SECTION 1.11-6 OF AISC SPEC 
a a MOMENT (LESS THE MAX MOMENT) AT A CONC LOAD POINT 
a a MAXIMUfoI 8ENDING MOMENT 
o 0 BETA EQUAL TO STR/SS OR SEFF/SS 
o 0 EN2 SATISFACTORY BY FORMULA 1.11-6 
o 15 NET AREA DESIRED 
o 15 GROSS AREA DESIRED 
o 15 MOMENT OF INERTIA DESIRED 
o a REDUCTION FOR NET AREA .GE. 15 
o 0 MOMENT OF INERTIA OF GROSS SECTION 
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288 
289 
a 
79 
292 318 319 322 326 327 334 
79 
79 
79 
80 
297 
80 
299 
a 
302 303 304 298 
302 
303 
298 
298 
144 
30B 318 319 322 326 327 323 324 328 307 
333 334 335 27 
a 
310 
a 
o 
a 
309 310 313 319 321 322 27 
313 320 321 322 334 
a 
315 
o 
a 
a 
o 
a 
a 
a 
o 
a 
325 312 
312 
312 
327 323 324 
323 324 
307 
333 
334 
334 
334 
315 
315 
32 33 27 26 38 39' 
27 
33 
32 
32 33 
o 
316 
316 
346 
343 
343 
o 
o 
344 345 343 
344 345 343 
344 
3'>4 
o 
356 
357 
358 
a 
o 
o 
367 368 353 
367 368 353 375 377 354 378 355 376 
367 368 353 
361 367 
361 367 
361 367 375 377 
367 375 376 378 
367 375 
353 
353 
a 
375 377 354 378 355 376 
375 377 378 
376 
376 
a 
376 377 
377 
354 
355 
370 372 373 
379 373 
379 373 
379 372 
379 372 
369 
390 
390 
390 
390 
390 
369 
52 54 339 
52 54 339 
52 54 339 
52 339 
339 
396 
397 
398 
399 
400 
401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
409 
410 
4ll 
412 
413 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
417 
417 
418 
419 
419 
419 
420 
421 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 
452 
452 
453 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460 
461 
461 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
468 
469 
470 
471 
472 
473 
474 
475 
476 
477 
478 
479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 
486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 
494 
REDI 
BANGLE 
REDUC 
W 
\Ill 
W2 
T 
NU 
BCOLEG 
G 
Gl 
G2 
GK 
SK 
olfILW 
BGRVW 
BPLUGW 
BWIHOL 
BWISLT 
B\IIOVRL 
BCOMPW 
BPRTPW 
BSVW 
BSJW 
BSUW 
BSBVLW 
BDVW 
BDJW 
BDUW 
BDBVLW 
TT 
SIZEW 
BWMSA 
BWMMSM 
SHDRF 
SZLEG 
DTHGR 
OLFFW 
WDTH 
CSPFS 
BSWL38 
BMT.G05 
BMTG15 
ETRTH 
THRT 
ELNTH 
EAREA 
EAREP 
ESHRA 
BHOMC 
BCAR 
BCAB 
BCIW 
BSCD 
BGCD 
BEAWD 
FORCA 
FMINC 
BSTPN 
BAEN 
BFLROK 
BFOCOK 
BLACC 
BSBC 
BGIRTC 
BBEAMC 
BGIRDC 
BTRUSC 
BENDC 
B IFC 
BCCFR 
BAXSMC 
BMACJ 
BCGCAC 
BCSA 
BCDA 
BCSM 
BFWCRS 
BFRBFW 
BBJ IC 
BBJIM 
FORCM 
RSHR 
STCM 
FCAL 
BWINC 
B20MW 
BNEWRK 
BRINC 
BA307C 
BHSBIC 
BBPPW 
BBSZDD 
SPANF 
EHDTF 
BEGT7D 
BEGTFB 
GPIT 
AMPIT 
GEDGD 
GEDLS 
XIP 
X2 
X3 
BPCHOK 
BEDGX2 
BEDGXl 
BEDLX3 
NOFLS 
BFSSH 
o 0 MOMENT OF INERTIA OF THE MODIFIED SECTION 
o 0 ELEMENT AN ANGLE 
80 0 REDUCTION OF DEDUCTION DUE TO ZIG-ZAG HOLES 
o 0 WIDTH OF THE ELEMENT (IN A PLATE OR SAME LEG 
o 0 WIDTH OF ONE ANGLE LEG 
o 0 WIDTH OF THE OTHER ANGLE LEG 
o 0 THICKNESS 
o 0 NUMBER OF HOLES 
o 0 CONSIDERING OPPOSITE LEGS OF THE ANGLE 
o 0 GAGE SPACE BETWEEN RIVET HOLES 
o 0 GAGE SPACE FROM CORNER TO HOLE IN ONE LEG OF ANGLE 
o 0 GAGE SPACE FROM CORNER TO HOLE IN THE OTHER LEG 
80 0 THE K TH GAGE SPACE 
o 0 THE K TH' LONGITUDINAL PITCH 
o 16 FILLET WELD 
o 16 GROOVE WELD 
o 16 PLUG WELD 
o 0 WELD I N HOLES 
o 0 WELD IN SLOTS 
o 0 WELD OVERLAPPING 
o 17 COMPLETE pENETRATION WELD 
o 17 PARTIAL PENETRATION WELD 
o 18 SINGLE V WELD 
o 18 SINGLE J WELD 
o 18 SINGLE U wELD 
o 18 SINGLE BEVEL WELD 
o 18 DOUBLE V WELD 
o 18 DOUBLE J WELD 
o 18 DOUBLE U WELD 
o 18 DOUBLE BEVEL WELD 
o 0 THICKNESS OF THINNER PART JOINED 
o 0 SIZE OF WELD 
o 0 WELD MADE BY SUBMERGED ARC PROCESS 
o 0 WELD MADE BY MANUAL SHIELDED METAL ARC PROCESS 
o 0 SHORTEST DIS FROM ROOT TO FACE OF DIAGRAMATIC WELD 
o 0 LEG SIZE OF THE WELD 
o 0 DEPTH OF GROOVE 
o 0 OVERALL LENGTH OF THE FULL SIZE FILLET WELD 
o 0 WIDTH OF THE PART JOINED 
o 0 NOMINAL CROSS SECTIONAL AREA OF THE SLOT OR HOLE 
o 0 SIZE OF WELD .LE. 3/B INCH 
o 0 MATERIAL THICKNESS .GT. 0.5 INCH 
o 0 MATERIAL THICKNESS .GT. 1.5 INCHES 
81 0 EFFECTIVE THROAT THICKNESS 
o 0 THEDRTICAL THROAT THICKNESS 
81 0 EFFECTIVE LENGTH 
81 0 EFFECTIVE AREA 
81 0 MODIFIED EFFECTIVE AREA 
81 0 EFFECTIVE SHEARING AREA 
o 0 HOMOGENEOUS CONNECTION 
o 19 CONNECTOR A RIVET 
o 19 CONNECTOR A 80LT 
o 19 CONNECTOR IS wELD 
o 20 STRESS CHECK DESIRED 
o 20 GEOMETRY CHECK DES I RED 
'0 20 EFFECTIVE AREA OF WELD DESIRED 
o 0 FORCE ON THE CONNECTION ( ACTUAL ) 
85 0 MINIMUM DESIGN FORCE FOR THE CONNECTION 
85 0 STIFFENER PROV I S I ON NEC ESSARY 
85 0 ACCOUNT FOR ECCENTRICITIES NECESSARY 
85 0 FLEXIBILITY REQUIREMENTS SATISFACTORY 
o 0 FORCE ON THE CONNECTION .LE. MINIMUM DESIGN FORCE 
o 0 LACING CONNECTION 
o 0 SAG BAR CONNEC T I ON 
o 0 GIRT CONNECTION 
o 0 BEAM CONNEC TI ON 
o 0 GIRDER CONNECTION 
o 0 TRUSS CONNECTION 
o 0 END CONN EC TI ON 
o 0 INTENDED AS FLEXIBLE CONNECTION 
87 0 CONNECTION CHECKS FLEXIBLITY REQUIREMENTS 
o 0 AXIALLY STRESSED MEMBER CONNECTION 
o 0 MEMBER AXES CONCURRENT AT JO INT 
o 0 C.G. OF CONNECTORS AND MEMBER CONCURRENT 
o 0 CONNECTION FOR SINGLE ANGLE 
o 0 CONNECTION FOR DOUBLE ANGLE 
o 0 CONNECTION FOR SIMILAR MEMBER 
o 0 FILLET WELD CONNECTION UNDER REPEATED STRESS 
o 0 FULLY RESTRAI NED BEAM FRAMED TO I OR H SHAPED COL 
o 21 BEARING JOINT IN THE COLUMN 
o 21 BEARING JOINT IN COMPR MEMBER (OTHER THAN COLUMN) 
o 0 FORCE IN THE CONNECTED MEMBER 
o 0 REACTION SHEAR 
o 0 STRENGTH OF THE CONNECTED MEMBER 
o 0 CALCULATED FORCE 
o 0 WELD INCLUDED IN THE CONNECTION 
o 0 TWO OR MORE TYPES OF WELDS IN THE CONNECTION 
o 0 NEW WORK 
o 0 RIVETS INCLUDED IN THE CONNECTION 
o 0 A307 BOLTS INCLUDED IN THE CONNECTION 
o 0 H.S. BOLTS INCLUDED IN THE CONNECTION 
o 0 BOLTS INSTALLED PRIOR TO WELDING 
o 0 BEAM SIZE DETERMINED BY DEFLECTION 
o 0 SPAN OF THE BEAM IN FEET 
o 0 E, THE HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT OF TOP FLANGE 
o 0 E .GT. 0.007*0 
o 0, E .GT. (FB*L/3600) 
o 0 GIVEN P ITCH OF CONNEC TORS 
89 0 ALLOWABLE MINIMUM PITCH 
o 0 GIVEN EDGE DISTANCE 
o 0 GIVEN EDGE DISTANCE IN LINE OF STRESS 
89 0 MINIMUM EDGE DISTANCE 
89 0 MINI MUM EDGE 01 STANCE IN LINE OF STRESS 
89 0 MAX EDGE DISTANCE IN LINE OE STRESS 
o 0 GIVEN PITCH .GT. MIN PITCH ALLOWED 
o 0 GIVEN EDGE DISTANCE IN LINE OF STRESS .GT. X2 
o 0 GIVEN EDGE DISTANCE .GT. Xl 
o 0 GIVEN EDGE DISTANCE .LT. X3 
o 0 NUMBER OF FASTENERS IN LINE OF STRESS 
o 0 FASTENER IN SINGLE SHEAR 
339 
53 51 408 398 
51 
53 
53 
53 
53 51 408 500 
51 
408 398 
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408 
408 
398 
398 
434 436 437 438 439 
434 436 437 438 439 
434 436 437 438 439 
434 436 437 438 
434 436 437 438 
434 436 437 438 
434 436 437 
434 436 437 
434 436 437 
434 436 437 
434 436 437 
434 436 437 
434 436 437 
434 436 437 
434 436 437 
434 436 437 
432 433 434 
431 528 529 556 557 
434 436 437 438 
434 436 437 
434 
434 
434 
436 
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438 439 
434 436 437 438 
434 436 437 
434 436 437 
437 
434 
437 556 
438 
557 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
451 
451 
o 
o 
o 
o 
447 448 449 450 
447 448 449 450 
447 448 449 450 
447 448 449 450 
44'7 448 449' 450 
447 448 449 '450 
447 448 449 450 
44 7 448 449 450 
447 448 449 450 
44 7 448 449 450 
447 448 449 450 
447 448 449 450 
447 448 449 450 
44 7 448 449 450 
447 448 449 450 
44 7 448 449 450 
447 448 449 450 
447 448 449 450 
447 448 449 450 
447 
447 
447 
447 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
457 
481 
480 481 
457 
457 
4B9 
489 
491 492 
490 
491 
490 
492 
o 
o 
o 
o 
502 
483 500 486 487 488 
145 
146 
495 BFDSH 0 0 FASTENER IN DOUBLE SHEAR 483 500 486 487 488 
496 8CTM 0 0 CONNECTiON FOR TENSION MEMBER 483 500 486 487 488 
.. 9'1 C 0 0 t FTI BOL TI t FT) MEMBER 500 
496 Xl 0 0 MIN EDGE DIST ·(FROM TABLE 1.16.5 OF AISC SPEC) 486 487 
499 0 0 BLANK 0 
500 X 89 0 x, JUST A TEMPORARY VARIABLE 487 
501 TSP 0 0 TRANSVERSE SPACING OF FASTENERS 487 
502 BNFLS2 0 0 NO OF FASTENERS IN LINE OF STRESS .LE. 2 483 500 486 4B7 48B 
503 BCNTRC 0 0 COUNTERSUNK CONNECTOR 175 
504 ABL 0 0 LENGTH IN BEARING 175 
505 DCS 0 0 DEPTH OF COUNTER SUNK 175 
5010 BSLOTW 0 16 SLOT WELD 434 436 437 43B 439 
507 WMNSF 92 0 MIN SIZE OF FILLET WELD ALLOWED 528 561 
508 .... XSF 93 0 MAX SIZE OF FILLET WELD ALLOWED 529 
509 BUPLOK 96 0 USE OF PLUG WELD PERl'll SS IBLE 0 
510 WOlAP 0 0 DIA OF PLUG WELD PERMISSIBL~ 530 531 515 
511 WSPP 0 0 SPACING OF PLUG WELD 532 
512 WTHP 0 0 THICKNESS OF PLUG WELD 533 514 
513 WMNDP 96 0 MIN DIA OF PLUG WELD ALLOWED 530 
514 WMXDP 96 0 HAX 01 A OF PLUG WELD ALLOWED 531 
515 WSPPA 96 0 SPACING OF PLUG WELD ALLOWED 532 
516 WTHPA 96 0 THICKNESS OF PLUG WELD ALLOWED 533 
517 BUSWOK 910 0 USE OF SLOT WELD PERM I SS IBLE 0 
51B lolLS 0 0 LENGTH OF SLOT WELD 534 538 
519 WWS 0 0 WIDTH OF SLOT WELD 535 536 526 
520 WTSS 0 0 TRANSVERSE SPACING OF SLOT WELD 537 
521 WLSS 0 0 LONGITUDINAL SPACING OF SLOT WELD 538 
522 WTHS 0 0 THICKNESS OF SLOT WELD 539 523 525 
523 WMXLS 96 0 HAX LENGTH OF SLOT WELD ALLOWED 534 
524 WMNWS 96 0 MIN WIDTH OF SLOT WELD ALLOWED 535 
525 WMXWS 96 0 MAX 101 10TH OF SLOT WELD ALLOWED 536 
526 WMNTS 96 0 MIN TRANSVERSE SPACING OF SLOT WELD ALLOWED. 537 
527 WMNTH 96 0 MIN THICKNESS OF SLOT WELD ALLOWED 539 
52B BSFOKl 0 0 SIZE OF FILLET WELD .GE. HIN SIZE ALLOWED 0 
529 BSFOK2 0 0 SIZE OF FILLET WELD .LE. HAX SIZE ALLOWED 0 
530 BDPOKI 0 0 OlA OF PLUG WELD .GE. HIN DlA ALLOWED 0 
531 BDPOK2 0 0 OIA OF PLUG WELD .LE. MAX DIA ALLOWED 0 
532 BSPOK 0 0 SPACING OF PLUG WELD .GE. HIN SPACING ALLOWED 0 
533 BTHPOK 0 0 THICKNESS OF PLU.G WELD .GE. MIN THICKNESS ALLOWED 0 
534 BLSWOK 0 0 LENGTH OF SLOT WELD .LE. MAX LENGTH ALLOWED 0 
535 BWSOKl 0 0 WIDTH OF SLOT WELD .GE. MIN WIDTH ALLOWED 0 
536 BWSOIQ2 0 0 WIDTH OF SLOT wELD .LE. MAX WIDTH ALLOWED 0 
537 BTSPOK 0 0 TRANSVERSE SPACING OF SLOT WELD .GE. HIN SPACING 0 
538 BLSPOK 0 0 LONG SPACING OF SLOT WELD .GE. 2*tLENGTH OF SLOT) 0 
539 BTHSOK 0 0 THICKNESS OF SLOT WELD .GE. MIN THICKNESS ALLOWED 0 
540 TTHIK 0 0 MATERIAL THICKNESS OF THE THICKER PART 545 546 547 548 549 550 551 
541 TTHIN 0 0 MATERIAL THICKNESS OF THE THINNER PART 507 
542 BOSWG 0 0 DESIGNED SIZE OF WELD GIVEN 552 507 
543 OSIZW 0 0 DESIGNED SIZE OF WELD (VALUE) 507 
544 BJHFWO 0 0 JOINT HAS FILLET WELD ONLY 552 507 
545 BTHKl 0 0 MATERIAL THICKNESS OF THICKER PART .LE. 1/4 INCH 552 507 
546 BTHK2 0 0 MATERIAL THICKNESS OF THICKER PART .LE. 1/2 INCH 552 507 
547 BTHK3 0 0 MATERIAL THICKNESS OF THICKER PART .LE. 3/4 INCH 552 507 
548 BTHK4 0 0 MATERIAL THICKNESS OF THICKER PART .LE. 1.5 INCH 552 507 
549 BTHK5 0 0 MATERIAL THICKNESS OF THICKER PART .LE. 2.25 INCHS 552 507 
550 BTHK6 0 0 MATERIAL THICKNESS OF THICKER PART .LE. 6.0 INCHES 552 507 
551 BTHK7 0 0 MATERIAL THICKNESS OF THICKER PART .GT. 6.0 INCHES 552 507 
552 XTEMP 92 0 SIZE OF wELD FROM TABLE 1.17.5 OF AISC SPEC 507 
553 TCONP 0 0 THICKNESS OF CONNECTED PART 555 508 
554 BWSDFT 0 0 WELD DESIGNED TO OBTAIN FULL THROAT THICKNESS 508 
555 BTCP14 0 0 THICKNESS OF THE CONNECTED PART .GE. 1140 INCH 508 
556 BEFLGT 0 0 EFF. LENGTH OF FILLET WELD .LT. 4*tSIZE OF WELD) 557 
557 EAFWP 94 0 E', EFFECTIVE AREA OF FILLET WELD 0 
558 FORCI 0 0 FORCE ON THE WELOMENT IN INTERMITTENT FILLET WELD 561 
559 SPIFW 0 0 SPACING OF INTERMITTENT FILLET WELD 561 
560 EFSZE 0 0 EFFECTIVE SIZE OF THE FILLET WELD 561 . 
561 BFCLSS 0 0 FORCE ON WELDMENT .LE. L*F*ISMALLEST SIZE OF WELD) 198 
562 WTS 0 0 WELD TRANSMITS SHEAR 509 513 514 515 516 517 523 524 525 526 
527 
563 WPBLP 0 WELD PREVENTS BUCKLING OF LAPPED PARTS 509 513 514 515 516 517 523 524 525 526 
564 WJCBM 0 WELD JOINS COMPONENTS OF BUILT-UP MEMBERS 509 51~ 514 515 516 517 523 524 525 526 
565 THPSP 0 0 THICKNESS OF THE PART CONTAINING PLUG/SLOT WELD 566 513 516 524 527 
566 BMATHK 0 0 MATERIAL THICKNESS .LE. 5/8 INCH 509 513 514 515 516 517 523 524 525 526 
527 
567 ABRNG 0 BEARING AREA 34 
56B DPIN 0 0 DIAMETER OF THE EXPANSION ROLLER OR ROCKER 28 
569 ELRR 0 0 LENGTH OF ROLLER OR ROCKER IN INCHES 34 
570 0 0 BLANK 0 
571 0 0 BLANK 0 
572 0 0 BLANK 0 
573 0 0 BLANK 0 
574 0 0 BLANK 0 
575 0 0 BLANK 0 
576 0 0 BLANK 0 
577 0 0 BLANK 0 
578 0 0 BLANK 0 
579 0 0 BLANK 0 
5BO 0 0 BLANK 0 
5Bl 0 0 BLANK 0 
582 0 0 BLANK 0 
5B3 0 0 BLANK 0 
584 0 0 BLANK 0 
585 0 0 BLANK 0 
586 0 0 BLANK 0 
587 0 0 . BLANK 0 
5B8 0 0 BLANK 0 
589 0 0 BLANK 0 
590 0 0 BLANK 0 
591 0 0 BLANK 0 
592 0 0 BLANK 0 
593 0 0 BLANK 0 
594 0 0 BLANK 0 
595 0 0 BLANK 0 
596 0 0 BLANK 0 
597 0 0 BLANK 0 
598 0 0 BLANK 0 
599 0 0 BLANK 0 
600 0 BLANK 
601 BMBR 
602 BBRCNG 
603 BVBR 
bOlt BLBR 
605 BBRCB 
605 BBRCG 
606 AXFRC 
601 FCRT 
608 EMM 
609 FPE 
610 BAXL85 
611 BINTX 
612 BCBWD 
613 iUC 
614 CCP 
615 FFAPD 
616 FMNT 
611 BFY36 
618 APY 
619 FMP 
620 BFDDK 
621 SWDOK 
622 BSWOK 
623 BPLl1F 
624 BPPYOK 
625 BMLMP 
626 BWRBDS 
626 BWRBDP 
621 VU 
62S BVUOK 
629 BFSCHR 
630 BFRI 
630 BFRWF 
630 BFSBL T 
631 BFBOX 
631 BCOVP 
632 ABFUN 
633 BFY42 
634 BFY45 
635 BFY50 
636 BFY55 
631 BFYiiO 
63B BFY65 
639 BBT85 
640 B8T80 
641 BBT74 
642 BBT70 
643 88T66 
644 BBT63 
645 BBT60 
646 BLRLCC 
641 BPPY27 
648 BDT412 
649 BDT257 
650 BSIRLH 
651 B·SNAPH 
652 814MPLH 
653 BLOR25 
654 BLORZ. 
655 RBBR 
656 BR8BLl 
657 SMP 
658 ALF 
659 FB8R 
660 FFBBR 
661 8LROJ 
662 BBRSDK 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
610 
611 
612 
613 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
6BO 
681 
6B2 
6B3 
684 
6B5 
686 
687 
68B 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
22 MEMBER 
22 BRACING 
23 VERTICAL BRACING 
23 LA TERAL BRAC I·NG 
o BRACING COMPONENT OF BEAM 
o BRACING COMPONENT OF GIRDER 
o FACTORED AXIAL FORCE IN THE MEMBER 
o PCR, MAX STRENGTH OF THE MEMBER I FROM 2.4-1 
o MAX MOMENT POSSIBLE WITH Z.ERO AXIAL FORCE 
o MAX FORCE BY THE EULER I S FORMULA 
o P .LE. 10.85*AG* FY ) 
o INTERACTION FORMULA 2.4-2 SATISFIED 
o COLUMN BRACED IN WEAK DIRECTION ONLY 
o MEMBER UNDER AXIAL COMPRESSION ONLY 
o CC FOR PLASTIC DESIGN 
o FA FOR PLASTIC DESIGN BY F~MULA 1.5-1 
o FACTORED BENDING MOMENT FOR PLASTIC DESIGN 
o FY=36 
o PY ( '" AREA*FY ) 
a MP, PLASTIC MOMENT 
o FLANGE DIMENSION SATISFACTORY 
o WEB DIMENSION SATISFACTORY 
a SHEAR ON WEB SATISFACTORY 
o P .LE. ( 1.7*AG*FFA ) 
a FORMULA 2.4.3 SATISFIED 
o M .LE. MP 
o WEB REINFORCED BY DIAGONAL STIFFENER 
o WEB RE INFORCED BY DOUBLE PLATE 
o SHEAR FOR PLASTIC DESIGN 
o VU .LE. 0.55*FY*T*D 
o FLANGE SUBJECTED TO COMPR INVOLVING HINGE ROTATION 
24 FLANGE OF ROLLED I SHAPE 
24 FLANGE OF ROLLED WIDE FLANGE SHAPE 
24 FLANGE OF SIMILAR BUILT-UP SINGLE WEB SHAPE 
24 FLANGE OF BOX SECTION 
24 COVER PLA TE 
o BF FOR UNSTI FFENED ELEMENT ( = 2*ABUN 
o FY=42 
o FY-45 
o FY=50 
o FY=55 
a FYc60 
o FYos65 
o IBF/12*TF)) .LE. 8.5 
o IBF/(2*TF)) .LE. 8.0 
o IBFII2*TFII .LE. 7.4 
o IBF/12*TFI) .LE. 7.0 
o. (BF/(2*TFII .LE. 6.6 
o IBF/(2*TFI) .LE. 6.3 
a (BFII2*TFII .LE. 6.0 
o ELI AR • LE. CC FOR PLASTIC DES IGN 
o (P/PY 1 .LE. 0.27 
o FORMULA (2.7-lAI SATISFIED 
o FORMULA 12.7-1BI SATISFIED 
o SEGMENT IN THE REGION OF LAST HINGE 
o SEGMENT NOT ADJACENT TO A PLASTIC HINGE 
o (M/MP) .GE. -0.5 
o 1 LCR/RY 1 .LE. ( 1375/FY + 25 ) 
o (LCR/RY) .LE. 1 1375/FY 1 
o STRESS RATIO IN BRACING 
o STRESS RATIO IN BRACING .LE. 1.0 
o SECTION MODULUS (PLASTIC) 
o LOAD FACTOR 
o ACTUAL BENDING STRESS IN BRACING 
o ALLOWABLE BENDING STRESS IN BRAC ING 
o l/R OTHERWISE JUSTIFIED 
STRESS REQUIREMENT IN BRACING SATISFACTORY 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
O· BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o BLANK 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
610 611 623 624 647 648 649 
6ll 
611 
6ll 
o 
o 
608 
o 
646 
623 
611 624 625 652 659 
620 
624 641 648 649 
624 625 608 652 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
622 
622 
628 
622 
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620 
620 
620 
620 
620 
639 640 641 642 643 644 645 
620 
620 
620 
620 
620 
620 
620 
620 
620 
620 
620 
620 
620 
o 
621 
621 
621 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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659 
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o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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